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CRISES IN SUDAN AND NORTHERN UGANDA

WEDNESDAY, JULY 29, 1998

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON AFRICA, AND SUBCOMMITTEE ON

INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1:39 p.m., in room

2172, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ed Royce [chairman of
the Subcommittee on Africa] and Hon. Chris Smith, (chairman of
the Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights]
presiding.

Mr. ROYCE. [presiding] This joint hearing of the Subcommittee on
Africa and the Subcommittee on International Oper,,tions and
Human Rights will come to order.

The humanitarian crisis in the neighboring countries of Sudan
and Uganda are demanding world attention. Tragically, once again
we are witnessing starvation by the tens of thousands in Sudari,
and northern Uganda is experiencing equally horrific events. These
crises are related and the Sudanese and Ugandan Governments are
each providing support for rebel forces. Today's hearing aims to
better understand these situations and better understand U.S. pol-
icy options.

Northern Uganda has been plagued by rebel insurgency for the
past 12 years, but the frequency of attacks has increased over the
last couple of years leaving thousands of displaced Ugandans living
in makeshift camps. The perpetrator of this violence, the Lord's Re-
sistance Army (LRA), has become notorious for looting homes and
abducting and enslaving thousands of Ugandan children. The U.N.
Children's Fund estimates that up to 10,000 youngsters have been
victims of its gruesome atrocities. This violence mars Uganda's con-
siderable progress.

Today, Sudanese by the thousands are dying from hunger in
southern Sudan as a result of civil war and drought. The estimate
of people in need of emergency food is 2.6 million. housands of Su-
danese have left their homes in search of food and between 40 and
50 people are dying every day in the southern town of Wau alone.
Humanitarian-inspired ceasefires, while desirable, are no long-term
answer to this suffering. The political barriers to ending this suffer-
ing can seem daunting, but while providing aid and saving lives in
the short-term, the United States may have a chance to encourage
long-term developments.

In May, the Sudanese Government offered to hold a referendum
in the south, supposedly allowing for the option of self-determina-



tion to southern Sudanese. It may make sense for the United
States and others to look seriously at this proposal. As a good
friend of Uganda, the United States may have a diplomatic role to
play in its conflict. The United States is the largest funder of Oper-
ational Lifeline Sudan, the U.N.-sponsored program which coordi-
nates the delivery of relief assistance to war-affected civilians.

Since 1989 when OLS was founded, the United States has con-
tributed more than $700 million helping to save countless lives. Yet
many Members of Congress have grave concerns about how Oper-
ation Lifeline has functioned and what type of diplomatic support
it has received from our government. We look forward to hearing
from Assistant Secretary of State, Susan Rice and others on these
issues. Our witnesses today will give us a current picture of the sit-
uation in southern Sudan and northern Uganda, as well as rec-
ommendations for effective U.S. policy in dealing with these hu-
manitarian crises.

We are pleased to share today's hearing with the Subcommittee
on International Operations and Human Rights, and I will now
turn to the panel's Chair, Mr. Chris Smith of New Jersey.

Mr. SMITI. Thank you very much, Chairman Royce, and I do
thank you for scheduling this very important hearing, and doing it
jointly, on the humanitarian and human rights crises in northern
Uganda and Sudan.

A few weeks ago, I received a visit from Sister Mary Rose Atuu,
who shared her personal observations of a campaign of terror
waged by the so-called Lord's Resistance Army, with the backing
of the Government of Sudan. The systematic torture, rape, and
murder of children, who are then forced to become murderers
themselves, are atrocities on the order of those committed by Hitler
and Stalin. Yet the modern world simply watches while the rape
and the torture and the murder continues. I hope our Administra-
tion witnesses today tell us exactly what our government believes
would be necessary to put an end to these depredations of the LRA,
and what we are doing to see to it that these steps are taken.

The crisis in Uganda is inextricable from the plight of southern
Sudan, whose people have been the victims of a vicious internal
war inflicted by the radical military government in Khartoum, and
who are now dying by the thousands as a result of the famine
caused in large part by that war. The lesson of Sudan is also the
lesson of the Soviet Union in its heyday; of Ethiopia in the 1980's;
and of North Korea today. The primary cause of amine is not nat-
ural forces. The primary cause of famine is bad government. There
is more than enough food in the world, and the governments and
other institutions in the free and civilized world are more than
willing to deliver it.

When these institutions fail, it is usually because they are im-
e ded by the governments that caused the famine in the first place.

This does not mean that we should stop trying. It is not the fault
of the children of Sudan or of North Korea, that they were born in
countries with evil governments. I hope to hear from our witnesses
today exactly what needs to be done to end the starvation and the
malnutrition, and I can assure you I pledge my support to make
these things happen. We must bear in mind however, that the
long-term solution to the problem of hunger must include an end
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to the oppression, corruption, and disregard for human life that are
at the root cause of hunger.

I agree with several of our witnesses today that the people of
southern Sudan need more than humanitarian assistance; they
also need peace. I have joined with my very distinguished col-
leagues, Tony Hall and Frank Wolf, in calling on the President to
appoint a special envoy in an effort to turn the temporary and lim-
ited ceasefire into a lasting peace. But the people of Sudan have
already learned that no peace will really last until it is peace with
honor and justice. It would be tragically wrong to impose a peace
that merely takes away from the people of southern Sudan what
they have gained in the battlefield, allowing the Khartoum Govern-
ment to consolidate its power and bide its time before engaging in
yet another round of brutal repression. Peace in Sudan means self-
determination for all of the people of Sudan. The people of the
south must have free and fair elections under international super-
vision between independence and integration into a new Sudan
that is both free and democratic.

We're very honored today to have our distinguished colleague,
Tony Hall, who has been the leader in the Congress, whether it be
on the House or the Senate side, the leader in trying to eradicate
and on the short-term to mitigate the suffering imposed by world
hunger. Tony has been a leader on Sudan, he and along with
Frank Wolf have been there many times and again we benefit from
the good work that he does. I'm very glad he's here and I thank
him for joining us on this panel.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Smith appears in the appendix.)
Mr. ROYCE. At this time I will ask our colleague, Tony Hall, who

has recently returned from Sudan, who in the past has taken many
trips to Sudan in his efforts to combat world hunger, for his obser-
vations.

Mr. HALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and both of you, I appre-
ciate your great effort today and your-certainly your most impor-
tant witnesses that you're having here today to shed a lot of light
really on what's going on. I have a rather long statement that I'd
like to have it as part of the record, I'm not going to read it. I'm
just going to talk a little bit about the trip that I took at the end
of May.

I was in Sudan at the end of May and I must say that I'd been
to Sudan before, this is my third trip, and it's getting much worse.
I've visited a lot of disaster areas in the world and I would say that
of course, the worst that many of us have seen was in Ethiopia in
1984. In the area that I was in this time, the province of Bahr-el-
Ghazal which is in the south west part of Sudan, it's just about as
bad as anything I've seen since Ethiopia in 1984. I just saw hun-
dreds and hundreds of people just starving, many children beyond
malnutrition and extreme, extreme starvation, and the last time I
have seen that-I saw a little bit of it in North Korea-but the last
time I saw it in a wholesale way was in Ethiopia in 1984.

And what is eerie about it is that, outside of some of the feeding
stations, especially in this province in southwest Sudan, you see
lots of mothers that have walked miles to get to this particular
feeding camp and this particular feeding camp was being handled
by World Vision. And they were all just very thin, their children



were beyond malnutrition, they were in the extreme part of starva-
tion and obviously, in my opinion, what I was seeing is at least half
of them would not make it. It was one of the eerie things about it
and when you see hundreds of people waiting outside to get into
the feeding center, when you see people like this and nobody is
making a noise or children are not walking around, they're not
playing, they're not laughing, they're not crying, they're just suffer-
ing-they're hardly making a noise; you know you're in bad shape,
and that was the situation town after town, village after village,
that we had seen.

We saw a lot of atrocities that were committed by horsemen ap-
parently coming out of the north. One of the groups that we trav-
elled with is a private voluntary organization called MPA, and it's
a Norwegian people's aid and they showed us a battle that had oc-
curred 10 days before where hundreds of people were butchered,
people that were in villages, in markets, and what we were seeing
10 days later were the after effects of vultures and just picking the
bones absolutely bare and it was an amazing sight and something
I haven't seen again since Ethiopia.

This is a man-made disaster. Sudan has the ability, according to
all of our experts, of being able to not only feed themselves, but
they tell me they can feed all of Africa if they could ever have some
peace, which they haven't had since they gained their independ-
ence; it's about 42, 45 years ago. Only a few years have they had
peace. They have an abundance of water with the Nile running
right short-there's a lot of water below the surface. In many parts
of the land they have a lot of minerals, a lot of resources. They just
discovered oil. It's the biggest country geographically in Africa. It's
bordered by nine countries around it. There's no other country like
that in Africa.

You're going to hear a lot of talk probably today about a good
portion of the poalation. It's almost half and half of Muslim,
southern part is Christian, and the tribal problems are just-it's
one problem after another. But it has the ability to feed, not only
feed itself, but to feed all of Africa, if left alone.

Our policy, in my opinion, of our government isolating Khartoum,
is not working and I don't think it has worked for some time. I
think the fact that we don't have an ambassador or a full com-
plement of people in Khartoum is wrong. I think that we should
talk to these people, no matter how much we detest the atrocities
that are occurring over there, but to not have people in Khartoum
on a regular basis, to not have people in our embassy, to not have
discussions going on, I mean how are we ever going to be part of
any peace process or any political settlement; we're not there to
talk.

So I believe that our policy of isolating Khartoum is not working.
I also went to Khartoum, I talked to Mr. Bashir and Mr. Tarabi
and talked to other leaders within Khartoum and I think that
maybe I might have been the first official of any kind in 5 years
to talk to them, and I think it's silly. I think we ought to be having
discussion.

We need more humanitarian help; there's no question about that.
The United States is generous. We've always been generous. We're
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a very generous government. We're a very generous people. We can
do more; we can lead more in this particular area.

A lot of our friends can do much better jobs, especially our Euro-
pean neighbors. There's just no sense in the fact that they've kind
of taken their hands off. Japan is sitting on maybe 6 million metric
tons of food. We have written them and asked them to think about
giving food to Sudan. I mean a lot of their food is rotting, and so
we need a lot of help.

Frank Wolf and Ihave, and Chris Smith, we've called upon the
President to appoint a high-level envoy to help with these. We have
looked at the situation. By no stretch of the imagination are we ex-
perts, but in listening to people, iz listening to friends and just
traveling to the country a number of times, we've come to the con-
clusion that, you know if we're going to send our top people to Bos-
nia and we came out with the Dayton Peace Accords which oc-
curred in my district, Dayton, Ohio, we're going to send Mr. Mitch-
ell, who I think went to Ireland 100 times, and Mr. Holbrooke
again to Cyprus, James Baker to parts of northern Africa to settle
some of the major disputes that have been going on the past couple
of years, why wouldn't we consider doing this in Sudan? They've
lost 2 million people over the past 12 years. There's another 2.5
million people that are facing starvation and death and there's a
good chance that thousands of these are going to die because the
situation, I'm told, is getting worse even since I've been there.

And so I really believe that we need some kind of national envoy
really and am hopeful we'll move toward that. I continue to hear
more and more. I don't know if this is coming from the Administra-
tion or it's coming from Members of Congress that the possibility
of a humanitarian envoy could be a pointed from our government.
I hope that's not the middle ground that the government is push-
ing, but I think that might be what is coming, and I think it's a
nice gesture but that's all it is.

We've got a lot of humanitarian experts in Sudan, most of them,
or a good portion of them, are here in the room. A lot of them are
still in Sudan, are working on Alokichoggio, and OLS is-you
know, they have a lot of people that have been there for years so
we have a lot of humanitarian envoys. So a humanitarian ambas-
sador, humanitarian envoy is a good gesture, but it's not going to
do the job.

Sudan needs peace, there's no question about it, to end this war,
and I think the only way to get peace is to have a political solution.
In the whole, I would say the OLS operation, Lifeline Sudan has
done a good job. If we didn't have them there, we'd have to figure
out a way to invent them because they've been there a number of
years, they work awfully hard. They've been timid sometimes.
Somebody once told me, my friend Dan, he says that's a nice word,
"timid." They've lacked the guts in the past few months when al-
most all of the food shipments into this province that I'm talking
about, which are going to rebel-held areas at the SPLA, every flight
has to be approved by Khartoum. And as a result of that, what's
happened is all the food flights stopped. That's why you're seeing
tens of thousands of people not only die, but that's why a lot of food
has not gotten into that province.

IL ............ 'm , = -



And the United Nations thought the OLS has been very timid,
as when Khartoum says, we're not going to allow you in, they have
hardly raised their voice. I don't have any understanding toward
that-when you go out to Sudan and you're in Kenya you hear a
lot of criticism from both sides about the OLS relative to this lack
of guts of raising their voice concerning this most important prob-
lem.

Food is now going into the province, and you'll hear from experts
as to how much and what's needed, but these are just a few of my
thoughts. I thank both of you for your interest and for all that
you're doing, certainly for holding this hearing. Thank you.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Hall appears in the appendix.]
Mr. RoYCE. Thank ou, Mr. Hall. We will now hear from the

Ranking Member of this Committee, Mr. Robert Menendez from
New Jersey.

Mr. MENENDEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I listened with great
interest to my colleague who clearly is one of the most clariant
voices in the Congress on behalf of those who hunger throughout
the world, and I appreciate him being here today. His insights are
always, I think, enormously important to those of us who deal with
foreign policy issues. Tony Hall deals with these issues from a dif-
ferent perspective and his perspective is one that I appreciate and
thank the Chair for having him today here and Tony for sharing
it with us.

Once again, the Sudanese people find themselves confronted with
famine and death, and once again the culprit is Sudan's 15-year-
long civil war. Ten years ago, 250,000 Sudanese perished in the
famine of the last 1980's and today OLS has mounted its largest
relief operation ever to manage the more than 2.6 million people
facing starvation, and the estimated 250,000 people who are near
death. And while a ceasefire is in place and may be an opportunity,
it is temporary and, sadly, Sudan's civil war appears no closer to
ending today than it did in the 1980's. An estimated 1.5 million
people have died in Sudan's civil war. In addition to the internal
turmoil, the war has extracted an enormous cost on Sudan's neigh-
bors. The civil war in Sudan still is the root cause of instability in
East Africa. The government in Khartoum is responsible for fund-
ing and supporting regional insurgent groups and international ter-
rorist organizations. Uganda has been disproportionately affected
by the war in Sudan. Khartoum continues to support the LRA
which has abducted some 10,000 children, some as young as 8
years old, in Northern Uganda which it uses to support its efforts
to overthrow the Government of Uganda and to fight for the Suda-
nese Government in southern Sudan.

Today we're charged with looking at the humanitarian crisis in
the region, but, clearly, we cannot look at the humanitarian crisis
without acknowledging the civil war as the cause of the famine.
The government in Khartoum uses food as a military weapon, at-
tempting to starve fighters in the south, as it did earlier this year
when it barred all relief flights to the south in February and
March, in response to the military losses in the region. In addition,
the war in the south has kept farmers from harvesting their crops.
The reality is that the Sudanese people will cycle in and out of



famines until there is peace and stability which allows for sustain-
able fearing throughout the country.

I know that Sudan and even the provision of humanitarian relief
are subjects of divisive political debates. I think we can clearly
state that no one--no one-supports the National Islamic Front
(NIF), and everyone seeks peace and reconciliation for a people who
have suffered for far too long. I think that maybe some of the ob-
servations that Mr. Hall made need to be taken to heart here as
to how to conclude the problem of Sudan. I'm looking forward to
listeningto the Assistant Secretary because I'd like to hear why we
had such a late response to the famine. Why we didn't have the
ability to forecast? It seems to me that it's rather obvious that we
should have been able to forecast what has been now a cyclical
process, and that we should have known about the famine and pre-
pared for a response to it.

I can only agree with the conclusion reached by reporter Bruce
Neil in his recent article for Time magazine where he says and I
quote: "But peace is a commodity that the Sudanese people need
the most. Their starvation is all the worse because it is so unneces-
sary. Southern Sudan offers some of the most productive land in
Affica and the people who live there are hardworking farmers and
herdsmen, taskmasters at raising cattle, coping with scanty
rainfalls and husbanding seeds. If the battles would only end, they
could make it on their own. Instead, tens of thousands of them are
likely to die in this famine and the next one which is sure to come."

Now, clearly, part of the work here today must be to consider not
only how we address this crisis, but what we can and should do to
forestall the next. And as I said, I'd like to hear why we didn't act
in a much more propitious and quick manner. The status quo can
only yield another famine, and I look forward to hearing the Assist-
ant Secretary's response.

Mr. ROYCE. Thank you, Mr. Menendez.
Let me ask our colleague, Cynthia McKinney of Georgia, do you

have a statement you would like to submit at this time?
Ms. McKINNEY. I do have a statement which focuses on the

Ugandan side of this issue. I will submit it for the record and hear
from our Assistant Secretary who has come.

[The prepared statement of Ms. McKinney appears in the appen-
dix.]

Mr. ROYCE. Thank you. And let me turn now to the vice chair-
man of this Committee, Mr. Houghton of New York, to ask if he
has a statement at this time.

Mr. HOUGHTON. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ROYCE. Thank you. Mr. Don Payne of New Jersey.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me thank

you and Chairman Smith for calling this very important hearing on
the crisis of Sudan and northern Uganda.

Many people that I come across know that there is a severe prob-
lem in Sudan-it's been there for many years-but cannot com-
p rehend its depth. To me the one predictable thing about Sudan is
its unpredictability. An entire generation of southern Sudanese are
dying in one way or another in the world's most neglected civil war.
More than 1.5 million southern Sudanese have died over the past
decade as a result of war, famine, disease, and just neglect of the



world. The urgency of the humanitarian crisis in Sudan cannot be
overstated.

For the life of me, I cannot understand how this has happened
yet again. An estimated 2.6 million people are currently at risk of
starvation. Relief operations are seriously threatened because of
the government's policy of starvation as a weapon. The NIF Gov-
ernment is primarily responsible for the escalation of the current
humanitarian tragedy. Moreover, citizens continue to suffer need-
lessly, in part because of the indifference of the international com-
munity. OLS, created to prevent humanitarian crisis in Sudar, is
also partly responsible. OLS has become hostage to NIF's constant
manipulation. The indiscriminate aerial bombardment of refugee
camps and massive ground onslaught by government forces appear
targeted in deep populating southern uan and to crest Sudan's
People Liberation Army, the SPLA.

My first visit to southern Sudan was in 1993, with many subse-
quent trips since, and I must honestly conclude that almost 8 years
of oppression and dictatorship have intensified opposition to the
NIF-led government. I've never seen the people in the SPLA more
determined. I was in Yei last December with my good friend, Con-
gressman Campbell, and I saw the devastation and the desperate
conditions of the people who live there.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure everyone has seen the horrible photos
in Time magazine, especially in the Bahr-el-Ghazal region, which
depicts a mother that cannot provide milk for her starving child,
and men that are too frail and too weak to walk, that often means
a Dinka herdsman, whose master's raising cattle as a way of life,
not being able to provide for his family. This brutal Islamic regime
in Khartoum cannot compare in 'its viciousness to what is happen-
in to the Christians and the animists in the south.

Let me conclude by saying that I must commend Assistant Sec-
retary Susan Rice and our Administration's effective Sudan policy.
It is precisely this policy that has brought both parties to the nego-
tiating table. If we change course by opening the embassy without
any tangible evidence of reform, the IGAD talks which are sched-
uled for next month have a potential to be ciLc.1mvented. Most im-
portant, the government in Khartoum will interpret this move as
a sign of approval for their brutal policy at a time when we should
be clear about our objectives in Sudan. Moved by the situation, I
have introduced H. Con. Res. 309 with Chairman Gilman, Chair-
man Smith, and Ranking Member Menendez, that seeks to halt the
forced abduction and recruitment of children soldiers by the abu-
sive government in collaboration with the LRA. It encourages the
President to appoint an envoy for the region.

I would also like to submit this letter to the Pentagon for the
record which asks for the use of the numerous C-130 planes we
have just sitting around in reserve. The planes that are in the re-
gion, one is broken, the other two are having problems. The record
should be set straight. The NIF government remains an obstacle to
peace and a threat to the regional stability. It is cruel and inhu-
mane to use food as a tool of war on the most vulnerable. The
United States should not be used by Khaitoum as a pawn for their
sinister game. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back the balance
of my time.



[The letter appears in the appendix.]
[The prepared statement of Mr. Payne appears in the appendix.]
Mr. ROYCE. Thank you Mr. Payne. Under very difficult cir-

cumstances, Mr. Payne and Mr. Frank Wolf have been to Sudan,
and I'm going to ask Mr. Frank Wolf, who's helped focus this Con-
gress' attention on this issue, if he wants to make an opening state-
ment.

Mr. Wou. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll be very brief. I appre-
ciate your holding the hearings. I appreciate Mr. Smith's efforts,
and also Mr. Payne and Mr. Hall's latest trip, which I think has
helped bring a lot of attention to the issue. I also want to thank
Secretary Rice, who has been a good voice on this issue. My com-
fort level has increased tremendously by the fact that you're down
where you are because I think we share a lot of the same views
on Sudan.

I did want to say there are two other things: First, more U.S.
aid, particularly with regard to the capacity-building that's nec-
essary; and second, I understand-Mr. Hall said it, and I would
like to reiterate-I think we really need a special envoy of the cali-
ber of a former Senator, Sam Nunn or former Senator Paul Simon
or Jim Baker-I'm not sure who would take the job-but somebody
of that caliber. I know it was tried at one other time and the indi-
vidual got sick and it was kind of a different type of a situation.
But now that all the publicity is coming back on this issue (and I
think the Administration is taking a good position on the issue) I
think here's an opportunity.

I think if we don't seize all the publicity which has come and
probably will come-it usually comes in 2- or 3-month waves and
then begins to dissipate again-we may miss another opportunity.
And I would think if, Madam Secretary, if we had somebody who
would report through you, someone like Paul Simon or Sam
Nunn-because when I watched the envoy when Senator Mitchell
was the envoy to Northern Ireland, I read in the paper he went
back to Ireland about 100 times. Obviously, it's easier to get to Ire-
land than it is to Sudan, but if you had somebody who became the
reservoir of knowledge that had the confidence of the Administra-
tion and the confidence of Congress, that knew both sides, couldn't
be fooled by either side, I think this would be the opportunity
whereby at the end of this year we could bring about truly a real
lasting peace.

It's just not a humanitarian solution we need; we also need a po-
litical solution, and I would urge you to take that under consider-
ation because I think you've got so much else to do; if this person
could funnel through you, I think they could make a difference.
Senator Mitchell has been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize and
many more people have died in Sudan, both in the north and the
south but particularly in the south, than died in Ireland. And obvi-
ously, he did an outstanding job there but, to take that same
knowledge and intuition that he had and the ability, with a good
relationship to the President and the Administration and Secretary
of State, and also the respect he's had here in Congress, he was
able to bring that together. The poor southern Sudanese living in
the village of Torit or Kapoeta, or wherever they may be, could
benefit from someone similar to Senator Mitchell and his expertise.



There's a special envoy, Holbrooke, for Cyprus. Compared to Cy-
prus, this is a much more significant issue of humanitarian inter-
est.

And, last, we know that there are terrorist groups in downtown
Khartoum. We have the opportunity to deal with that issue, to deal
with all the other issues on the table. I think a political person
could really make the difference in bringing this to a conclusion.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the hearings and thank you for the
time.

Mr. ROYCE.
Thank you, Mr. Wolf. Now, we will have opening statements

from Congresswoman McKinney of Georgia and Congressman
Sherman from California. Congresswoman McKinney.

Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to welcome
Assistant Secretary Susan Rice, along with the other witnesses. I
look forward to their testimony.

Twelve years ago Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni marched
a 20,000-strong rebel army to Uganda's capital, Kampala, and lib-
erated the Ugandan people from the reign of two of the most op-
pressive dictatorships the world has ever seen. During their succes-
sive regimes, Ainin and Obote murdered over one million people.
While the United States and the western powers did nothing,
Museveni took action. Since then, the story of Uganda is nothing
short of phenomenal.

President Museveni immediately formed a human rights commis-
sion to investigate the atrocities committed under the former dic-
tators. Today the commission is chaired by a judge and overseen
by members of the High Court. The mandate of the organization
is to serve as a watchdog by monitoring government activities and
to educate the public about respect for human rights.

After the establishment of the human rights commission, Presi-
dent Museveni began assembling judges, lawyers, and other schol-
ars for the purpose of drafting Uganda's constitution. His adminis-
tration actively solicited the involvement of men and women at the
grassroots level. Several thousand Ugandans submitted memoran-
dums offering suggestions. An important component of the con-
stitution is a provision institutionalizing the human rights commis-
sion.

Perhaps most astonishing has been Uganda's economic growth
under President Museveni. Real GDP growth has averaged 6.7 per-
cent over the last 10 years; inflation has been reduced from 250
percent to 6 percent. The country has liberal current and capital
accounts, so there is no restriction on foreign exchange.

To ease the concerns of foreign investors, Uganda now offers in-
surance to investors through the multilateral Insurance Guarantee
Agency of the World Bank. Under Amin, Ugandans of south Asian
heritage were stripped of their properties and forced to leave the
country. President Museveni has allowed them to return and has
given back their businesses and land.

To encourage American tourists and investors, citizens of the
United States no longer need visas to travel to Uganda.

Understanding that an exclusionary government breeds its own
opposition, President Museveni held elections and has an adminis-
tration that reflects the diversity of Ugandan society. In 1987, a re-



porter asked him how he could afford to have such a large and di-
verse government. His answer was a simple one: It's cheaper than
war.

Mr. Chairman, this is what President Museveni has built in just
12 years. But even more important than what he has done for
Uganda, President Museveni is perhaps the first of a new breed of
leader on the continent. He has proven that African leaders no
longer need to follow the orders of their colonial masters to achieve
success. Independence and security, Museveni has shown, are not
mutually exclusive.

Unfortunately, all of this is threatened by an entity as evil as the
world has ever seen. Northern Uganda isplagued by a rebel insur-
gency known as the LRA, led by Joseph Kony. The LRA is notori-
ous for looting homes, abducting and enslaving thousands of Ugan-
dan children. Boys as young as 11 years old are forced to serve as
soldiers and to participate in extreme acts of violence. Girls of the
same age are made into sexual slaves. Nearly all of the children
who escape from the LRA are found to be HIV-positive. The U.N.
Children's Fund estimates that up to 10,000 youngsters have been
victims of rebel atrocities. Backed by an oppressive and terrorist
regime in Sudan, the LRA is a direct affront to the new Africa.

It is time, I believe now, Mr. Chairman, for Congress and the
Clinton Administration to embrace President Museveni and Ugan-
da as a partner for peace and stability on the African continent. We
must make a decision: Will the United States continue its cen-
turies-old neglect of Africa? Will it sup port only the Mobutu
Seseseiko's and Jonas Savimbi's of Africa? Or has President Clin-
ton's trip truly marked a new beginning and relations between the
countries of sub-Saharan Africa? Will we support those who are
doing the right thing? The current crisis in northern Uganda poses
this question. I, along with countless others who care about the fu-
ture of Africa, await this answer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement of Ms. McKinney appears in the appen-
dix.]

Mr. ROYCE. Thank you, Congresswoman McKinney. Congress-
man Sherman.

Mr. SHERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My colleague, Ms.
McKinney, has done an outstanding job of talking about Uganda,
and I've just got an opening statement that focuses exclusively on
Sudan.

This is the least known of the rogue regimes. Americans hear
about North Korea; they hear about Iraq and Iran, and yet here
is a regime that seems to combine aggression and oppression of its
own people along with a near genocidal war, the south, and strong
elements of the practice of slavery, one that most Americans think
is only a product of the last century. And it's a government that
hosts some of the vilest terrorists in the world, provides them sanc-
tuary, and I believe provides them with aid as well.

We ought to have the strongest possible sanctions against the
government in Khartoum, and yet we hear reports that American
oil companies are looking to build pipelines and that American oil
companies seem to have found some exceptions to policies enacted
by this Congress, are doing business and making investments in
Sudan. I think it's critical that we urge American oil companies to



cease making investments in Sudan, not to look for ways to do so,
because I think the U.S. Government has got to feel free, should
it become necessary to provide military aid to the opponents of the
Khartoum Government, whether those opponents be in the north
or the south or the east, and it may come to that.

This is a truly vile regime, and if it's necessa r for us to go be-
yond sanctions to some degree of assistance to the regime's oppo-
nents, military assistance even, we should do that and we shouldn't
have oil companies here saying, oh, but we have investments. In-
stead, it's for the oil companies to recognize that there are much
better places in the world for them to invest. Thank you.

Mr. RoYcE. Thank you, Mr. Sherman. We've been joined by Mr.
Campbell from California and Mr. Chabot from Ohio.

Our first witness is Assistant Secretary of State for *frican Af-
fairs, Susan Rice. Dr. Rice previously served as Special Assistant
to the President and is Senior Director for African Affairs at the
National Security Council. A former Rhodes scholar, Dr. Rice
earned her degrees at Stanford and Oxford University. She visited
Uganda with Secretary of State Madeleine Albright last December,
and again with President Clinton, my colleague Don Payne andmyselfrin March. Secretary Rice.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN RICE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
AFRICAN AFFAIRS AT THE NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL
Ms. RICE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, distinguished

Members. I thank you for this opportunity to testify before your
two distinguished subcommittees on two pressing human rights
issues of serious concern to the U.S. Government. These are the
humanitarian crises in southern Sudan and the heinous activities
of the LRA in Uganda and southern Sudan. Although these crises
are occurring in two different countries and differ substantially in
scope and character, they share one thing in common: Both result
in large part from the callous and repressive policies of the Govern-
ment of Sudan.

Before turmng to the humanitarian situations in southern Sudan
and northern Uganda, I'd like to review with you the key elements
of our Sudan policy and the events that have shaped that policy.
Traditionally, throughout Sudan's 42 years of independence, the
United States has sought good relations with Africa's largest state.
However, when the NIF seized power in 1989 by overthrowing the
democratically elected head of state, our relations deteriorated
sharply. Today Sudan is the only state in sub-Saharan Africa that
poses a direct threat to U.S. National Security interests.

During the past 9 years we have been at odds with the Govern-
ment of Sudan over four fundamental issues: First, we condemn
and strenuously oppose the Sudanese Government's active sponsor-
ship of international terrorism. The government has allowed inter-
national terrorists such as Saudi financier Osama Bin Laden and
terrorist groups such as Hamas, safe haven in Sudan. It has estab-
lished training camps for extremist militants and was also involved
in the assassination attempt on Egyptian President Hosni Muba-
rak.

Second, the NIF Regime continues to destabilize neighboring
states through its assistance to a range of organizations, including



the LRA in Uganda, the Eritrean Islamic Jihad, and tho Oromo
Liberation Front in Ethiopia, that have consistently targeted civil-
ians.

Third, the Government of Sudan systematically violates the
human rights of it, own citizens. Torture, religious persecution,
slavery, and forced imposition of Shariya law on Sudanese citizens
throughout the country are pervasive and well-documented.

Fourth, the Government of Sudan continues to prosecute a vi-
cious war strategy in the south that is the direct cause of much of
the starvation that is now killing so many in southern Sudan.
Quite simply, the policies and practices of the NIF government di-
rectly put at risk the lives of hundreds of thousands of innocent ci-
vilians both at home ind abroad. As a result, our policy is to isolate
the Government of Sudan and pressure it to change fundamentally
its behavior.

At the same time, we seek to contain the threat that it poses to
the U.S. interest to neighboring African states and to the people of
Sudan. Toward this end, we are working on two levels: First we're
undertaking specific bilateral measures and then we are urging the
United Nations and other concerned countries to act in encert to
compel the Government of Sudan to change its behavior.

On a bilateral basis, the United States designated Sudan as a
state sponsor of terrorism in August 1993, and imposed comprehen-
sive economic sanctions on Sudan in November 1997. We believe
these sanctions are now effectively denying Sudan access to Amer-
ican financial institutions and markets.

On a multilateral basis, we supported the 1996 U.N. Security
Council resolution that imposed diplomatic sanctions on Sudan. In
addition, we introduced resolutions at meetings of the U.N. Human
Rights Commission condemning Sudan's grant violations of
human rights. We have also worked with other countries to restrict
arms sales to Sudan and to try to impose an air flight ban on Suda-
nese aircraft.

Through our Front-Line States Initiative, the United States has
provided non-lethal military assistance to several countries border-
ing Sudan, so that they can defend themselves against NIF-spon-
sored aggression. We recognize, however, that security and democ-
racy will come to Sudan only when the warring parties opt for reso-
lution to the 15-year civil war on the basis of a just and durable
peace, a peace that is based on respect for the human rights of all
Sudanese.

Thus, the United States is actively supporting, both financially
and diplomatically, the ongoing peace process sponsored by the
intergovernmentalauthority on development known as IGAD. The
United States strongly supports IGAD. We have assisted its revi-
talization efforts and provided direct assistance to the Sudan peace
process. Our reasons for doing this are two.

First, the IGAD peace process represents a genuine effort by the
countries of the region to address its own problems. We want to
support and encourage this trend.

Second, and unlike any other negotiation effort over the last
many years, IGAD has successfully defined a framework for the
resolution of this conflict which tackles the central questions of re-
ligion and the state.
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The Government of Sudan would like a proliferation of peace
processes in order to delay, confuse, and undermine the IGAD proc-
ess. We think we should not allow those efforts to succeed. We re-
main hopeful that additional progress will be made when the next
round of IGAD peace talks resumes in August, and the Administra-
tion plans to send a senior U.S. diplomat to support those talks.

To promote viable democratic systems in post-war Sudan, we
also have encouraged the various Sudanese opposition groups to
strengthen their cooperation to halt their own human rights
abuses, especially by the SPLA and by Springer factions, and to de-
velop democratic institutions in areas under their control. Sec-
retary Albright met last December with the leaders of the National
Democratic Alliance, the umbrella opposition organization, to en-
courage them to work together effectively to promote the rights and
freedom of the Sudanese people.

USAID is providing $4 million in development assistance in
areas administered by the Sudanese opposition in an effort to en-
hance the establishment of transparent and democratic systems
that can over time ensure that Sudanese citizens control their own
destiny. This is a new initiative.

Unfortunately, the humanitarian situation throughout southern
Sudan remains dire, despite massive U.S. assistance, due to 3
years of drought, a dozen-plus years of internal strife, and the deci-
sion by the Government of Sudan to ban relief flights for the most
severely affected areas in February and March. An estimated 2.6
million people are facing malnutrition or possibly starvation.
Through direct pressure galvanized by the United States, the inter-
national community finally managed to persuade the Government
of Sudan to grant access to relief flights on April 1st. Without the
direction intervention of the United States, I don't believe that the
flight ban would ever have been lifted by the Government of
Sudan, at least not in the near-term.

The U.N. umbrella organization for NGO operations in Sudan,
OLS provides the bulk of this relief to the most effective areas.
Largely due to swift U.S. support, OLS should be able to provide
the 15,000 metric tons of food per month needed by the most des-
perate people in the south, beginning in August. OLS is using
American qAsistance to lease additional heavy-lift aircraft and will
soon have 13 such aircraft, including C-130's, operating out of
Lokichoggio and Kenya and three newly opened regional bases. The
current food delivery program will be the largest of its kind in his-
tory, surpassing the Berlin airlift.

Members of Congress have urged that the United States also pro-
vide assistance to civilians living in areas that the OLS cannot
reach. Let me assure you that we're already doing that. We feel
that support for OLS is critical because it can deliver to needy ci-
vilians and also because the operation was agreed to through nego-
tiations by both sides in the conflict. But that said, we recognize
that OLS faces serious constraints, and so continue to provide as-
sistance to non-governmental organizations working in non-OLS
areas.

Since 1989, the United States has provided more than $700 mil-
lion in humanitarian assistance to Sudan. This year alone we have
already pledged more than $78 million. That $78 million includes
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60,000 metric tons of food, plus transportation costs, emergency
health care, and tools and seeds for farming. More is likely to be
provided this fiscal year. Already the United States accounts for
over one-third of the total relief being provided by the internal onal
community. We've also decided to allocate up to 100,000 adit onal
metric tons of wheat being purchased from U.S. farmers pursued
in these relief efforts. /

Today, as we speak, Roy Williams, who is the director of the Of-
fice of Foreign Disaster Assistance at USAID, is in Sudan assessing
the magnitude of the current problem, and the international effort
being mounted to bring it under control. Upon his return, we will
pursue appropriate next steps to expend our efforts and capacities.

The situation in Uganda is stark evidence that Sudan's disregard
for human rights extends well beyond its own borders. The Suda-
nese-sponsored LRA murders, tortures, rapes, kidnaps, and forcibly
conscripts the civilian population of northern Uganda. Its favorite
targets for kidnapping are children. Kidnapped girls are forced to
become sex slaves to LRA commanders while the boys are forced
to fight. All can be subject to vicious corporal punishment and mur-
der on the whim of the commander. Those who escape or are freed
carry with them tragic psychological scars.

Although the LRA and its commander, Joseph Kony, have their
origins in Uganda's own history of domestic conflict, it is Sudanese
support for the LRA that is giving it the resources and the sanc-
tuary necessary to terrorize the populations of the Gulu and
Kitgum districts in northern Uganda. Sudan provides the LRA
with safe havens deep within its own territory and supplies it with
military equipment, food and other materials. After Sudan's sup-
port to the LRA increased significantly in 1994, the atrocities suf-
fered by the people of northern, Uganda rose exponentially and that
suffering continues today.

During the first half of 1998, the number of incidents and the ge-
ographic spread of LRA depredations increased. Secretary Albright
and I and others visited Gulu during her December 1997 trip to Af-
rica. We were all deeply moved by the experience of meeting the
child victims of the LRA atrocities. It left us ever more committed
to helping Uganda address this ongoing conflict.

The United States is engaged on many levels to promote a reso-
lution to the conflict in northern Uganda and to meet the imme-
diate needs of the population there. The northern Uganda initiative
announced by the First Lady in Kampala last March, if funded by
Congress, will be a $10 million, 3-year program designed to target
relief and promote development in those areas most affected by the
war in the north. The program will focus on food security, trauma
counseling for children, employment generation, and reconstruction
of the infrastructure, particularly roads, necessary to generate eco-
nomic activity.

And although, of course, security is a prerequisite for sustainable
growth and development in northern Uganda, it is our belief that
progress can be made even before the conflict there has ended. Im-
proved economic prospects, moreover, may generate additional sup-
ort among the local population for the Government of Uganda's ef-
ts to defeat the LRA insurgency.
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In addition to our relief and development work, we are promoting
other avenues of conflict prevention and resolution. We are deliver-
ing non-lethal defensive military assistance to the Government of
Uganda to help improve the e fectiveness of its military response
to Sudanese-sponsored aggression, in particular, that of the LRA.

The Ugandan People s Defense Force has improved dramatically
in the last 10 years. Still, it has not been as effective as it could
be in combatting the LRA and protecting civilian populations. Our
IMET programs and efforts by other like-minded donors are de-
signed in part to address this problem, but ultimately the Govern-
ment of Uganda needs to enhance its own efforts in this regard. We
recognize the very difficult challenges associated with figliting an
insurgency that operates in a large and remote area and resorts to
such brutal tactics. But this is all the more reason i'or the Govern-
ment of Uganda to make sure its own military has every advantage
possible.

The UPDF Ugandan Forces, as well as government-sponsored
local defense forces, must guard against human rights abuses. We
believe the Government of Uganda is working to implement a mili-
tary campaign that respects the human rights of non-combatants
and deals as humanely as possible with the insurgence, many of
them forcibly conscripted by the LRA. But the Ugandan Govern-
ment must do more and better in this regard.

At the same time it is critical that we understand the sharp dif-
ference between the LRA and the Government of Uganda's defense
forces' behavior. Abusive tactics are an abhorration for the Ugan-
dan forces. For the LRA, they are standard operating procedure.

At the same time we are concerned that the government's mili-
tary response may not be enough. To date, it has not succeeded in
eliminating the LRA. Thus, we have encouraged the Government
of Uganda to pursue a parallel political track to resolve the conflict.
It's, frankly, difficult to imagine a negotiated settlement with a
group like the LRA, and nonetheless, it is in the interest of arrest-
ing the serious cost of this conflict that we believe the Government
of Uganda should consider seriously this option. To some degree at
least, it seems that communication has begun to be established.
But perhaps more important for long-term stability in the region,
we encourage the Government of Uganda to enhance its dialog with
community leaders in northern Uganda.

The human costs of the LRA insurgency in northern Uganda are
immense because it requires the government to sustain high mili-
tary spending and because it keeps a large part of the country out-
side of the productive economy. The war in the north is also de-
tracting from what has been one of Africa's strongest economic suc-
cess stories in recent years. Sudan's regional aggression, in short,
is costing Uganda and many others a great deal, and we must con-
tinue to work to contain it.

Mr. Chairman, Members, I believe that humanitarian crises in
northern Uganda and southern Sudan threaten the substantial
strides that Africa has taken over the past decade toward stability,
free market economies, and democracy. Today many Africans can
dare hope that their children and their children's children will
study and work in peace and security and freely and regularly elect
just and accountable leaders. We look forward to working with both



subcommittees to help all Africans enjoy the same opportunity as
the continent approaches the 21st century. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Rice appears in the appendix.]
Mr. ROYCE. Thank you, Secretary Rice. Let me begin the ques-

tioning by just asking about the situation where Iran, China,
France, Qatar are all believed to be supplying arms or giving tech-
nical assistance to Sudan. Why is the United Nations not actively
doing anything to deter these natiopts from such activities, if I may
ask that? Andwhy haven't these nations' involvement been made
more than a public issue, do you think, internationally?

Ms. RICE. Mr. Chairman, I think we share the frustration im-
plicit in your question when it pertains to the international com-
munity's response to the behavior of the Government of Sudan. The
United States has been a leader of efforts in the U.N. Security
Council to obtain tougher sanctions on Sudan, and frankly, thus
far, there hasn't been an appetite for tougher sanctions. There are
a variety of reasons for that, including the perspectives of some of
the permanent members of the Security Council who perhaps have
economic or political interests in Sudan that may override the
international community and securities stake in Sudan.

We are quite concerned by this. The U.S. Government has ac-
tively sought to ferret out instances of armed shipments to Sudan
through a variety of means, and where we have discovered them
and where there are laws that enable us to potentially impose pen-
alties on countries that export arms to countries that are on the
list of state sponsors of terrorism. We have engaged very aggres-
sively and, in fact, succeeded in deterring a number of armed ship-
ments from landing in Sudan.

Mr. ROYCE. I know that, as I'd mentioned, China, Iran, France,
Qatar are believed to be making those shipments. Could you shed
light on which countries we were able to actually intercede and
block arms shipments from?

Ms. RICE. Mr. Chairman, that will get us into some intelligence
questions that we would have to take up in a closed session.

Mr. ROYCE. I understand. Let me ask you another question then.
The Government of Sudan has expressed a willingness to offer au-
tonomy for the southern part of the country. Is this a serious offer
on the part of the NIF? Given the fact that the Front has fought
to apply Muslim law to all of the country, to the country it begs
the question, but what's your observation on that?

Ms. RICE. Well, I think it's important to note that the break-
through that occurred at the last round of the IGAD talks was sig-
nificant. It was the first time that the government had stated in
any fashion its willingness to allow a referendum on the future of
southern Sudan, but it is not without problems and it does raise
doubts about the sincerity of that statement, for a variety of rea-
sons.

In the first instance, there is great disagreement between the
government and the opposition organizations as to how to define
the area that would be subject to the referendum.

In the second instance, there are many who think that this was
an effort to divide the opposition, to split the new alliance that has
emerged over the last 3 years between northern opposition ele-



ments and southern opposition elements. And so I think it needs
to be watched very carefully with those considerations in mind.

Mr. ROYCE. Let me ask you a question about what we know
about the LRA, Joseph Kony, the originator of that movement, and
have the bizarre acts of the LRA disqualified it as a legitimate po-
litical organization that should be engaged in peace talks? I mean,
does that rule out enr,,.ging them in peace talks in northern Ugan-
da?

Ms. RICE. Well, the LRA is one of the most bizarre and heinous
military organizations anywhere. It doesn't have a clear political
agenda. If we were to ask Joseph Kony what his ambitions were,
I'm not sure that we would get an answer that makes sense in our
terms. They seem to have only one guiding principle and that is
tormenting people in the most vicious ways they can dream of. And
so it is obviously very difficult in that circumstance to encourage
a responsible government like the Government of Uganda to en-
gage in a dialog with the LRA. Having said that, as I said in my
testimony, we do think the situation is grave, that military means
are not likely alone to suffice and that the Government of Uganda
ought to consider a whole range of options including negotiations.

Mr. ROYCE. One last question on that point: How disciplined has
the Ugandan Army been in its battle with these rebel movements?
Does the Ugandan military need technical or other assistance to
succeed in its fight against the LRA?

Ms. RICE. The Ugandan Army has had some success, but it also
lacks skill; it lacks capacity in some regard. It has improved over
the last several years but, Mr. Chairman, I think it's fair to say
that there are some significant weaknesses. We have sought to
help the government address those weaknesses to the extent we
can through our modest military assistance programs. But internal
discipline, routing out corruption, and other steps will also be es-
sential for the Ugandan Army to succeed.

Mr. ROYCE. Thank you, Secretary Rice.
I will now go to Mr. Smith for questioning. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me just

ask Ambassador Rice, what resources do you think it would take
for the Ugandan Army to defeat Joseph Kony's army? We have
some very riveting testimony that Sister Mary Rose Atuu is going
to be giving and she tells the story of where some 44 girls were ab-
ducted from Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School in Gulu, and
how when one sought to escape after being abducted, she was
killed right in front of all the other students with bayonets.

But the main point of her testimony is to say, not just that this
is a brutal outfit, but that the Ugandan Army did little to stop
these perpetrators of these crimes; in other words, they just basi-
cally looked the other way. There may be instances where they, in-
deed, have stepped up and tried to save other students or other in-
nocent people in northern Uganda, but, as she points out here, this
is more the exception rather than the rule.

Now that we've advised the Ugandans to speak to Joseph Kony's
army, with whom will they speak? Where will they find these peo-
ple? Are there a number of people that have been identified asleaders, in addition to Kony, that would be the object of the nego-
tiation? And again, what would it take militarily? Are we advising



Ugandans as to how they might prosecute a war against these peo-
ple?

Ms. RICE. Well, as I said in my testimony, I think the problems
are both military and political. There is clearly more than can be
done to strengthen and professionalize the Ugandan military, and
we, with modest resources, are doing some of that, but, obviously,
there is much that remains to be done, and in fact what needs to
be done can be assisted in part by the United States and others
on the outside but there also needs to be improved discipline and
improved tactics and efforts to ensure that corruption is addressed
in the Ugandan Army. So there is-

Mr. SMITH. Do we have a program, a JCET program or some
other program, in place now to train?

Ms. RICE. We have IMET programs. We provide very modest
amounts of defensive non-lethal military assistance, primarily ra-
dios and personal equipment, tents, load-bearing equipment, and
we do have on occasion, as we do in many parts of Africa, the occa-
sional JCET exercise, which, as you know, is primarily an exercise
for American forces overseas.

Mr. SMITH. Are we training them in guerrilla warfare and trying
to apprehend guerrillas?
Ms. RICE. I'm not familiar with the details of our JCET program

but, no, I do not-
Mr. SMITH. Could you provide that for the record? It's very im-

portant.
Ms. RICE. We can, indeed.
[The information below was supplied following the hearing.]

There are two programs by which U.S. military train Ugandans: the International
Military Education and Training (IMET) program ($900,000 in FY 98) and the Afri-
can Crisis Response Initiative (ACRI), $1.96 million for initial training in FY 97,
and proposed, but as yet unscheduled, follow-on training. The IMET program indeed
has ben designed to enhance Uganda's regional stability and efforts against the
LRA by helping Uganda develop a professional, apolitical and more technically pro-
ficient military force. According to the Defense Department, under the FY 97 and
98 IMET, Ugandan military have attended courses at the Army Command General
Staff College on professional military tactics, civilian-military relationships, defense
research management, and the law of war.

Uganda completed initial ACRI training in September, 1997. ACRI is the U.S. ini-
tiative to help Africans create a regional peacekeeping response capability. In the
initial training, 60 U.S. Army Special Forces personnel trained Ugandans over a 2-
month period in logistics, brigade and battalion staff operations, liaison with non-
governmental organizations and human rights. Through the ACRI program, the
United States also provided Uganda with communications gear, mine detectors,
night vision equipment, boots, uniforms and load-bearing equipment in support of
the training.

Other training we have completed with Uganda over the last several years has
included DoD-funded Joint Combined Exchange Training Programs (JCETs). The
primary purpose of JCETs is to train and maintain the proficiency of our own Spe-
cial Operations Forces. Benefits may also accrue to the host country. In the case
of Uganda, since FY 95, there have been six JCETs. Four have focused on tradi-
tional light infantry training such as patrolling, mission planning, squad through
company level tactics, and weapons skills. This last fiscal year, we conducted two
JCETs. The first included a democracy seminar, command and control mechanisms,
law of warfare, military discipline and justice, and civil-military relations. The sec-
ond was part of the East Arican Cooperative peacekeeping exercise Natural Fire
with Kenya and Tanzania. Natural Fire focused on peacekeeping operations, com-
bined airborne operations, small unit tactics, and refugee control.

Mr. SMITH. I find it dismaying that I recently returned from In-
donesia, where we were actually training the Kopassos who have
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a terrible human rights record and are known by the human rights
community to be the perpetrators of torture. I would hope that if
the goal is to mitigate the damage being done by this rogue outfit,
that we would at least be training responsible officers as to how
to engage in such tactics, especially in light of the kind of humani-
tarian crisis that we're facing in northern Uganda and the testi-
mony we will receive shortly.

Let me ask you another question because I know that we're
under some time limits today. The ceasefire, how well is that pro-
gressing and is it an opening for enhanced humanitarian aid? And
second, let me ask you about IGAD. I'll never forget when I was
in Northern Ireland almost a year ago now in August, I met with
all the players, all of the terrorists groups from the IRA, and all
of them thought that a political settlement, while it would be nice,
wasn't really in the cards. And yet they also showed some tendency
toward it. Senator Mitchell imposed a deadline that most thought
would be unable to be achieved and yet he stuck to it; Blair's Gov-
ernment stuck to it; Mo Mowlam stuck to it, and in the end, having
that deadline made those negotiations work.

Is there any deadline contemplated with IGAD or is it just an
open-ended series of negotiations? Is anybody looking at a time-
frame when certain things might happen?

Ms. RIcE. To answer your first question about the ceasefire, to
our knowledge-and it's of course difficult to verify throughout
such a large area without our own monitors on the ground-the
ceasefire as declared by the Government of Sudan and by the SPLA
appears to last a while, to have been holding. But I think it's im-
portant to note that there are more than those two sides to this
conflict. There are many factions and bandits and rebel groups that
have not committed themselves to the ceasefire, and they, unfortu-
nately, yet prove to be a real problem as we try to take advantage
of this window of opportunity.

With respect to IGAD, the United States itself has not imposed
any deadline on this regional process. This is a process thats led
by the states in the region, chaired by Kenya. We participate in
something called the IGAD Partners Forum with other Western do-
nors, where we provide assistance, both diplomatic and financial,
to this IGAD peace process. I take your point about urgency-we
all share it. Unfortunately, for many years the government in
Khartoum has not exhibited a willingness to deal seriously with
the fundamental issues that are at the root cause of this conflict.
They are not yet prepared to acknowledge the full human rights to
the people of the south, to allow them to worship freely and with-
out persecution, and to protect them from slavery and to allow
them to determine their own political future. Those are the fun-
damental differences. We have a very different relationship with
the Government in Khartoum than we have with the Government
of Ireland and the Government in Great Britain, and so our ability
to impose a deadline in this context is quite different.

Mr. SMITH. Clearly, but the hatred among the opposing factions
is certainly parallel, and while it's to a greater degree and there
are more of them in Sudan, there are obviously more victims. My
thought about a deadline was internally. I'm not saying we impose
a deadline, but internally is something percolating up that, you



know, this is some kind of timeframe or is it open-ended? We know
that peace processes can go on forever and sometimes they're used
as an excuse to defer criticism, when meanwhile people are being
killed and O-Ldrvation runs wild.

You mentioned-and I'll yield back with this-a senior diplomat
that would be going in August. Who is that senior diplomat?

Ms. RICE. We have not named that person publicly, and so I
would prefer not to get ahead of myself, if you would allow me that.
Thank you.

Mr. SMITH. OK, is the special envoy something that's being seri-
ously considered right now?

Ms. RICE. Yes, we're very much aware of the proposal that is
being made by a number of Members of Congress for a special
envoy for political affairs. As you may know, there has been a sepa-
rate proposal made by another group of Members that that envoy
be limited to a humanitarian role, arguing that there is a potential
for a political envoy, which has in fact been tried in the past, to
fall into the trap that we all wish to avoid, which is to give the Su-
danese Government some alternative to taking the IGAD peace
process seriously. Both those proposals are under active consider-
ation and I ho we will reach a decision on that soon.

Mr. ROYCE. Thank you. Mr. Menendez.
Mr. MENENDEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Rice, you know I have a great deal of respect for you

and your" work, but let me ask you, how did we get to a point that
the famine in Sudan reached this crisis stage without USAID and
the State Department realizing the full gravity of the situation? In
other words, I read some of these articles. You know, it seems to
me that we have gone for the past two decades with a famine every
several years, like clockwork. In fact we can almost foresee what
are the difficulties that we will encounter in terms of the necessity
for people to be fed.

And there's a quote here in one of these articles that says, "even
the U.S. Government, pledged to prevent such needlessly reoccur-
ring famines, has 'screwed up royally,' admits a senior Clinton Ad-
ministration official. We are all to blame for this massive failure."

I just don't understand, and I'm not looking for fault as much as
I'm looking to understand process as to how we function in a way
that avoids this. I heard your answers to the questions being raised
about the propitious opportunity of the ceasefire raising itself to
some long-term negotiations that can reach a positive conclusion.
How did we get to this stage? What was the failure in our reaction?
Because certainly even from your own statement, although you cast
it in a positive light, it seems that we responded late in this proc-
ess and did not foresee what we should have been able to foresee?

Ms. RICE. It's a fair and important question, and I think it needs
to be looked at a little bit in the context of the chronology of what's
transpired in Sudan over the last several months.

Going back to last September and October, we in the inter-
national community began to receive reports that indicated that
there may be food shortages in southern Sudan, but never indi-
cated a famine on the scale that we have begun to see now. And
those shortages were predictable and regular shortages in the Su-
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danese context, a product of drought which is now in its third year,
as well as the ongoing civil war.

A couple of things in the beginning part of this year took the
international community and the U.S. Government by surprise.
The first was that a warlord who had been aligned with the Gov-
ernment of Sudan, Kerubino Bol, switched sides and aligned him-
self with the opposition elements, aad this started a major battle
in and around the area of Wau in Bahr-elIGhazal. Kerubino and
his militia undertook a scorched earth policy, just burning indis-
criminately villages, crops and people's homes which exacerbated
the already very serious conditions under way. 'ne next thing that
happened was that the Government of Sudan refused to allow OLS
to deliver food to the most affected areas.

Mr. MENENDEZ. That's not unusual.
Ms. RICE. It's not unusual but it came at a very critical time and

it persisted for 2 months, and it exacerbated the situation. More-
over, the government and militias that it supported from the north
were encouraged to engage in scorched earth policies and raids into
parts of southern Sudan that further decimated areas that had
long suffered.

The plain fact is that we in the United States and the inter-
national community as a whole did not respond quickly or flexibly
enough to this whole range of events. I think we've learned some
important lessons and we're developing some alternative mecha-
nisms.

Roy Williams, who is out in southern Sudan as we speak, is
there to look at what precisely the United States and other donors
can do in the future to have more flexible and responsive mecha-
nisms. In addition, the United States has for some time supported
relief efforts in southern Sudan, but is doing much more as a result
of this recent crisis. We will place a greater share of our resources
into non-OLS NGO's, lessening dependence on the Government of
Sudan.

Mr. MENENDEZ. I hate to interrupt you, but since my time is al-
most finished, I've got the gist of what your answer is, but we did
make mistakes. I hope we learn from our mistakes and don't repeat
them. I don't want to go into a lengthy list of things, but I think
that despite the flight bans we did not push and create public pres-
sure to try to overcome those flight bans in a manner in which I
think that we could have.

But let me ask you this question: I heard your answers to some
of the questions that were posed by Mr. Smith. Am I to under-
stand, since peace is the ultimate solution here to the famine ques-
tion-let me ask you: Am I to understand your comments basically
to say you don't have a reasonable expectation that a ceasefire pro-
duces any viable options at the time for negotiations that can lead
to a reasonable chance of achieving some long-term agreement? Is
that basically what I understood your answer to be?

Ms. RICE. No, let me be clear. We've seen, first of all, the imme-
diate 3-month ceasefire as providing a potentially valuable window
of opportunity to enable the international community to maximize
the relief to those most in need. When it comes to the longer-term
resolution of this crisis, the IGAD process has made some progress
in recent months. We think that the ultimate resolution of the con-
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flict will come when and if the Government of Sudan realizes that
it has to make some compromises on fundamental issues related to
the rights and livelihoods of the people of southern Sudan and the
IGAD process has pushed theparties further in that direction.

And while" I think it would be naive to believe that the IGAD
process will lead to early results, it has made more progress than
any other peace initiative, including American-sponsored peace ini-
tiatives, over the last 15 years. At this stage we think it is in the
international community's best interest to try to lend greater sup-
port to that.

If I might just correct the rec6rd, Congressman, on one point, the
United States was out in front from the very beginning in pushing
on the Government of Sudan and on the international community
to push the Government of Sudan to lift the strike ban, and I
think, in a story where we deserve some credit and some blame,
that's one place where I think we deserve a bit of credit.

Mr. ROYCE. Thank you. Mr. Houghton.
Mr. HOUGHTON. Yes, thanks very much, Mr. Chairman,
Madam Secretary, great to see you. I'll give you a puff ball ques-

tion, none of the mega-stuff.
You've said that there is a current food program that really ex-

ceeds even that of the Berlin airlift in Sudan. I wonder whether in
the light of the various events that have taken place there, whether
you are thinking of rescinding some of the sanctions on just grow-
ing crops, you know, foodstuffs, seeds, and things like that, and I'm
not sure whether that's been done or not. If you don't have an an-
swer to that, maybe you can just send me a report.

Ms. RICE. I want to be sure I understood you. Did you say, "ex-
tending the sanctions?"

Mr. HOUGHTON. No, lifting the sanctions which you are currently
in effect, things like seeds and fertilizers and crop-enhancing prod-
ucts, and things like that.

Ms. RICE. Well, to the extent-
Mr. HOUGHTON. The point is to try to kick in the farming rather

than giving the food.
Ms. RICE. Our aid that I described, that $78 million this year

very much includes seeds and tools and other farming implements,
and our sanctions don't prohibit the conveyance of any kind of hu-
manitarian assistance.

Mr. HOUGHTON. So there are no sanctions on products like that?
Ms. RICE. Not on humanitarian assistance, and we would define

it in this instance to include that; in fact, we are providing it-so,
no.

Mr. HOUGHTON. All right good, wonderful; that's answered the
question. Thank you very much.

Mr. ROYCE. Mr. Hall.
Mr. HALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have one question.
Throughout this war, the SPLA and the Government of Sudan

have respectively made predictions of decisive victories that each
side was going to have, when in fact it really hasn't materialized
at all. And in your view and to the best of your knowledge, what
is the likelihood of any significant shift in the balance of power or
in the military balance of power in the near future?



Ms. RICE. Sir, I'm not a military expert or strategist, but I can
reflect back to you what some of those individuals advise us, and
that is that in the very short term I don't expect, based on that in-
formation, a dramatic shift in the balance of power on the ground.
Over the longer term, the situation, frankly, depends a great deal
on the ability of the opposition to coalesce and to coordinate its ac-
tivities and on the ability of the states that have supported the op-
position and the neighboring states to coordinate their activities,
and that ability remains uncertain.

Mr. HOUGIHTON. Well, I'm trying to make the case for seeking a
political solution here because we've kind of been in the same situ-
ation now for a number of years, and it seems like for 12 years
we--every year we face the same problem. It's one side or the
other; it's this year the SPLA has maybe gained a little bit of terri-
tory and last year maybe it was the other way around, but it just
keeps going back and forth. And the same situation keeps occur-
ring and people keep dying. Ninety-nine percent of the people of
Sudan, both north and south, they want peace, but the government
officials and the non-government officials, both in the south anda
the north, are not allowing this to happen.

The point that I'm trying to make is that 12 years from now--
I won't be here in Congress hopefully-but 12 years from now we
could be having the same kind of meeting and I think our policy
is just not working, that we need a new policy. And that's why
Frank and I have come up with this idea of some kind of national
envoy to try to bring peace to the area, to try to bring the sides
together.! just don't feel that the IGAD process is going to work the way

it is. I don't think anybody expects peace to come out of that situa-
tion. There are even leaders in the area that don't think a lot about
the IGAD process, and I just feel it's not going to work.

Ms. RICE. Let me be very plain and assure you that we all would
strongly prefer a political solution to the conflict in Sudan, and
that's why the United States has for many, many years, both di-
rectly and indirectly, sought to promote a political solution. The po-
litical solution is going to have to be based on some fundamental
principles. In fact, they are principles which both the government
and the opposition have agreed to, but when it comes down to the
crunch, the Government of Sudan is unwilling to acknowledge that
the people of the south deserve the right to determine their own
political destiny, and deserve the right to worship freely and with-
out oppression and to have their human rights respected.

And so I'm not sure what kind of political solution we seek that
is not faithful to those basic tenants. We surely would encourage
in every possible way a political solution that respects those fun-
damental principles, but without that, I don't know what we gain
over the long-term.

Mr. HOUGHTON. Well, I would say that the situation in Bosnia
and Ireland were just as difficult, maybe even more difficult, and
we've talked to a lot of scoundrels in that situation and nobody
thought that peace could ever come about in any of those situa-
tions, and in fact they did.

Ms. RICE. Well, talking is one thing and I'm glad you raised that
again, siz, because I think it's important for the record that we be
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clear. We have not stopped talking to the Government of Sudan; we
have not closed our embassy in Khartoum. We have an almost con-
tinuous presence of diplomats, but they rotate in and out and their
number has been drawn down because of a serious security threat
that was perceived against our diplomats going back a couple of
years ago. We have had, until just a few months ago, an ambas-
sador accredited to Sudan. We now have a charge; we intend to
have another Ambassador just as soon as we can get one nomi-
nated and confirmed. In the past, our ambassador whether uperat-
ing from Khartoum or Nairobi always and consistently maintained
a dialog with President Bashir, with Torabi and others in the NIF
Regime.

And Administration officials have gone through Khartoum on a
fairly regular basis. I, myself, accompanied Secretary Albright,
when, as she was our ambassador to the United Nations, she went
to Khartoum and delivered a very clear message there.

So we have not been out of contact and we don't intend to be,
but we're also, I think, trying to remain very clear-minded about
what the fundamental issues are and the need for the Government
of Sudan to fundamentally change its behavior.

Mr. HALL. Essentially, what we have in Khartoum is basically
post-country nationals that are taking care of the buildings that we
own and we have approximately two people from Nairobi, Chardze
and an administrator, that go to Khartoum about every other week,
and I wouldn't say that that was high-level delegation relative to
discussing an , types of things that you and I are interested in.

Ms. RICE. The numbers are not large, I agree with that. As I
said, that has been for security reasons, but the level of representa-
tion has been high. The reason we now have only a charge rather
than an ambassador has nothing to do with the political situation;
it has to do with the fact that our previous ambassador was ap-
pointed Ambassador to Haiti, and in the meantime, we have been
waiting on the agreement of the Government of Sudan for us to ac-
credit a new ambassador, so we can nominate that person and have
him confirmed as expeditiously as possible by the Senate.

Mr. ROYCE. Mr. Chabot.
Mr. CHABOT. I thank the Chairman.
I had the opportunity to be in Uganda last August, and we met

with President Museveni and he seemed to be particularly frus-
trated with this, their ability to resist this LRA, and the army
itself seemed very murky, their origins and their goals, to myself
and the other members. I was wondering if you could perhaps ex-
pound a little more on how they rose up and what their goals are.
They remind me a bit in their brutality of the terrorists groups in
Algeria where they just go in and kill indiscriminately, and as you
mentioned, the kidnapping of children and then using them in such
a brutal manner. It's almost unbelievable the things that we heard
there, and I'm just wondering, can you give us a little more on
where, what their goals are, what they actually intend to accom-
plish, if there's an answer to that?

Ms. RICE. Well, as I tried to say earlier, unfortunately, they don't
have a clear-cut political agenda that they or anybody else can ar-
ticulate or understand. This is a sort of bizarre rump organization
that emerged from the remnants of Idi Amin's army. They seem to
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hold up little more than the 10 Commandments as their alleged
guiding principles, but in practice their behavior has anything but
to do with the 10 Commandments. They have no political mani-
festo; they seem to have no clear-cut ambition to govern the coun-
try. They simply terrorize people, and it's for that reason that
they're so very difficult to come to grips with and to do deal with
politically or militarily.

Mr. CHABOT. Do we have any idea how many followers they
have, either military-type personnel or hangers-on? Are we talking
20,000 or more than that, or less?

Ms. RICE. I can't give you precise numbers. I can certainly get
back to you with that, but the actual fighting forces are relatively
small and I think measured in the low thousands. But the fact is
that they regularly kidnap young people and press them into serv-
ice, and so it's hard to quantify exactly the numbers on their side.

(The information from Ms. Rice was supplied following the hear-
ing.]

Estimates of LRA fighters vary widely, partly because the LRA has abducted so
many civilians. The LRA captors force abductees to fight alongside the LRA, making
it difficult to distinguish which of the "fighters" are abductees and which are LRA.
The hit-and-run guerrilla LRA fighting tactics and the terrain over which they oper-
ate also complicate the ability to accurately enumerate the LRA forces. Although im-
precise, we estimate there are some 5,000 LRA fighters.

Mr. CHABOT. OK, but you do think they're acting, is it fair to say
that they are acting in concert to some extent with some elements
of Sudan's Government or are they completely independent?

Ms. RICE. Yes, they're absolutely acting in concert with the Gov-
ernmefit of Sudan. They're being directly supported by the Govern-
ment of Sudan (GOS). The GOS is providing the LRA safe haven
military resources, food and other support. So, it is yet another ex-
ample of GOS efforts to destabilize neighboring states and abuse
the human rights of its own and other people's citizens.

Mr. CHABOT. OK, thank you.
Mr. ROYCE. Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I'll be brief, which is not nor-

mally the way I am, but I know you've been here for a long time,
and I was caught in having an amendment introduced at a commit-
tee across the hall and you have to be there when your amend-
ment's there. They tried to pull it while I came over here, so I had
to go back. So I really will read your full text, and would simply
like to say that, once again, we appreciate the work that you've
been doing.

As I indicated earlier, I think that it's difficult to compare this
to Northern Ireland, Bosnia, and all the rest. I do think that there
has been a Government in Sudan which has been a pariah govern-
ment for many years. It's been where terrorists have been har-
bored; it's been a place that has destabilized the entire horn. It's
been a government that has reaped havoc and despair and death
on its people, and at the point where the government is finally
weakened, I think that it would be wrong for us, in my opinion-
there are people that are talking to the IGAD group, led by Presi-
dent Moi, have constant discussions with SPLA and the Govern-
ment of Khartoum. I think that for us to open up embassies, to

..... lll.......I.



send diplomats there to talk to this government-I dislike seeing
armed conflict.

It appears, though, about this time, for the first time in many,
many years, there could possibly be an end to the conflict by a vic-
tory in the SPLA, and I think that at this time to change our diplo-
matic position, to give a false impression to the Government of
Khartoum, would be wrong.

And, like I said, I have some questions, but.I'll present them to
you in writing. Thank you.

Mr. ROYCE. Thank you, Mr. Payne. I think we have one last
question.

Mr. SMITH. Just one additional question. I thank you, Chairman.
Mr. ROYCE. Chairman Smith, proceed.
Mr. SMITH. Ambassador, the U.S. Committee for Refugees makes

a very good point about the need for using surplus cargo planes,
C-130's. According to press accounts and according to an Air Force
study in 1996, there are approximately 50 that are surplus. Has
the Administration looked into ways that some or several of those
planes might be loaned to the Operation Lifeline or in some other
way utilized in this effort to mitigate this disaster?

Ms. RICE. Sir, we're aware of those suggestions and proposals.
One of the things that Roy Williams from OFDA will explore in his
discussions with the government in Khartoum is whether the gov-
ernment is prepared to grant permission for military aircraft, as
opposed to civilian aircraft, to participate in this relief operation.
That would be the prerequisite for the use of any military aircraft,
our own or anybody else's.

Mr. SMITH. But if it's still civilian and military is precluded,
could an arrangement be made to loan some of those C-130's so
that the refugee and the humanitarian organizations, the NGO's,
the OLS can use them?

Ms. RICE. Loan U.S. Government aircraft to who?
Mr. SMITH. Aircraft, yes. To the United Nations, to the whole op-

eration in Sudan, those who are trying to help. I mea., that obvi-
ously requires pilots, but World Food Program and others can, I'm
sure, find pilots to fly them.

Ms. RICE. The issue as I understand it, is that the Government
of Sudan consistently has said that it would not allow aircraft,
whether donated, leased, or otherwise provided by government
militaries, to participate in this relief operation. So one of the con-
straints that OLS has faced is that it has to hire commercially
available aircraft on the open market to participate in this oper-
ation. And I think I've been told that only some 30 such aircraft
are available worldwide. And so it's a political issue. If you would
like more detail on this, my colleague from the Office of Foreign
Disaster Assistance is behind me and able to go into more detail.

Mr. SMITH. For the sake of the record, I wouid ask. I'll talk to
him after the hearing to get that. Just one final question, is there
sufficient airlift now or is there a deficit?

Ms. RICE. Depends on your definition of "sufficient." Right
now-

Mr. SMITH. Does it measure up to the humanitarian commodities
that are available and the need? Are there sufficient aircraft that
could be deployed right now if the government permits it?

51-667 98-2
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Ms. RICE. My understanding is right now there are 10 heavy lift
aircraft available. We expect over the next several days that that
number will go up to 13. With that number, it is our understanding
that by August those aircraft will be able to deliver the 15,000 met-
ric tons of food that are estimated to be required to meet the needs
of the population that is most desperate. having said that, there
is a problem. The problem is you can fly in the quantity required,
but that does not necessarily guarantee that all those on the
ground who need it once it is air dropped actually get it. So there's
a two-pronged challenge here: the quantities we hope and think, if
the estimates that we're getting from OLS and others in the inter-
national community are accurate, can be provided aad can even be
dropped. It's a question then of distribution on the ground. But
again, we can provide further detail, if that would be helpful.

Mr. SMITH. That would be helpful, if you would. Please introduce
her.

Ms. RICE. Valerie Newsome Guarnieri from the Office of Foreign
Disaster Assistance.

Ms. GUARNIERI. You'll get further detail from the World Food
Program when they speak, but, basically, there are these 10 air-
craft, heavy-lift aircraft, that are operating right now, are coming
fairly close to the target. In July there is an estimate of about
10,800 metric tons of food will be able to move to the target areas.
There is a need to get up to this 15,000-metric-ton level and there
is a need for these additional aircraft to be onboard in order to
reach that target. And as the Assistant Secretary pointed out, it
does seem that those aircraft will be onboard shortly and will then
be able to reach the target.

The issue of distribution is one that's critical. There is a team
that is under the direction of OLS that is doing an assessment be-
ginning this weekend, to look at how the food is targeted once it
reaches the ground. We're trying to ensure that all food aid reaches
the most vulnerable groups and at this point where we're not sure
that that is actually happening.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Mr. ROYCE. Thank you. Well, that concludes our first panel and

I want to thank Secretary Rice for testifying here today. We will
now go to our second panel and we'll take a few minutes interim
before our second pane .Let me mention that Subcommittee Chair-
man Chris Smith of the International Operations for Human
Rights will be chairing the second panel. Thank you.

Mr. SMITH. [presiding] Let me introduce our next panel of wit-
nesses: Carol Bellamy has been the executive director of the U.N.
Children's Fund since May 1995. In her career before joining
UNICEF, Ms. Bellamy had served as the director of the U.S. Peace
Corps, the president of the New York City Council, and a member
of the New York State Senate.

Catherine Bertini has been the executive director of the U.N.
World Food Programme for the past 6 years. Prior to joining WFP,
Ms. Bertini served as the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture for
Food and Consumer Services as well as the Acting Assistant Sec-
retary of the Family Support Administration at the Department of
Health and Human Services.
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Jemera Rone is counsel to Human Rights Watch for the past 5
years. Her research has focused on Sudan. Previously she opened
the first Human Rights Watch field office in El Salvador where she
remained for 5 years. She has investigated rules-of-war abuses in
numerous countries including Afghanistan, Angola, Uganda, Cro-
atia, and Serbia.

Dan Eiffe is liaison officer for the Norwegian Peoples Aid. Mr.
Eiffe lived in southern Sudan for several years where he helped
provide humanitarian relief to thousands of internally displaced
people. In his current position he serves as liaison in Nairobi be-
tween the Sudan People's Liberation Army (SPLA), the media, and
NGO's.

And finally, Sister Marie Rose Atuu is a nun of the Little Sisters
of Mary Immaculate of Gulu. As a teacher of the Sacred Heart Sen-
ior Secondary School in Gulu, northern Uganda, Sister Atuu per-
sonally witnessed the atrocities committed against the children of
that region by the so-called Lord's Resistance Army.

Ms. Bellamy, if you could begin and thank you for testifying
today.

STATEMENT OF CAROL BELLAMY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
LNITED NATIONAL CHILDREN'S FUND

Ms. BELLAMY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Chairman
Smith, Chairman Royce. Let me begin by thanking you very much
for inviting UNICEF to appear before these committees to comment
on the emergency in Sudan and also the situation in northern
Uganda. I'm particularly pleased to be here with my colleague,
Catherine Bertini, from the World Food Programme with whom we
work very closely, and indeed Jemera Rone with whom I practiced
law many, many years ago. I hate to think about how long ago it
was. I also very much appreciate the leadership of Representatives
Tony Hall and Frank Wolf, both of whom I know have devoted con-
siderable attention to Sudan for more than a decade.

And so, as has already been reflected today, southern Sudan is
facingits most severe humanitarian crisis since the 1989 famine
that killed an estimated quarter million people. Today it is esti-
mated that some 1.2 million people in the south alone are in need
of urgent assistance, and that's primarily in the Bahr-el-Ghazal re-
gion. UNICEF is, as has been commented on, the lead agency in
southern Sudan coordinating the humanitarian relief effort known
as Operation Lifeline Sudan or OLS as it is called.

I won't go into detail because it's already been reflected, other
than to mention that OLS is a coalition of U.N. agencies, UNICEF
and the World Food Programme, along with 38 non-governmental
organizations. It was set up about 10 years ago in 1989 to ensure
unified international response to people in need on all sides of the
conflict in Sudan. Among some of the NGO partners working at
OLS are World Vision International, CARE, Save the Children,
Doctors Without Borders, Catholic Relief Services, just to name a
few.

OLS operates both in the northern part of the country controlled
by the Sudanese Government as well as those parts of southern
Sudan which are under the control of Southern People's Liberation
Movement, SPLM. OLS is the largest humanitarian relief operation
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now underway anywhere in the world, and you'll hear from World
Food Programme, they're engaged now in their largest food drop
ever. And over the last decade, OLS I believe can be credited with
saving tens of thousands of lives. Indeed, the fact that thus far
there have been no major outbreaks of cholera, measles, or polio in
Sudan in recent years is, I believe, a tribute to the work of all the
partners in OLS, particularly those working to deliver vaccinations.

Despite its obvious contributions to reducing suffering, however,
OLS continues to be subject to a number of constraints and difficul-
ties, as has been reflected in the comments already today. Sudan
is the largest country in Africa; it's three-and-a-half times the size
of Texas. It has been embroiled in a protracted civil war since
1983. In addition to the main warring parties, the government and
the SPLM, there are several other military groups -with a political
agenda as well as access to arms and ammunition. No small part
of the challenge facing the OLS has been the difficulty of running
a huge humanitarian effort that depends on maintaining a working
relationship with all the participating factions, and I would empha-
size that-with all the participating factions-in this civil war.

More than a million Sudanese have died as a direct result of the
15-year conflict and some 2 million people have been displaced, and
that's one of the challenges we face today. A longstanding drought
the last 3 years particularly has been difficult, has made the
present situation increasingly desperate. Without exaggeration, th6
social, economic, and political infrastructure in southern Sudan has
been devastated.

As a result of the current temporary ceasefire declared on the
15th of July by the government in Khartoum and by the SPLM,
OLS began expanding the number of its food distribution centers
in the Bahr-el-Ghazal area, and we expect to almost double the
number of centers to reach about 48. We, ourselves, are assuming
responsibility for 10 of these centers.

We continue to monitor malnutrition among children. A recent
UNICEF survey indicates that malnutrition among children under
5 in this area is now standing over 50 percent.

The current ceasefire was welcomed by international aid agencies
as an opportunity to save thousands of lives through a broadening
and expansion of the relief effort. Following the recent visit to
Sudan by Martin Griffiths, Deputy to the United Nations, Under
Secretary General for Humanitarian Affairs, to assess issues relat-
ed to an accelerated relief operation, I visited Sudan last week. The
purpose of my visit was to meet with the leaders of both the gov-
ernment and the SPLM and to see firsthand the magnitude of the
crisis. I also wanted my visit to raise international awareness of
conditions in Sudan that have been, until recently, ignored once
again.

In the government-held town of Wau, where thousands of people
have arrived in search of food, I visited a health center and a re-
ception point where people who have barely survived for months on
a staple of leaves and wild fruit were waiting to be admitted into
the relief program. I must say, the number of newly dug graves-
and one can t1l about how many are children by virtue of the size
of those graves-was quite shocking.



The following day I visited the SPLM-controlled village of
Panthou. I aw relief workers ministering supplementary and
therapeutic food to young children. Again, as I would follow on
Congressman Hall's comments, the suffering I witnessed in these
famine-stricken areas was horrific.

In Khartoum I met with the President, with the Minister of For-
eign Affairs, the State Minister for Social Planning and Assistant
President, Riek Machar who, as you are aware, had been allied
with the rebel forces, but now is part of the government. A couple
of days later in Nairobi I met with representatives of the SPLM.

To all parties, I stressed the temporal and the geographic limita-
tions of the ceasefire. The present ceasefire applies only to the
Bahr-el-Ghazal region and its duration is only 3 months. I also
stressed that OLS will do everything possible to respond ade-
quately to the needs of the Sudanese people, but it is important to
be realistic.

In agreeing to a ceasefire, the government and the SPLM need
to take responsibility for ensuring not only that there isn't fighting
between them, but that the non-regulated parts on both sides of
the conflict observe the agreement. Also the corridors, the rail, the
barge, the road corridors, which have been designated under the
ceasefire agreement to allow OLS to bring in food and essential
supplies, must remain open and safe. They must provide passage
for relief workers.

Unfortunately, as the rainy season has now set in, roads are
often not passable. The water corridors for barges are all too often
in need of dredging and the rail lines are often not operational due
to past military disruption. The challenge is enormous.

Clearly, though, as has been said again today, the humanitarian
effort is no substitute for a political settlement that guarantees the
rights of all Sudanese to live in peace, and I would strongly urge
the recognition of the fact that even if it is only a small oppor-
tunity, this ceasefire presents an opportunity to try and pursue a
peace agenda.

OLS is now over 10 years old. It is a complicated operation both
in logistical and political terms. It is also expensive due to the con-
straints that I have noted. At times over the past decade and as
a consequence of the lack of political will to resolve the long-run-
ning conflict that has created the humanitarian emergency, the
donor community has experienced fatigue in terms of continued fi-
nancial support to OLS. For example, in 1997, the donor commu-
nity contributed only 40 percent of the total requirements pub-
lished in the United Nations, the combined consolidated appeal by
the U.N. agencies.

In 1998, despite a slow start, I am pleased to report that
UNICEF and its OLS partners have received a significantly higher
level of support from the international community, including the
public, and that the overall level of funding for both northern and
southern Sudan combined is now 62 percent of the consolidated ap-
peal for Sudan.

It is also gratifying to note that the U.S. Government is the larg-
est donor to UNICEF's operations in Sudan, contributing over $5
million of almost $25 million received to date. The governments of
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Sweden, Norway and Canada, to name a few, also have made
major contributions.

No doubt, this level of support from both governments and the
public-because we receive support from the public as well--is due
in large part to the tragic footage we've all seen in recent months
on television and in newspapers. It is a humanitarian response to
acute suffering on a massive scale. However, it also signals that
governments and individuals continue to care about the people of

udan and can be rallied to assist in finding a lasting peace.
As I have noted, we must act quickly as this tenuous ceasefire

is now in effect, but it could end at any time. I can't stress strongly
enough that donor governments should seize the moment to pro-
mote a political solution.

Mr. Chairman, you've also asked about the crisis in northern
Uganda which involves among the world's most disturbing and fla-
grant abuses of the rights of children: their abduction, their tor-
ture, rape, and murder at the hands of a rebel faction. I know, par-
ticularly, Congressman Payne is deeply concerned about this issue.
The rebel faction in question based in northern Uganda, and iron-
ically called the Lord's Resistance Army, is comprised in large part
of abducted children, sometimes as young as 11 years old. They've
been tortured; they've been indoctrinated with brutal initiation
rights to engage and kill Ugandan Government soldiers.

We estimate that somewhere between 6,000 and 10,000 children
have been kidnapped and removed from their communities, schools,
and homes in Gulu, Kitgum, and other districts in northern Ugan-
da. In one case, 139 girls were abducted from a school run by nuns.
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch have also re-
ported these horrifying allegations and you're going to hear from
them later. These children have graphically described the brutality
they've suffered as foot soldiers, sexual slaves and porters to LRA
members.

We at UNICEF support a rehabilitation center in Uganda oper-
ated by World Vision that has provided both physical and psycho-
logical health assistance to children who manage to escape the
LRA. In recent months we have worked with the U.N. refugee
agency (UNHCR) to secure the repatriation to Uganda of approxi-
mately a dozen children who had found refuge in Juba in southern
Sudan that had come to the attention of our local staff. While ap-
proximately one-half of all such abducted children eventually man-
age to find their way home, as you might expect, there are irrevers-
ible scars both physical and psychological.

Mr. Chairman, the international community must speak loudly
and clearly and with one voice on this matter and demand the im-
mediate release of all children held by the LRA. Your firm resolve
on this issue will make a critically important difference.

Finally, thank you very much for giving us this opportunity to
speak both on Sudan and on northern Uganda.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Bellamy appears in the appen-
dix.]

Mr. SMITH. Ms. Bellamy, thank you very much for your excellent
testimony and for the outstanding work that UNICEF does, not
just in Sudan, but all around the world, but particularly for today,

.. . .. . . I I



thank you for what you've done. And we'll have some questions,
but let me askMs. Bertini if she would now proceed.

STATEMENT OF CATHERINE A. BERTINI, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME

Ms. BERTINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for this op-
portunity to partici pate in the briefing and talk about Sudan. In
particular, I would like to summarize my remarks that have been
submitted to the Committee and also we are submitting a descrip-
tion of our work in Uganda as well.

I, too, am pleased to be here with my colleague, Carol Bellamy;
as you can see, we do much work together. And I'd also like to in-
troduce to you, Mr. Tun M yai, who is the World Food Programme
Director of Resources and External Relations who joins me and has
been also our director of transport, was in Mr. Griflith's recent mis-
sion to Sudan, and also can provide additional information to the
Committee or to staff members afterward.

Mr. Chairman, also before I begin, I want to give my condolences
to you and all Members for the loss of two Members of your House
family. The tragic murder last week, my condolences for their
deaths but also, unfortunately, they are two examples of all too
many people who are striving to protect all of us, and in the case
of our work in Sudan to feed hungry people but who are faced with

People who find it important for some strange reason to end theirlives.
Just recently in Sudan, three staff members, two of the World

Food Programme and one of Red Crescent, were killed. They were
driving in World Food Programme-marked vehicles. They were at-
tackedby gunmen, shot, and killed.

And just last week in Burundi we had another death of a staff
member shot and killed in Burundi, in fact I'm just come to join
you for today because I'm going to return to Rome to attend the
latter person's funeral, Mr. Ricciardi.

I start with this because I think it's important to highlight not
only the tragedies of their deaths, and I would ask, Mr. Chairman,
also if we could send the names of these WFP-murdered staff mem-
bers to be included in the record. Thank you.

Mr. SMITH. Without objection if you could put some background
about them into the record. Again, our condolences to you.

Ms. BERTINI. Thank you.
[The report appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. You know, to kill humanitarian workers is obscene,

to the highest degree. So our condolences to your organizations and
to all of you who put your lives on the line.

Ms. BERTINI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you. We will.
And I raised this issue initially because it is a critically important
issue for all of us; it affects our ability to operate throughout the
world.

People continue to persevere. The Secretary General in fact has
said that he is announcing a complete review of U.N. Security. In
fact, there have been more civilians than soldiers killed on U.N.
missions around the world this year.

This, of course, these deaths are a tragedy, but there is also the
tragedy of the deaths of thousands of people in Sudan who just do
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not have enough food. As has been discussed, there is the combined
issue of war and of drought which is affecting this, the people in
the country, complicated by inaccessibility and by limited or no in-
frastructurt. This year, 1998, is probably one of about the three
worst years in the last 15 years since the fighting has been going
on, and as Ms. Bellamy mentioned, OLS was created in an attempt
to help feed people and provide other emergency assistance.

Just to give you some understanding of the difference between
last year and this year or years that aren't crisis years and this
year, last year for 1997 we sent about 32,000 tons of food to south-
ern Sudan. This year we're talking about, for the south, over
10,000 tons per month during this time between now and October.
As it was pointed out to you, there was a report, in fact, by the
WFP and the FAO in September which said that this problem was
going to be worse this year; the harvest was not good; the drought
is going to be even more difficult next year, and the intensified
fighting particularly is adding to this problem. The flights were
then banned, as was mentioned, in February and March.

But I should add, though, that when I think Congressman
Menendez was asking something about this, I looked up in my
notes--that OLS had warned of this crisis and a worsening crisis
four times during February to the international community, and
saying there is a great need for assistance.

Also, what happens in these cases always when we have slow-
downs or other problems, vis-a-vis the government in terms of get-
ting proper approvals, our people, the OLS people are immediately
in talking to the government, trying to make them understand the
need for us to continue to fly as well as talking to the SPLA be-
cause, in fact, this is a tri-partite agreement, and done that way
on purpose to provide safety and security for these aircraft as wl
as the individuals who are going in to provide this very needed
service.

The ban, however, was, as the Assistant Secretary said, very,
very damaging. It was damaging for many reasons. First and fore-
most, because people weren't receiving food; second, because our
workers were not there; they were not able not only to bring the
food, but to assess the grave worsening conditions of many of the
people.

Third, because as the drought worsened, so did the people's abil-
ity to cope as they moved more of their animals for instance and
consume more of their animals.

And then donors, of course, were not interested in making big
commitments at that time if they knew we were having serious
problems getting food in. We did, however, try to expand at that
time some of our other delivery methods and we were able to send,
for instance, truck convoys in February, the first trucks that had
arrived in some time, so that we could provide some assistance via
road. I'll come back to that point in a minute.

The continued negotiations, of course, over the months of Feb-
ruary and March did result in new access, and so by mid-April
there were three planes operating there, many more in May and
June and now in July. We, of course, raised our need estimates
only slightly in terms of the numbers of people who were affected,
but raised the need level very much for the amount of food that
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was necessary because the people were in much more grave condi-
tions and because they have less and less to fall back on from their
own harvest.

The ceasefire now is extremely important and I want to empha-
size Ms. Bellamy's remarks about that. It provides a terrific oppor-
tunity for additional action, and I will return to that topic.

To give you some idea about what is moving into the country
now in terms of some of the questions that have been asked, we
have, first of all, trucks and of course in any emergency situation,
we would prefer to use trucks as the vehicle that is least expensive
and usually most reliable. There are only six kilometers ofpaved
roads in all of southern Sudan. That's about the distance between
here and Arlington. So the trucks have to go on extremely difficult
terrain; also, bridges that are needed are often bombed out during
the warring process. So we're hoping that when we rebuild them
now during the ceasefire, we will be able to have access throughout
as a result of this. Trucks right now can get in about 1,000 tons
per month. We are hopeful that we would be able to increase that
amount if we are able to put some significant money-and we've
asked the United States for some assistance here-into infrastruc-
ture rehabilitation. Also, we've asked for funds for a truck fleet, so
that we can have a fleet of about 40 trucks who we can rely on to
be able to come in and out of Sudan.

One other problem with the trucks is, when it rains a lot, then
the trucks cannot pass on these muddy unpaved, difficult roads.
However, when it rains a lot, a second way that we can use to get
food into the country is by barge because, when it rains enough,
then the barge on the Nile is useful. There is a barge right now
on the Nile and it has 2,100 tons; that's the normal amount for any
barge. We are negotiating to try to have two additional barges to
be able to use to send food by river during the high-water times.

The air is, as was mentioned, the primary way of providing food
now. We have actually 12 airplanes flying today. One more will be
beginning tomorrow, and these planes now we have negotiated are
not only flying out of Lokichoggio, which Congressman Hall men-
tioned, Lokichoggio-he's seen that operation there; it's a big oper-
ation, a very good humanitarian air base operation-but we've also
negotiated that the flying will not only be out of Lokichoggio in
Kenya, but also out of Nairobi, and the flights begin from Nairobi
out of El Obeid in Sudan and out of Khartoum. Flights have begun
from all four of those bases now, which will greatly enhance our
ability to be able to get food into the country.

There will be, therefore, a total of 14 planes ultimately flying,
and 3 of those planes will be the smaller buffalo planes and 11 will
be the large planes, either the Hercules, or otherwise known as C-
130's or Illusions. These are also planes that are doing air drops,
as was mentioned.

You know, airlifting is the way when we move food in and airlift
it and then land it at an airport and then offload it and distribute
it. Air dropping can be only used when you can't even come to the
air strips and this is an air-drop operation. It is the largest, as Ms.
Bellamy mentioned, largest in the world, largest anyone has ever
undertaken. Large means it costs a lot of money. This costs $1 mil-
lion a day and it is a very significant operation and program.
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Food, more food is certainly& welcome. We welcome very much As-
sistant Secretary's announcement that there would be 1Q0,000
more tons directed to Sudan from the U.S. Government. Additional
requests we have made are for corn soya, a blend for fortified dried
skim milk for high protein biscuits, so that people who are in very
severe nutritional state can have food that will be even more help-
ful to them, and we're hoping that donors would even fly that di-
rectly to our bases and that then we can fly that food in.

We also applaud the Administration's statement that there will
be much more food purchased from U.S. farmers in order to distrib-
ute in this country and elsewhere.

I want to also underline the earlier comments about the need for
a political solution made by Mr. Hall, Mr. Wolf, Ms. Bellamy. So
much is necessary in order to help people live. What we need over
the short-term, however, is, first of all, an extension to the
ceasefire, so that we can continue to expand our operations in a
major way to reach thousands of people.

Second, we need a promise fulfilled from the government, and
we've been working with them, in order to have access to all areas
of the country, and also to have an investigation on the murders
that I mentioned to you.

And third, we're also working with the SPLA, OLS is, on this
issue on the tax on food. You know, a man with a gun is always
well fed, and it is something that humanitarian workers have to
deal with all the time, but our purpose is not to feed the men with
guns; our purpose is to feed the vulnerable people who desperately
need food. And, of course, what the people of Sudan need most of
all is peace and a political commitment we believe can win this
war, but a humanitarian commitment can only keep people alive.
And that is, in fact, what we have-a very, very strong humani-
tarian commitment.

We need a very, very strong commitment for peace. One million
dollars a day is providing a very expensive bandaid for this prob-
lem. Wouldn't it be nice if we could invest generously in a cure for
the problem? After all, a hungry Sudanese mother, too weak to
nurse her dying baby, doesn't care why the food isn't there, doesn't
care who's at fault. She just wants it all to end. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Bertini appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Ms. Bertini, thank you for your excellent testimony

and for the good work that the World Food Programme does each
and every day, not just in Sudan but elsewhere.

I would like to ask Ms. Rone if she could make her presentation.

STATEMENT OF JEMERA RONE, SUDAN RESEARCHER, HUMAN
RIGHTS WATCH

Ms. RONE. Thank you. I'm Jemera Rone. I represent Human
Rights Watch, and I've been to southern Sudan and the Nuba
Mountains in central Sudan twice in the last year. I would have
gone to government-controlled territory, but the Sudan Govern-
ment doesn't see fit to give me a visa.

On the famine particularly, we've been very concerned because
the way the war is being waged is in complete violation of human
rights, and these human rights violations are what has caused the
famine, with a little help from a 2-year drought. But for the contin-



ual marauding in the famine-stricken areas of Bahr-el-Ghazal by
government militia, both the horseback militia that have already
een mentioned and the warlords of Kerubino, the people in Bahr-

el-Ghazal would not have been stretched to the limit that they
were, so that they became very vulnerable when the drought
struck.

These are some of the immediate causes of the famine, and the
fact is that up until the ceasefire on uuly 15th, this raiding went
on and continued, so that people who had endured battering by the
militias during the past few years were continually battered and
displaced up until recently.

When I was in Bahr-el-Ghazal, I got a glimpse of how that af-
fects the civilian population. They were lined up around a feeding
center, and one woman was telling me that she has five children
abducted by the raiders into slavery and she has four children left.
But what was really hard for her now was not the abductions, al-
though she would like to have her children back; what was really
hard was the hunger and that was the most immediate and press-
ing problem.

A few minutes later, as I was interviewing an elder, all of a sud-
den everybody got up and ran. I didn't know what was going on,
and they were pulling me by my elbows saying, "Come on, come
on;" I was saying, '"here's my water bottle? Where's my camera?"
And it turned out it was nothing, but somebody heard something
and they thought they were about to be raided and their responses
were so quick tott. It really showed me how much fear that they
live in and how on the edge they are, how really hard it is for peo-
ple who are under'this kind of pressure to settle down to farm, to
do the necessary scrounging for food, if it's there.

So the ceasefire, if it's enforced, will greatly improve things in
that manner, but we still have human rights problems going on.
We regard human rights abuses as including looting, taking food
by force from the civilian population. We've had a lot of reports of
this. The government has many ways in which .hey do this, forc-
ibly taking of food from the civilian population. Unfortunately, the
rebel SPLA also has a track record and a history of looting; some-
times it's not by force, sometimes it's called taxation, but, frankly,
as Ms. Bertini pointed out, the ones with the guns do always eat
first and you don't really see any hungry soldiers.

I know that there is an undertaking now obtained under the OLS
that's specifically looking into how they can combat and remedy
this, and we very strongly support this. It's very important for the
donor governments also to support efforts that are made to prevent
looting and diversion of food.

One thing that can be done is to add more food monitors. There
may be other ways to protect the people on the ground, to protect
their right to this food, because if it is delivered to them and they
can't keep it, then it's not going to do them very much good.

One of the worrying things we have seen in the past few weeks
has been the influx of people from the famine area into some of the
government garrison towns. Wau has received-the numbers vary
of course, all these numbers are very iffy-between 47,000 or
56,000 or 65,000 Dinka from the famine area. For those people to
go into Wau is like going into the lion's den because they all left
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Wau en masse in January after fighting there because they were
very afraid of government retaliation.

We also have reports that there was government retaliation
against the few Dinka that remained in the town after the fighting.
So for those outside to o back in means that they really are not
getting enough food in the areas where they are. Part of that I've

eard is due to SPLA taking food from them and part is also due
to the fact that the famine has snowballed so fast that it's very dif-
ficult to control. Even with all the good effort and the good work
of World Food Programme and OLS and UNICEF, they still are
running uphill, to mixing metaphors, trying to do the best they can
but the numbers of hungry people are just astounding.

It's not only in Bahr-el-Ghazal, of course. I want to draw the
Committee's attention to one particular area where the Sudan Gov-
ernment has consistently refused all access and that is to the rebel-
held areas of the Nuba Mountains. There may be 300,000 maybe
500,000 people who live there in SPLA-controlled areas. The Gov-
ernment of Sudan has never ever agreed to have any international
assistance or humanitarian assistance or any hing go into that
area. They have totally blockaded it. They've also cut it off from all
commerce, so the Nubas can't even get a few things like salt and
sugar and used clothes from the traders that they used to deal
with. The government is very good at agreeing and then reneging
and wiggling out of its promises and they've done this here. Re-
cently, they told Kofi Annan on May 20, this year, that, yes, they
would permit the United Nations to conduct a food assessment mis-
sion into this area. And one thing led to another, and they argued
over the composition of the team and where it would leave from,
and that was all agreed to, and then they found another excuse not
to permit the mission. So it's off indefinitely.

In this area, donor governments can help quite a lot by pressur-
ing and keeping up the pressure on various agencies that work on
this, and also not letting it drop through the cracks. The Nuba
Mountains is an area that has tens of thousands of people at risk
and there's a drought there too. And they have been raided and
looted and burned by the government as part of its strategy, and
this situation could cascade into something much worse unless
there is access.

There had been a question about the Sudan Government's sup-
port for the LRA. We've actually gone to a lot of work by talking
to the children who've been abducted, and to also some of the older
persons who were taken, conscripted by the LRA and escaped, and
we found there is clear evidence that the abductees were in Sudan;
they were with the Sudan Government soldiers. The Sudan Gov-
ernment garrison was never too far from the LRA camps. The
Arabs, as they called them, came and gave them food and weapons,
and there was an enormous amount of collaboration.

In addition, many of these LRA abductees said that they partici-
pated in operations with the Sudan Government against the SPLA
in southern Sudan. So in that way the two conflicts are really com-
plicating each other, making things a lot worse for the civilians liv-
ingin both areas.
'The stories of the children who've been abducted by the LRA are
truly appalling, and this particular rebel group is probably going



to win the prize for the worst and most abusive rebel group in the
world, and that's not a very easy attainment since there are so
many that are abusive.

There are things that the Sudan Government has asked for; I
think we should be very careful with some things they're asking
f r. One thing I think has probably been discarded by wiser people
and at World Food Programme, is use of the train to carry relief
into Wau. This train is the only train line going into the south and
it's been used for years solely for military purposes. They could
have carried relief on it before, but they didn't. And this train is
a very evil instrument in the war in Sudan; it transports troops;
it also transports the tribal raiders and it takes their horses on the
train and they stop and maraud along the way and abduct children
and burn and loot cattle, and then they put the cattle in the train
and take them on to market. To think that the government has
asked that the sanctions be lifted insofar as it would permit them
to buy the spare parts needed for this train in the USA-to think
that we might permit that is just appalling to me. There should be
another way to deliver food.

I think it would be wonderful to have a train that was solely
dedicated to relief and had U.N. food monitors on it to assume that
the SPLA did not attack it or mine the tracks or anything like that,
and to make sure that the food was actually going where it was
intended.

I think I'll stop now, but thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Ms. Rone appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Ms. Rone, thank you very much and, without objec-

tion, your full statement and everyone's full statement will be
made a part of the record.

Mr. Eiffe.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL EIFFE, LIAISON OFFICER,
NORWEGIAN PEOPLE'S AID

Mr. EIFFE. Yes, thank you very much. My name is Daniel Eiffe.
I'm the liaison officer of an international organization called Nor-
wegian People's Aid. I spent the last 22 years in Africa as a Catho-
lic priest, for 10 years in South Africa during the worst years of
apartheid, and for the past 11 years I've been in southern Sudan.

I have a unique experience in southern Sudan, having lived actu-
ally in the field for 10 years. I've seen what's to be seen in Sudan;
I've seen terrible, terrible things in Sudan. I've been there for mas-
sacres, for the famines of 1988 when 300,000 people died. I know
the politics and I know the SPLM/SPLA Liberation Movement in-
side out and upside down. I know the individuals involved; I know
the government, and I've seen it all. I've been an analyst as well,
not just an emotion or humanitarian analyst, but a political ana-
lyst-the Catholic church has invested in me in extensive studies
on the politics of Africa and I've got very strong views about south-
ern Sudan.

This is a genuine struggle of the people of southern S'tdan for
liberation, for the human dignity. My organization is a non-neutral
organization, Norwegian People's Aid; it is unique. We operate
independently of the U.N. OLS; we operate in defiance of the Gov-
ernment of Sudan. We are a value-based organization which works
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not just for relief, although we are the largest humanitarian NGO
in southern Sudan--the values of democracy, human dignity, free-
dom and justice, these are our values. We work in solidarity, and
these values are totally denied from the people of southern Sudan.
It is hell.

I saw apartheid for 10 years as a priest and was detained even
in South Africa. South Africa in its worst years is a tea party in
comparison with the suffering of the people of southern Sudan.
What is this all about? What is going on here? There is one line
in this whole war: When you talk about Uganda's LRA, or the West
Nile Bank Front which is the Ugandan rebel movement on the
other side of the Nile, the West Bank, when you talk auout food
as a weapon of war, when you talk about Arab raiders, or when
you talk about the United Nations being manipulated and denied
access with food, there are all the weapons of the Sudan Govern-
ment. It was the weapon of genocide, of ethnic cleansing on the
southern Sudanese people. The bottom line for this Government of
Sudan as it came to power: It wants the land of southern Sudan;
it wants the land, but not the people; it wants the resources. Ev-
erything amounts to that.

I know what the LRA has been doing in northern Uganda. I
worked in the border areas of Uganda and Sudan for 4 years. You
could forget about doing anything with the Ugandan Army because
the LRA bases are inside Sudan in Torit and in Juba.

This week the SPLA encountered Joseph Kony (leader of the
LRA) and nearly captured him. The LRA operate from Sudan. It
is impossible for the Ugandan Army to be expected to go in to an-
other country's territory and chase these rebels. Until we solve the
Sudan problem, you cannot solve the Ugandan problem because
that's where the RA bases are. These rebels are financed; they're
supported. Last year the SPLA captured over 1,000 of them in
March. I talked with them; they're acting together with the Sudan
Government. I talked to them in the cells; how people treated them
is in my statement. There working together with the Sudan Gov-
ernment; they're one of the same. The Sudan Government uses
them in the south and in the north it uses tl,. Muncken raiders.
I was there too, just before Jemera came in.

Mr. Kofi Annan, the U.N. Secretary General, praised the Govern-
ment of Sudan for the good gesture of allowing relief into Sudan
after having denied it for 2 months. At the same time that the food
was on thf% ground, the government-based raiders came in on
horseback, something you would think from the Middle Ages, thou-
sands of men on horseback and massacred people.

I myself tried to help out some of those victims, those children
who were shot, women who were abducted as sex slaves and young
people; they kill the men. Story after story I could account for you.
t is the same. It makes us break down. Your reaction is one of

anger.
There were a number of World Food Programme people nearly

killed there. There was World Food Programme food in a village
beside Turalay, and the Sudan Government-based raiders took nine
bodies of the people and killed them on top of the food to contami-
nate the food. These killers were what the government calls "Popu-
lar Defense Forces". They're not very popular, I can tell you, but



that's what they do. It is genocide, and they use food, they use
peace talks, they use ceasefires as a weapon in this war.

In 1994, ex-President James Carter was in Nairobi when the
Government of Sudan declared a ceasefire on a Friday in June. At
that very moment I was inside Sudan living in Nimule with four
Sudan Government planes bombing the hell out of us and artillery
coming down on us. I had to run for my bunker to the radio to tell
the press, "There's no ceasefire here." This Sudan Government is
a government of deception and it uses every thing possible to do
this Even the current ceasefire, it's a joke. It's taking place in the
middle of a swamp. Right now we have to pull our land cruisers
out of the swamps because we as relief workers can't operate in
that area. The only defense the people in the northern area of
counties of Abyei and Twig Counties have is the rains, because the
horses and the ar.nored cars cannot move in the rains, and that's
why the Sudan Government gave us a 3-month ceasefire. What
happens after the .3 months?

Again, the oil is only 75 miles away, the rich oil of Bientul from
where those massacres took place. And the raiders told the people
that, you can forget about your land, you can forget about your
children; they belong to us; your women come and serve us and
your men we will kill. That's what the w.)men told us who were
abducted.

The problem in Sudan is not just the dead; it is those who are
alive today, the 4 million, 5 million who are living outside their
homes, and they're the living dead. The humiliation, the slavery,
the dignity has been taken totally away from them. They are
naked. They don't have clothes; they don't have food; they don't
have medical services, and they don't know where to go.

As Jim Malone says, they're fleeing back into a government gar-
rison town, and that is a desperate act because, once they're in
there, they're trapped again in the town of Wau, where they will
not be able to cultivate again and they use food. They will tell the
World Food Programme: We need food in Wau because having a
military garrison without a constituency is not very good for the
visitors who go there. If a Congressman goes there and he sees a
military garrison but no civilians, he's not convinced. So they use
food in the towns to bring the people in. When the plane hit those
towns at the end of January, 100,000 people fled out of those
towns.

We need to heap up the pressure on the Government of Sudan.
It is working. They're coming to the peace table. But there is one
thing that's missing today in all the analysis I've heard as people
are talking about this as a north-south conflict. People are forget-
ting that there are major democratic forces in the north, opposition
parties who are already armed now and control areas on the Eri-
trean and Ethiopian border. It is not just the north and south. The
National Democratic Alliance is an extremely important alliance
here. These are the major opposition parties. It is not just about
the SPLA and the Northern Government. The Northern Govern-
ment represents and has never won more than 15 percent of the
vote. They took power in 1989 in the military coup with 300 men
in Khartoum, and since then, it has amassed the army and prohib-



ited the former parties, opposition parties within the government
who are now in exile in Asmara.

Who are the SPLM1SPLA? Who are they? I was very happy to
hear what Congressman Payne said today. lie knows who they are.
They have become a people's movement. They are there to defend
people of Sudan. Wit h the lack of development and the primitive
nature of southern Sudan, it would only be, I think, God himself
who would try and start a liberation movement and not John
Gorang, because the nature of society itself creates inherent prob-
lems in Sudan. And that's why a lot of the alleged misdeeds are
due to individuals; it is not or has not been the policy of the SPLMI
SPLA.

When we have food diversion as an international organization
right now, senior rebel commanders are not in detention in jail be-
cause of food that has been diverted. USAID is a major donor to
Norwegian People's Aid; for that, we are very, very grateful.

The people of Sudan have a right to defend themselves. They
have the right to defend their dignity. Even in this country, you
fought for your democracy and for your freedom. We had to do the
same in Ireland, and the southern Sudanese have the ri ht to fight
for the same thing, especially when the rest of the world is looking
on and doing nothing about it.

This war didn't start in 1983; it started before independence in
1955. It was only the 50 years the British ruled that kept both
forces apart. I can't understand, in light of the actions of the Sudan
Government, what's wrong with supporting a movement like the
SPLA that fights for a very just cause and try to reform it. And
we' re very grateful that the USAID has just now given a $4-million
grant for good governance in the south.

This rebel movement is becoming a government, is working on a
judiciary, a police force. But every year $200 or $300 million is pro-
vided by donors for relief-beans, maize, and oil and medicines-
but not a single dollar to date has been given for good governance,
for helping these people to establish some form of administration
in the limited areas. That's the solution for southern Sudan, not re-
lief. I've often said, you keep your relief; we need a solution, and
the solution is to develop democratic structures with good govern-
ance-a political solution.

You must keep the pressure on the NIF Government. It is a gov-
ernment that's bent under destruction.

I want to make one remark about the humanitarian situation
concerning the people in southern Sudan. I don't think it'F too arro-
gant to say I speak for the people in Sudan because I've been with
them for all those years in those situations, sharing with them the
suffering, and really they are very, very fed up. They are very fed
up with relief operations that are sanctioned by that same govern-
ment that's bent on their destruction, and that is the U.N. oper-
ation (Operation Lifeline Sudan). You need to support alternatives.

My own organization and six or seven other organizations are
ready to operate in defiance of the Sudan Government, to fly in
that food, to get those aircraft, and we have done it. We operate
in areas where the United Nations has never operated before. We
go into those areas, we were the first into those areas where those
attacks I described earlier took place. We had to flee in the middle



of the night, but we didn't leave the area. We stayed in the area,
and right now we have international agencies operating there such
as Goal of Ireland, Norwegian Naglu Aid and others-international
organizations who operate independently.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for giving me the op-
portunity to speak to you today.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Eiffe appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Eiffe, and I certainly respect your

passion and the good work you do in getting the food to people who
otherwise wouldn't get it. And I think we all agree, though, that
a political solution is what is needed. Increasingly, we're hearing
from aid workers around the world, most recently in Kosovo, that
we don't want more, on the short-term, yes, more food, but we have
to have a political settlement. Otherwise, it's a mere perpetuation
of the cycles of violence that are occurring. So thank you for your
insights on that.

Sister Atuu.

STATEMENT OF SISTER MARY ROSE ATUU, LITTLE SISTERS
OF MARY IMMACULATE OF GULU, NORTHERN UGANDA

Sister ATUU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Please allow me to ex-
press my most sincere sympathy for the events that took place last
Friday, and the tragic losses that you and the Capital community
have suffered. My prayers are with the two brave police officers
who were slain and their families.

I'm very grateful for your kind invitation. My purpose for being
here is of utmost importance and I thank God and you for this op-
portunity. I'm here to testify before this Committee for the crisis
in northern Uganda.

Since 1986, thousands of children and civilians have been ab-
ducted, killed, and enslaved in northern Uganda by the rebels who
call themselves LRA. The government has been unable to stop the
LRA due to its army corruption and unwillingness to provide an al-
ternative solution to the fighting. I'm here today to bear witness to
this atrocity and ask that the United States take a more active role
in bringing peace to northern Uganda.

The LRA is led by Joseph Kony, whose only stated objective is
to overthrow the government who took over the Ugandan Govern-
ment in 1986. At first Kony tried to abduct adult, but he soon
found that the children are more easy to brainwash, to believe that
killing and dying for the rebels is honorable. During the first 2
weeks of abduction, children are given guns and are forced to kill
anyone who disagrees with their ideas, including their parents, sib-
lings, neighbors, and friends.

Furthermore, these children are used as combat shield in front
lines to fight the rebels and the government soldiers. If any of the
children try to escape, they will catch them and the rebels put
them in the middle and they try to prevent them from escaping by
real torture, and they give example to the other children by muti-
lating their ears, noses, hands, legs, and even lips.

I am sure some of you saw the "60 Minutes" show which was
done on the 22nd of March, and that is just a part of the horror
which is taking place in northern Uganda. Girls are sexually
abused and enslaved by their abductors and forced to servitude.



Refusing to cooperate results in brutal beating, torture, and dea:h.
In total, I could say that the rebels have actually destroyed the
mind and the conscience of the future generation of northern Ugan-
da to believe that killing is honorable.

I want to tell you my personal witness of abduction of 44 girls
from the school where I was teaching, Sacred Heart Senior Second-
ary School. In the early morning of July 19, 1992, a group of rebe's,
they came into the dormitory, and I was living near the convent,
was just next to the dormitory. We soon heard the sounds of the
door and the rebels scream, "Open, open." Then immediately they
started joking again and they broke into one of the doors, and they
tried to go to the second door, and because we had an iron bolt,
they were not successful.

At dawn we came out to see whether the rebels had gone, but,
to our own disappointment and sorrow, we found that 44 of our
girls were abducted. Immediately we reported it to the nearby mili-
tary government and they were only half a mile away. When we
found the six policemen who were there and they were hired actu-
ally to guard the school, they told us that they had not heard the
voices or the sounds and none of them were actually punished.
They made all excuses.

In the following months, groups of our girls escaped from the
rebels and returned to us, badly beaten with sore feet, and they
were immediately taken to the hospital, St. Mary's, where actually
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright visited. They described to us
the experiences and explained how two of our girls were killed.

Jane was the first to be killed. She tried to escape. The rebels
knew that she was trying to escape. Immediately they brought her
in the middle of the girls, and other children they came in because,
when they go, when they're abducted, they gather together in a cer-
tain place; then you can see many, many, many children. Then im-
mediately they told them, "We want you to see this. If you try to
escape we'll do the same thing we are going to do to Jane." Jane
actually pleaded for her life. She said, "Just forgive me. I will do
all what you want me to do, provided you spare my life." Imme-
diately they pierced her body 16 times with a bayonet and they left
her body there, just to display as a reminder for the other children,
so that they may not try to escape again.

Then a f'ew days later we heard that one of our girls was killed.
Immediately we summoned the military, but they say that we
could not go because security was tight. An many times when you
try to follow the children, the .overnment soldiers will begin to
suspect you. They said, why do you go? If you manage to go and
get the children, they know that you are a friend of the rebels, so
people are just torn in between the rebels and the government.

And I could remember one of our priests was put in prison imme-
diately after going to rebels, Staying there for 3 days, and when he
brought the children back, he was put in prison. He is now in
Rome because he could not stay in Uganda.

The LRA actually remains 'mobile, with our girls and the other
children carrying supplies they have looted. Then the second girl,
Alice, was killed because she was not able to walk, and if you don't
run due to the fact that sometimes our military government with
helicopters will be coming, they just run with these kids in the long
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grass, forests, all kind of things, and some of them are not able to
resist after the long journey. So Alice could not run, and imme-
diately this man just shot her because she couldn't run.

We know of Jane and Alice today only because we were assist-
ants. There are many other children that have been taken, and are
going to be taken, and nobody knows whether they are still alive
or dead, and tragically, many more children will be abducted in the
future unless this unspeakable situation is actually taken care of.
I'm here today as a voice of the children who are being killed, who
are still suffering, and who are the victims to come, just to plead
for their salvation, for their saving.

The people of northern Uganda are torn between the rebels who
burn their houses, abduct, mutilate, and kill them, and the govern-
ment which does not protect them. Nearly half a million people are
forced to live in a camp called "protected'villages" in crowded inhu-
mane conditions. The villages are actually frequent targets to
rebels' attack and abduction because they are built around the
military, which means the military are in the middle and the peo-Lle are like a shield to them. So when the rebel comes, of course,

don t know, probably that is what military means.
Although the United States is already supporting Uganda eco-

nomically, it has not yet effectively addressed this violation of
human rights. U.S. donations are indirectly funding corrupt mili-
tary which cares more about its reputation because it wants to re-
ceive the rebels, but not to protect people. The innocent people and
the children are dying and the problem of the southern Sudan is
overwhelming. It started a long time ago.

I've seen this is-in Uganda this is the second or third reflux of
refugees coming to Uganda, and it is a very serious issue. The one
of southern Uganda also is a very, very tough issue. Therefore, I
am asking the United States to put different envoys, so that they
are actually being tackled differently, and as has been mentioned,
the LRA or the LRA, actually they are being held by the Sudanese
Government. When they realize that there is connection between
the SPLA and Ugandan Government, then their eyes open and
they say: We have to take advantage. And many now, those who
are helping the rebels, are the fundamentalists, the Torabi group.
The government also is there.

It is very important that we tell the truth because the truth will
set us free, and many people we don't want to tell the truth. And
who died? Children. And who are they? Innocent children. They are
innocent; they do not know, and because of our sinful things, chil-
dren are dying because we don't tell the truth and we don't go to
the base of what is very important. I beg you to help to stop this
war being waged against innocent children.

We ask that pressure be put on the Government of Uganda and
on the rebels so that this senseless war can be stopped through
peaceful settlement. People need peace; ordinary people need peace,
they need nothing. That is, in northern Uganda, it is the cradle of
all kinds of fruits and that's why it's called the Pile of Africa be-
cause everything comes from there.

And our army now they go and people work and all what they
have done, the crops and what, immediately they come to your
home; you have to put them in the lorries or in the truck and they
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take to Kampala. They take advantage of all these kinds of atroc-
ities.

In closing, I thank you in advance for helping me to get this mes-
sage across, and especially in the United States, whom I know they
are very, very, very concerned about the human rights and the chil-
dren, and I pray God that he bless all of our efforts for doing his
work on Earth. God bless you. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Sister Atuu appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMIThi. Sister Atuu, thank you very much for your very elo-

quent statement, and I'd like to ask you a few questions, and I will
submit several more, because of the lateness of the hour, and also
because your testimony has been so comprehensive. You've an-
swered many of those questions that I think many of us have in
advance.

Ms. Rone, you talked about the promises that Kofi Annan had
gotten for a needs assessment, and we all know that there is no
access, or almost no access, to the Nuba Mountains.

Ms. Bellamy, in your conversatiorm--if you're at liberty to dis-
close some of those conversations with the leaders in Khartoum-
did they show any propensity to honor their commitment to the
Secretary General of the United Nations, to allow for that needs
assessment, and is there any chance that there will be access for
the humanitarian community to those areas?

Ms. BELLAMY. Well, in fact, the Minister of Foreign Affairs did
acknowledge his commitment to the Secretary General about this
and said that he expected it would happen at least before the fall.
The minister intends to be at the U.N. General Assembly in Sep-
tember and he wouldn't be able to face the Secretary General if he
fails to meet this commitment-I did raise the question of access.
It was a very clear, straightforward discussion.

That being said, it is thought that the Minister of Foreign Affairs
is not able to make this happen yet, even though he has made this
commitment. It's my understanding-not my understanding-I ac-
tually know, that when Mr. Griffiths was there the week before, he
raised this issue again on behalf of the Secretary General. The dis-
cussion then became attached to the tragedy that occurred with the
killing of the two World Food and one Sudanese Red Crescent indi-
vidual. In essence, they're looking for there to be some
fingerpointing to the rebels, but it's inconclusive at this point, as
I understand it. I don't know the specifics on that.

So I urge that at least this assessment go forward. They have re-
peated their verbal commitment. It was made again, but what we
have seen, no indication yet that this is happening.

Mr. SMITH. You pointed out in your testimony that 62 percent of
the U.N. consolidated appeal for Sudan has been met. 38 percent
of that remains unmet. How many lives are being lost because of
that lack of response?

Ms. BELLAMY. I have to be honest; I don't think we have the
slightest idea about that. I think we realize that lives are being
lost, and even if we had 100 percent, the fact is that people are in
such terrible condition right now. We've all seen them; we know
lives are being lost. But, I might on that, actually ask my col-
league, Ms. Bertini, I don't mean to put you on the spot, but if you



want to speak to just some of these? Because it comes to the issue
again of how quickly we can respond in some of these cases.

As I said, we are trying to expand the feeding centers because
in some instances people aren't even in condition to eat the food.
They have to go through the supplementary feeding in the first
place. But there is still a shortfall, and that shortfall will go to
whether we are going to be able to just get in the food that we
thirk we need to get in at this point.

Mr. SMIT. Ms. Bertini.
Ms. BERTINI. Thank you. We've just expanded our food assess-

ment, and therefore, our food request, and so we are now even
more underfunded because of the increased request. So it's actually
we're 60 percent short, which is about $90 million for the food and
related costs.

Mr. SMITH. Could we get a copy of that detail, because I think
it would be helpful?

Ms. BERTINI. Yes. Yes.
Ms. BELLAMY. And we can provide you with the overall consoli-

dated appeal of which that's a part.
(The report appears in the appendix.]
Ms. BERTINI. But may I say, Mr. Chairman, to your point, that

it is impossible to estimate the number of people, but what's criti-
cal now to keep people alive now who are very malnourished is a
special kind of food that helps them when they're very vulnerable.
So this is things like corn soya blend, like the dried skim milk, like
biscuits and high-protein biscuits, and these are things that we do
not have there and we are asking donors to urgently send, and
those in fact will be life-saving if they can get them.

Mr. SMITH. D you have the paper with you on that?
Ms. BERTINI. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. Because I think that's something Mr. Payne and

Tony Hall and Frank Wolf and all of us could look at it. You were
kind, Ms. Bellamy, in saying how grateful you were to the United
States, but if the need is not being met, perhaps we can provide
a bridge and in a bipartisan way try to up the ante. We certainly
can try, but the more information we have from you regarding that,
the better we can make a cogent case to the Administration.

Let me just ask-Mr. Eiffe had a more cynical view about the
ceasefire perhaps than Ms. Bellamy. While it provides an oppor-
tunity, is there a potential that this is really a means by the gov-
ernment to advance some strategic aim, Mr. Eiffe?

Mr. EIFFE. Yes, the government has its back to the wall at the
moment. The towns in there are besieged since January when the
SPLA hit those towns and the population went out. The towns of
Gogrial, Wau, and Aweil are really under siege; the town of Juba,
the capital of the South, is under siege. So the government is re-
cruiting students in northern Sudan, university students, school
boys and forcibly recruiting them and they're also being attacked.
There is a vicious fighting this week in Ulu, south of Damazein
where the government suffered very serious losses. They committed
6,000 troops to that battle. That's upin the Upper Nile area. So
they're really stretched, and when they're stretched in one area,
then the ceasefire allows them a breathing space. This is not cyni-
cal. I've watched this; I can detail every ceasefire and peace agree-



ment. It's part of the government's war strategy. Even peace talks
have become part of the war strategy, without going into detail, I
mean.

Mr. SMITI. Is that view shared by other members of the panel?
Ms. BELLAMY. Well, I don't pretend to be the expert, but he is

in terms of having lived in the country and, on the other hand, I
don't want it be suggested that I'm naive, that I think the
ceasefire's just a happy time, and there aren't many different rea-
sons for it. Clearly, the government has lost in a number of recent
battles. There is still fighting going on. There is some concern that
the rebels are pulling together some strength down in the eastern
equatorial, where we don't have access either. I don't. happen to
think there are any white hats, quite honestly, in this situation.

But what I was suggesting is if there is any way to take advan-
tage even of the ceasefire, for all the reasons that there may be this
ceasefire-and I'm not suggesting they are all for the best of rea-
sons-but if there is any opportunity that one can take advantage
to try and push more of the peace process, that's what I was sug-
gesting. Not that we're talking about people who are sitting there
saying, "Gee, isn't thisnice and we won't kill each other."

Mr. SMITH. In your view, would this be an opportune time for the
President to name a political envoy?

Ms. BELLAMY. I think one can try and take advantage of any op-
portunity.

Mr. SMITH. Would a political envoy be a prudent step on the part
of the Administration as opposed to a humanitarian envoy?

Ms. BERTINI. Well, I agree with the assessment that there are
lots of humanitarian negotiators, or whatever, and, of course, we
are working with a United Nations, with a special representative
appointed by the Secretary General. So another humanitarian per-
son I'm not sure is going to be particularly useful, but there needs
to be some strong political clout, and if the U.S. or other govern-
ments decided that that was through an envoy, I mean that would
be a decision for you, the political leadership to make. But there
needs to be strong political clout and some entity or person or de-
partment or group of countries that's very much committed to find-
ing ultimate peace now.

Mr. SMITH. Can I ask, in terms of those children who are re-
united with their families after having been abducted by Kony's
group, what is the status of those children? I mean, they have been
brainwashed. Is there any kind of assessment of that? I know right
now the immediate need is to save people from starvation, but, you
know, the children coming back from having been brainwashed or
perhaps having committed some atrocities themselves, how do they
fit in? How do they get reintegrated? Sister Atuu.

Sister ATUU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. These children who
have escaped and they are now back with their community, some
of them are being cared for by the World Vision, but many of them
are suffering psychological and traumatic upset. They do not know
whether they have to obey the rule which is in the community or
they have to follow the Resistance Army issue. Because even in the
midst, when they are in with the World Vision, some of them even
kill.
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So it means that they need real orientation or a place where they
can be actually at least helped, real rehabilitation, psychological re-
habilitation, a real education, even some activities where they can
play freely and do something which can take their mind away. But
at this very moment they are living in the locality where they are
being abducted and they are looked upon like living corpses, and
some people they have remarked about them. And I want to add
also-that these children, some of them have been in the bush with
the rebels for 12 years.

Let us say they are taken when they are 10; they have reached
manhood, and some of them are children; they are in the bush.
What kind of generation are we going to have? I feel that probably
some of those who died, they are being released from this coming
generation. Thank you.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Ms. Bellamy.
Ms. BELLAMY. May I make just a brief comment? I agree with

everything she said. We've learned some lessons, although these
are not easy or we have learned from some of the demobilization
efforts of child soldiers. The record on these efforts is still thin but
Mozambique teaches some lessons and now we're learning in Libe-
ria. But, this isn't just a simple matter of these young, even if they
ma 'y still look like and act like in some ways, children; it's not just
a simple matter of repatriation and reintegration into the commu-
n ity
ni [mean they've been through just horrific circumstances. We un-
derstand from the Concerned Parents Association, which are the
parents of the abducted children, that some of the LRA's latest
campaign is to impregnate as many of the girls as possible to in-
crease the ranks.

And so community becomes very important. They need in many
ways to be integrated with other children at this point. There are
extreme psychological consequences. Psychosocial damage has been
done. Many of them have been very violent; many of them have
killed; many of them have harmed; many of them have been really
engaged in the most brutal acts, even though they've had brutal
acts taken out on them.

So it's not just a simple, "isn't this wonderful; we have them
back," and then they'll just go back. And so it does require a more
complicated process. The World Vision Program is involved, but
others need to be involved in this as well. As 1, said, we've been
working with World Vision, but these children require psychosocial
counseling, help in developing job skills, help to return to school.
It's very much a family and a community type of coming together
to begin to help these children get reintegrated.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I certainly appreciate the tes-

timony of each and every one of you, and certainly probably one of
the saddest, in my opinion, the saddest area in the world at the
present time.

I certainly have had the experience of traveling-as a matter of
fact, spent a good day or two with Mr. Eiffe in 1993 in southern
Sudan in the area he was working in at that time, and I do have
some somewhat difference of opinion of some of you. I listened to
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my colleague, Mr. Hall, talk about the fact that in Bosnia and
Northern Ireland by, you know, having talks we were able to come
up with solutions, andtherefore, supporting the opening of the em-
bassy, and so forth. But I think both in Bosnia, where Muslims
were being suppressed, where the unarmed were being attacked,
and even in Northern Ireland with the Irish Catholic minority hav-
ing much discrimination and even police brutality heaped on them,
they were primarily victims almost unable to fend for themselves.

Finally, here in Sudan-and I'm not a person that advocates war
and violence--the Government of Khartoum has perpetrated war
for 30 or 40 years on the people of the south, and at a time when
finally the SPLA has gained momentum to the point where there
could perhaps be a military victory, we're finding that there is-
and I think everyone except Mr. Eiffe feels that there should be a
negotiated settlement.

Now, negotiated settlements are always good because they end
the violence. There was a talk of a negotiated settlement when in
Zaire, the then Zaire when Mobutu was on the last leg and the alli-
ance forces were moving to Kinshasa, and it was said that Mr.
Kabila should stop and should meet with Mr. Mobutu to have a so-
lution. Well, at the door of Kinshasa there was no time to negotiate
them.

I'm not saying that I'm pleased with what's hap ping, in the
Congo with Mr. Kabila but, after all of the struggle, finally the
SPLA seems to, without any real support fromj anyone in the West,
some of the countries in the region are suppo rjive, although they've
g otten into conflict, Ethiopia and Eritrea width themselves, which

ave sort of ceased some of the support--,/ j
But for a ceasefire that will actually give assistance to the gov-

ernment, a government that can't be compared to any other govern-
ment, I don't know how you could sit down and have a negotiated
peace with people who supply arms to the Lord's Liberation Army
that harbors terrorists, that have used food as a weapon for 30
years. What do you say to them? Do you say, well, let's all be
friends, like when Rodney King said something like that?

Like I said, I think that I wish that our government would sup-
port the SPLA, so that there could be a military solution, that they
could then sit down and try to then work out a solution to the prob-
lem in that country because, as it's been indicated, the ceasefire is
just the time for them to re-arm; to re-tool; to strengthen their
military; to take more youngsters out of their universities, as
they've been doing. And they're finding resistance in the north of
people who want their children to go to college and not to war.
They've even imprisoned some students who refuse to go. They shot
and killed some students who said, "I do not want to fight for the
government."

And so I'm sort of, for once I guess, having a difference of opinion
of having a negotiated peace talks, ceasefire settlement. Of course,
it's not up to me because I'm not there and I don't have anything
to do with what happens, but I just think that the difference in
Bosnia and Northern Ireland is that in both of those instances the
underdog was kept in, was still under, and far under, and had no
way of coming out. In this instance, the underdog for 30 years fi-



nally has some semblance of the possibility of a victory that could
therefore change.

It goes beyond north and south. There has got to be a tremen-
dous, as you ve been talking about, ethnic cleansing; there is a psy-
chological difference of some of the leaders in the north as opposed
to th3 African black Christian and animist people in the south. It
goes just beyond north and south. It has to do with culture and dis-
crimination and elitism and many other factors.

So I just really am so frustrated at the brutality of what has hap-
pened there so long; I mean, for the first time, sort of support a
continued military advance by the rebels because it appears to me
they have weakened the government; that's the only reason that
they've agreed to the ceasefire, and if they ever get to, unfortu-
nately, to the hydro-electrical plants which would darken Khar-
toum, it would all be over. .1

I wonder if any of you-I know you're all humanitarians, but
maybe you can give me your response because it's totally atypical
of positions that I normally take. Start with you, Ms. Bellamy.

Ms. BELLAMY. I haven't the slightest capacity of judging the mili-
tary at this point. I'm sorry, I'm unable to respond to your com-
ments in this case.

Ms. BERTINI. Well, we are humanitarians still; our job is not to
give in to the political or military perspectives, and I have to say,
Congressman, I can understand your concern, not coming from that
direction before, but I think I would come from this perspective
that we always, always, always, always have to try to sit at the
table and come to some good, solid, peaceful conclusions that way.
There have been a lot of very despicable people in the world who
have ultimately sat at the peace table. So I would think that, just
because of problems that have been caused by one side or another,
that that does not automatically prohibit them from sitting down
to finding ultimate peace, particularly if in this case both the gov-
ernment and the SPLA and all of their supporters and friends from
elsewhere around the world were encouraging them to sit down
and have these kinds of peaceful discussions.

Ms. BELLAMY. It has been suggested that by feeding people and
keeping them alive, we're keeping a conflict going. It's a very
strange argument. Again, I would only say that I think our respon-
sibility is to try and create conditions that are human conditions,
and we would ultimately hope that that will yield an environment
where all people's rights will be respected. I mean, to merely talk
about it, but I mean, you know, we are UNICEF, are anchored in
the Convention on the Rights of the Child; that's the rights of all

children, whoever they are, whatever their religion, wherever they
""/live.

But, ultimately, the extent of conflict in the world today is so
challenging to the ability of the rights of any human being to be
respected, and so I would hope ultimately we would be able to see
some kind of peace achieved in that country.

Ms. RONE. I'm really not able to comment on the larger points
you're making, but I think you're very correct to point out that the
war is not just in the south, but it's also being fought in the central
part of the country and in the east; that it's not a regional war be-
tween north and south, but it also includes important segments of
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a northern society who have had their human rights totally re-
pressed by the current government, which will not permit any free-
dom of association or political parties to function, which doesn't
have free speech except fo- some in the inner circle, and so forth.
So it is not just a north-and-south issue, you're right in that.

I would like to add that when we were talking about envoys,
there is something we can do to prepare for the future, to lay the
ground, whichever way the conflict goes. I think any envoy should
have as a very high matter on the agenda, and perhaps even half
of his or her time, attention to human rights, specifically because
human rights are what is causing the current famine, but also be-
cause there needs to be a lot more attention to them.

The U.N. Human Rights Commission has been fooling around for
2 years with the idea of having special U.N. human rights monitors
inside Sudan. The government has been dodging this bullet for a
long time. They've managed to defer by bureaucratic manipulation,
andso forth, any actual decision being taken by the U.N. Commis-
sion on Human Rights on this. So I think an envoy, if we have one
from the U.S. Government or another envoy from the United Na-
tions, should make it a priority to see that this happens.

The government had first said they don't want any monitors on
their soil. So there was a suggestion that the monitors be based in
neighboring countries. It's a very good suggestion. They can get a
lot of excellent testimony from refugees and from relief workers
and everybody who comes back from inside. Then the government,
I guess because that was going to happen, decided that they want-
ed to discuss technical assistance, so their discussion now has cen-
tered around technical assistance, which means "Give us land
cruisers and give us faxes and we will do the monitoring." And I
would hate to see the United Nations or anyone else fall for that.

There is also a lot that can be done to promote the rule of law
in the south in territories that the rebels control, because right now
they don't have a judicial system. They've been in rebellion for a
long time, about 15 years. It's about time they developed a legal
system, as most guerrillas armies have something akin by this
time. And there've been proposals for paralegals and other things
like that that I think would be very helpful. They need not only
help for a judicial system, but also help for independent human
rights monitors. I think that this would be a very good learning ex-
perience for the SPLA, and whatever role they have in the country
ili the future, they would benefit by this, by getting used to these
kinds of democratic constraints.

Mr. EIFFE. Congressman Payne, I think it's a very important
point to note that when the Government of Sudan and the SPLA
sit together, the atmosphere in which they sit together is always
dictated by the military situation. So when you're looking for a po-
litical solution, you need per se already a favorable military pres-
sure. The government has become much more amenable recently in
the peace talks, precisely because the SPLA has had a lot of mili-
tary success on the ground, and this is directly related.

So we can't just stop at negotiation. Look, I'm for negotiation and
talking, absolutely. But I've learned in my years' experience in the
field observing this; that's the only time the negotiations become
realistic. Like 2 years ago when the Sudan Government thought it



was winning, they went down to Nairobi, saying, "Forget the peace
talks; our peace is working; we've defeated them. They're coming
over in the thousands." These ga.nes are the history of negotiation
here. So the military solution creates the environment for a politi-
cal solution; that's No. 1.

No. 2, we've been talking today about this NIF Government. The
actual issue goes way beyond this government. Sudan has never
been a nation state; it's always had marginalized populations; it's
been centrally controlled by a military merchant group. Before
there was Sodiquel Mahdi; now it's the NIF. It doesn't matter.
Maybe it's good that the Islamic Front has been there because it's
brought Sudan to the forefront. It's a border that eventually erupt-
ed, but has never been a nation state. So the issue here is actually
much more complex than making peace; it's actually one of iden-
tity. It's not a question of who's in power, like in Congo with this
Kabila and Mobutu. It's a question of identifying Sudan as multi-
ethnic and multi-religious with a complex history, and coming up
with some kind of solution which would affect the whole region
very seriously-not just Sudan, but regionally has very big implica-
tions.

Thank you.
Sister ATU. Thank you, Mr. Payne. As far as human rights or

something to help the people to come out from the misery they
have like food and even money-wise, I feel and I think that it is
very important that what is being sent to help the people is being
monitored, because a lot of times the military and the government,
they take advantage of this and I've seen with my two eyes many

eople who are in control, especially those of the government, they
ecome richer. And they like the United Nations when it comes

along and says this year we're going to get rich. Unless it is mon-
itored, it cannot help the people; it is just a failure.

Then second, I feel even that the government should be advised,
and like the United States, as to find a way, diplomatic way, of
talking to our government because that is the center; it's our fa-
ther, everything for the nation. So they have to accept any advice,
something which can help in bringing peace to the country, and
that is the most important thing because we need to get to the root
of what is actually bringing this kind of thing.

And third, these rebels, is there anybody who can actually go or
somebody who can capture them because they are not so many
compared to our military soldiers? And is it so great, you know, so
intelligent, that nobody can take this man somewhere? And again,
also, we have Amin Dada who has actually killed so many people,
and I don't hear anything about him. He has lived 20 years without
any international court law of justice being put upon him. So every-
body knows that when you take one thing, you can get away with
it.

Thank you, Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I had some other questions.

I guess it was kind of an unfair question to ask humanitarian peo-
ple but all the frustration level, as you know, I think with all of
us was relatively high. I do also note that there are problems in
the north of Uganda and that whole situation the government
needs to give more attention to northern Uganda, does not excuse



the brutal LRA movement, but it perhaps compounds the difficulty
that they have in stamping it out. But using children in war is
wrong.

I just hope that we can come up with a solution and I appreciate
the Chairman calling this very important hearing, and I have to
run back across the hall. Lucky, they've got a vote on that I have
to vote for, and then I have to see my young children from Ireland.
These are some visitors from Northern Ireland. They're young men
who have seen peace come perhaps because of Mr. Mitchell and the
groups coming together. And so hopefully, we can have at least a
humanitarian envoy to go and try to sort out some of the issues.

But thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for calling this meeting.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Payne, and I want to

thank our very distinguished witnesses for your wisdom, your in-
sights, your recommendations, and I hope we can act on those very
promptly. And I do have additional questions; I will submit them
to you. And I do thank you again.

[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the Subcommittee adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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Crims is Sudanand Nortbero Ugazda

I want to thank Chairman Royce of the Subcommittee on Africa for his leadership in
scheduling this important hearing on the humanitarian and human nghts crisis in Northern
Uganda and Sudan.

A few weeks ago I received a visit from Sister Mary Rose Atuu, who shacd her personal
obsenvations of the campaign of tenor waged by the so-called Lord's Resistance Army, with the
backing of the governmeal of Sudan. The systematic torture, rape, and murder of childrw, ho
are then forced to become murtierer themselves - these are atrocities on the order of those
comniued by Ibithd and Stalin. Yet the modem world simply wAches while the rapes and
tortures and murder continue. I hope our Administraion %itesses today %hill tell us exactly
wt our government believes would be necessary to put an immediateend to the depredations of
the Lord's Resistance Army, and what we are doing to see to it that these steps are taken.

The crisis in Uganda is inextricable from the plight of southern Sudan, whose people
have been the victims of. vicious internal war inflicted by the radical military government in
Khartowum, and who are now dying by the thousands as a result of a famine caused in large pan
by thwar. The lesson of Sudan is also the lessou of the So~iet Union in its heyday, of Ethiopia
in the 1980s, and of North Korea today: the primary cause of famine is not natural forces. The
primary cause of famine is bad goVemment. Them is more than enough food in the world, and
governments and other institutions in the free and civilized world are more than willing to deliver
it. When these institutions fail, it is usually because they are impeded by the governments that
caused the famine in the first place. Ths does not mean we should stop trying. It is not the fault
of the chltdrmn of Sudan or of North Korea that they were born in countries with evil
governments. I hope to hear from our witnesses today exactly what neods to be done to end the
starvation and malnutrition, and I pledge my support to make these things happen. We must bear
in mind, however, that the long-term solution to the problem of hunger must include an end to
the oppression, corruption, and disregard for human life that are the root causes of hunger.

I agree with several of our witnsses today that the people of southern Sudan need more
than humanitarian assistance: they also need peace. I have joined with my colleagues Tony Fall
and Frank Wolf in calling on the President to appoint a Special Envoy in an effort to turn the
temporary and limited cease-fire into a lasting peace. But the people of Sudan have already
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learned that no peace wil really lam uress it is peace vith honor and justice. It vould be
tragically wnxkg to impose a peace that merely takes away from the people of southem Sudan
41a they have gained on the battleficid, allowing the Kha.ourn government to consolidate its
power and bide its time before engaging in yet another round of brutal reprssion. Peace in
Sudan means self-detennination for all the people of Sudan: the people of the South must have
the right to choose, in free and fair elections under international supervision, b'ween
independence and intgration into a new Sudan that is both free and democratic.

I look forward to hewing the testimony of our distinguished witnesses.
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Crises in Sudan and Northern Uganda

July 29,1996

Thank you Mr. Chairman:

I would like to welcome Assistant Secretary Susan Rice along with the
other witnesses. I look forward to their testimony.

Twelve years ago Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni marched a
20,000-strong rebel army to Uganda's capital, Kampala, and liberated the
Ugandan people from the reign of two of the most oppressive dictatorships
the world has ever seen. During their successive regimes Amin and Obote
murdered over one million people. While the United States and the
Western Powers did nothing, Museveni took action.

Since then, the story of Uganda is nothing short of phenomenal.
President Mueveni immediately formed a Human Rights Commission to
investigate the atrocities committed under the former dictators. Today the
Commnission is chaired by a judge and overseen by Members of the High
Court. The mandate of the organization is to serve as a watch-dog by
monitoring government activities, and to educate the public about respect for
human rights.

After the establishment of the Human Rights Commission, President
Museveni began assembling judges, lawyers and other scholars for the
purpose of drafting Uganda's Constitution. His administration actively
solicited the involvement of men and women at the grass-roots level.
Several thousand Ugandans submitted memorandums offering suggestions.
An important component of the Constitution is a provision
institutionalizing the Human Rights Commission.

Perhaps most astonishing has been Uganda's economic growth under
President Museveni. Real GDP growth has averaged 6.7% over the last ten
years. Inflation has been reduced from 250% to 6%. The country has liberal
current and capital accounts, so there is no restrictions on foreign exchange.
To ease the concerns of foreign investors, Uganda now offers insurance to
investors through the Multi-lateral Insurance Guarantee Agency of the
World Bank. Under Amin, Ugandans of South Asian heritage were stripped
of their properties and forced to leave the country. President Museveni has
allowed them to return, and has given back their businesses and land. To
encourage American tourists and investors, citizens of the United States no
longer need visas to travel to Uganda.
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UnderstaMmg that an exclusionary government breeds its own
opposition. President Museveni held elections and has an administration
that reflects the diversity of Ugandan society. In 1987 a reporter asked him
how he could afford to have such a large and diverse government. His
answer was a simple one: 'it is cheaper than war.*

Mr. Chairman, this is what President Museveni has built in just twelve
years. But even more important than what he has done for Uganda,
President Museveni is perhaps the first of a new breed of leader on the
Continent. He has proven that African leaders no longer need to follow the
orders of their colonial masters to achieve success. Independence and
security, Museveni has shown, are not mutually exclusive.

Unfortunately, all of this is threatened by an entity as evil as the world
has ever seen. Northern Uganda is plagued by a rebel insurgency known as
the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA), led by Joseph Kony. The LRA is notorious
for looting homes, and abducting and enslaving thousands of Ugandan
children. Boys as young as 11 years old are forced to serve as soldiers and to
participate in extreme acts of violence. Girls of the same age are made into
sexual slaves. Nearly all of the children who escape from the L.RA are found
to be HIV positive. The UN Children's Fund estimates that up to 10,000
youngsters have been victims of rebel atrocities. Backed by an oppressive and
terronst regime in Sudan, the LRA is a direct affront on the new Africa.

Mr. Chairman, it is time for Congress and the Clinton Administration
to embrace President Meseveni and Uganda as a partner for peace and stability
on the African Continent. We must make a decision. Will the United States
continue its centuries old neglect of Africa? Will it continue to support only
the Mobutu Sese Sekos and Jonas Savimbis of Africa? Or, if President
Clinton's trip truly marked a new beginning in relations between the United
States and the countries of sub-Saharan Africa, will we support those that are
doing the right thing?

The current crises in Northern Uganda poses this question. 1, along the
countless others who care about the future of Africa, await the answer.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
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JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE ON AFRICA AND INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

AND HUMAN RIGHTS
JULY 29, 1998

I would like to thank Chairman Smith and Chairman Royce for calling this
hearing on the crisis in Sudan and Northern Uganda. Many people that I come across
know the problems of the Sudan but cannot comprehend its depth. To me, the one
predictable thing about Sudan is its unpredictabildy, An entire generation of southern
Sudanese are dying in one of the world's most neglected civil wars, More than 1.5
million southern Sudanese have died over the past decade as a result of war, famine
and disease.

The urgency of the humanitarian crisis in Sudan cannot be overstated. For the
Ifa of me, I can't understand how this has happened yet again. An estimated 2 6 millon
people are currently at nsk of starvation, Relief opeat tons are seriously thret iLl-d
because of the Government's policy of starvation. The NIF government is primanly
responsible for the escalation of the current humanitarian tragedy. Moreover, civilians
continue to suffer needlessly, in part because of the indifference of the international
community. Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS), created to prevent humanitarian crisis in
Sudan, is also responsible. OLS has become hostage to NIF's constant manipulation

The indiscriminate aerial bombardment of refugee camps and massive ground
onslaught by Government forces appear targeted in depopulating southern Sudan and
to crush the Sudan People's Liberation Army (SPLA).

My first visit to Southern Sudan was in 1993 with many subsequent trips, and I
must honestly conclude that almost eight years of repression and dictatorship have
intensified oppositon to the NIF-led government. I have never, seen the people and the
SPLA more determined. I was in Yei (YEE) last December with my good friend
Congressman Campbell and I saw the devastation and desperate conditions people
live under.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure everyone has seen the horrible photos in flm
Magazine especially in the Bar el -Ghazal region which depicts a mother that cannot
provide milk for her starving child, and men that are too frail and weak to walk. It is
ha for me to fathom a Dinka herdsman who masters raising cattle not being able to

vide for his family. This brutal Islamic regime in Khartoum can not compare in its
icousness to the Christians and animist in the South.

Let me just conclude by saying that I must commend Assistant Secretary Susan
ice for our Administration's effective Sudan policy. It is precisely this policy that has
ought both parties to the negotiating table. If we change course by opening the
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Embassy, without any tangible evKence of reform, the IGAD [E-GAD) talks schedued
for next month have the potential to be circumvented Most important, the governmer
in Khartoum will interpret this move as a sign of approval at a time when we should be
clear about our objectives in Sudan

Moved by the situation, I have introduce H Con Res 309 with Chairman
Gilman, Chairman Smith and Ranking Member Menewdez that seeks to halt the forced
abduction and recruitment of child soldiers by the al-Bashir government in
collaboration with the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA). It encourages the President to
appoint an envoy for the region. I would also like to submit this letter to the Pentagon
for the record which asks for the use of the numerous C-1 30 planes we have just sittng
in reserve.

The record should be set straight--The NIF government remains an obstace to
peace and a threat to regional stability It is cruel and inhumane to use food as a tool of
war on the most vulnerable. The U S should not be used by Khartoum as a prone for
their sinister games.

Thank you once again.
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Once again, the Sudanese people find themselves

confronted with famine and death and once again the

culprit is Sudan's 15 year long civil war. Ten years ago,

250,000 Sudanese perished in the famine of the late

1980s. Today, Operation Lifeline Sudan has mounted its

largest relief operation ever to manage the more than 2.6

million people facing starvation and the estimated

350,000 people who are near death. And while a cease-

fire is in place, it is temporary and sadly, Sudan's civil

war appears no closer to ending today, than it did in the

1980s..
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An estimated 1.5 million people have died in Sudan's civil

war. In addition to the internal turmoil, the war has

extracted an enormous cost on Sudan's neighbors, the

civil war in Sudan is the root cause of instability in east

Africa. The government in Khartoum is responsible for

funding and supporting regional insurgent groups and

international terrorist organizations. "

Uganda has been disproportionately affected by the war in

Sudan. Khartoum continues to support the Lord's

Resistance Army (LRA) which has abducted some 10,000

children, some as young as eight years old, in northern

Uganda which it uses to support its efforts to overthrow



the Government of Uganda and to fight for the Sudanese

government in southern Sudan.

Today, we are charged with looking at the humanitarian

crisis in the region, but clearly we can not look at the

humanitarian crisis without acknowledging the civil war

as the cause of the famine. The government in Khartoum

uses food as a military weapon, attempting to starve

fighters in the south as it did earlier this year when it

barred all relief flights to the south in February and

March, in response to military losses in the region. In

addition, the war in the south has kept farmers from

harvesting their crops. The reality is that Sudainese people
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will cycle in and out of famines until there is peace and

stability which allows for sustainable farming throughout

the country.

I know that Sudan and even the provision of humanitarian

relief are the subjects of divisive political debates. I think

we can clearly state that no one supports the National

Islamic Front and everyone seeks peace and reconciliation

for a people who have suffered for far too long. I can,

only agree with the conclusion reached by reporter Bruce

Nelan in his recent article for I magazine, he says:

"But peace is the commodity the Sudanese



people need the most. Their starvation is all

the worse because it is so unnecessary.

Southern Sudan offers some of the most

productive land in Africa, and the people who

live there are hardworking farmers and

herdsmen, past masters at raising cattle, coping

with scanty rainfalls and husbanding seeds. If

the battles would only end, they could make it

on their own. Instead, tens of thousands of

them are likely to die in this famine and the

next one, which is sure to come."

Clearly, part of work here today must be to consider not
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only how we address this crisis, but we can and should do

to forestall the next. The status quo can only yield yet

another famine.
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INTRODUCTION

I want to thank thc distinguished Chairman. Mr. Royce, and my good friend
Chairman Chris Smith, for holding this hearing, and for inviting me to participate as an
honorary Member of this respected panel.

1 am pleased to join the committee today to talk about the grave situation facing
the people of southern Sudan, who have suffered greatly in the longest running war on the
African continent. They are now dying of starvation and disease by the thousands. It is
the third serious famine to hit Sudan in the last decade. Having recently visited Sudan for
the third time, I will focus on the crisis in that country. I appreciate that this hearing also
covers the related situation in northern Uganda. where horrendous suffering has been
inflicted by the Lord's Resistance Army, a guerilla group operating from Sudanese soil.

I share the world's and my colleagues' outrage at what is happening in northern
Uganda, especially the abuses inflicted on innocent children. I traveled in northern
Uganda several years ago, and was horrified to see some of the LRA's gruesome
handiwork at a hospital I visited A group of beautiful little girls, no more than 10 or 12
years old had their noses and cart, cut off by LRA rebels. I applaud my colleagues'
efforts to address this situation, and strengthen the United States' support for initiatives
aimed at stopping this kind of senseless violence.
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FAMINE IN SOUTHtERN SUDAN

In southern Sudan. the prospects are dim for more than a million Sudanese ,ho are

lacing starvation in the next three months. I was in Sudan a few weeks ago, visiting

people in the famine-stricken region of Behr-el-Ghazal. and meeting with aid workers and

government officials. Since my visit, one of the feeding centers I went to has been

bombed, and a village -- where I watched the United Nations' biggest humanitarian airlift

in history in operation -- has been attacked. The small amount of food captured was

turned into a funeral pyre for the people who were too weak to run from the raiders. It

was a small village, and I'm sure that some of the people I met were among those who

either died or iled if they had the strength.

I have seen the tragic human toll of humanitarian crises in many parts of the world,

but for me, nothing had rivaled Ethiopia in the depth of its famine --- until I saw the

people of southern Sudan a few weeks ago. The feeling of slowly starving is

unimaginable for most of us. So is the agony of watching our own children slide into the

nightmare of famine. Of course we cannot help but feel compassion for their suffering

when we see the wrenching images of the starving that now confront us more and more in

our media. But we also feel &tger and frustration, which I think was best captured by the

recent Time magazine piece on Sudan's tragedy, which read: "Why Is this tappenitg

again?"

HUMANITARIAN AID IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR A POLITICAL SOLUTION

We can be proud of the fact that the United States has led the international

community in providing humanitarian relief to Sudan. European nations, except fol Great

Britain, have lagged shamefully. And nations such as Japan and those in the Middle East

-. who have ample resources to share, and whose own security is threatened by turmoil in

Sudan -- have been downright stingy. Our allies and others should do far more to respond

to this crisis, and America'a. generosity gives us the moral authority to press them harder.

Half of the U.N. appeal remainE unmet. This means that the United Nations is

struggling to get food to those in need, and that some of those who are starving are being

turned away every day. Many of these people have walked for days to reach a feeding

center, only to find little or no food available. The amount of food still needed is well

within our capacity to provide, and we should respond to the actual need, rather than

congratulating ourselves on percentage points.
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The root causes of the war that has brought yet another farnine to 2.6 million
Sudanese people are complex, and have been much discussed and analyzed by many
experts who have appeared before this Committee over the years. We will hear from
some of those experts today.

However, it is increasingly clear that our policy on Sudan can no longer ignore
what many humanitarian agencies have been saying for years, and what USAID itself has
said of the current crisis: that humanitarian aid cannot continue to be a substitute for a

political solution to Sudan's war. The time has come to back up our humanitarian
leadership with an equal commitment to joining with the other donor nations and our
regional allies in a renewed political push for a just and lasting peace in Sudan.

We of course share a responsibility to respond generously and urgently to Sudan's
plight. Our values dictate that we reject the cynical notion of some critics that washing
our hands of this situation and simply letting people die is any kind of a solution.

The grain-purchase initiative that President Clinton announced last week may help
some American farmers significantly, but it will be the difference between life and death
for hundreds of thousands of people facing starvation and malnutrition. In Sudan,
although ou donation will not arrive for months to come, it will be welcome relief,
because war has prevented planting throughout much of this fertile region and so food
shortages will continue even after the fall harvest.

Resources are only part of the problem. Equally challenging for aid agencies
has been securing consistent access to populations in need, and overcoming the immense
logistical obstacles to mounting a response of this scale in an area as vast and remote as
southern Sudan. The cease-fire now in effect in some areas will help some. But we
should give the United Nations Operation Lifeline Sudan the support it needs to
maximize this window of opportunity. And we should lend full diplomatic support to

efforts to translate this cease-fire into meaningful confidence-building measures that will

improve the chance of success for the next round of peace talks set for August.

We also should consider an immediate loan of cargo planes to Operation Lifeline

Sudan. Our laws permit such action, and the urgency of this crisis certainly warrants it.

The Washingbon Post recently reported that the GAO as well as the Air Force itself, have

identified an excess of 50 C- 130 cargo planes in the Department of Defense inventory.



A PUSH FOR PEACE NEEDED IN SUDAN

As urgently as they need humanitarian aid. though, the people of Sudan

desperately need peace. As surely as we have a moral obligation to respond to

immediate needs, we have an equally compelling obligation to help end the war that has

again triggered famine. Without such a push for peace by the U.S. and other ,..estem

powers, Sudan's people almost surely will be condemned to another turn in the cycle of

war, famine, and dependence on external aid.

Congressman Frank Wolf and I, along with other Members who share our concern,

have called on President Clinton to make peace in Sudan a higher priority. When the

need for peace in Northern Ireland became acute, President Clinton sent one of our

nation's leading negotiators. Former Senator George Mitchell traveled to that country

100 times to secure an agreement. In Bosnia, and again in Kosovo, Richard Ilolbrooke

was dispatched. Former Secretary of State James Baker Ill is making superb progress in
western Sahara's dispute.

But when it comes to black Africa, our "A Team" has remained on the bench.

Those Americans who are involved -- and who have been involved in the past -- are

dedicated, .but they do not move in the high-level circles where decisions are made that

can make a difference in Sudan. Our allies in Kenya and Britain (the regional leader and

the former colonial power, respectively) are doing their best to press for peace. But they

lack the high-level American counterpart that could lend momentum to their work.

Let us be clear on a couple of points. No one disputes that the declaration of

principles agreed to by all parties to the Inter-Governmental Authority on Development

should remain the one and only negotiating framework. No one argues that we should

take a softer line with Khartoum. No one suggests that we let the legitimate aspirations

of the people of southern South be compromised.

I simply am saying that there are others ways of accomplishing the same ends with

the National Islamic Front. I know that, because I saw it during the Dayton Peace

Accords, which were held in my home town. If we had waited for regimes like Slobodan

Milosevic's to reform or be overthrown before we had engaged in intense diplomacy to

end Bosnia's war, it still would be going on today.

A few days ago, Sudan's government and rebels agreed to a cease-fire. This might

help aid workers do their jobs -- if they can get the food and medical supplies they need.

But this first cease-fire in four years also dangles the possibility that it could be extended



into a lasting peace. or at least allow confidence-building measures on whih to base
peace talks. 0

Next month, Sudan and its neighbors will return to peace negotiations. It is an
opportunity we should not squander. Naming a well respected special envoy -- someone
with stature who can work with our allies toward peace, and who can inform policy
making in our country -- would let us seize that opportunity, and the one presented by the
cease-fire.

A high-level envoy would put Sudan on the priority track that its desperate
situation warrants. And it would uphold the commitment that President Clinton made on
his historic trip to Africa earlier this year. He promised then that the United States would
never again let atrocities like we saw in Rwanda go unanswered. Yet the slavery and
butchery that happens every day in Sudan rival Rwanda's violence. And the number of
people who already have died is three times the number of Rwandan dcad.

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF A PEACEFUL SUDAN OUTWEIGH THE RISKS

A peaceful Sudan could feed its own people -- and much of Africa. It almost
certainly would stop undermining the fragile economic and political progress of its many
neighbors. Peace would allow Sudan to flourish without relying on terrorists and their
sponsor states for support. Most importantly, peace would cap Sudan's rising death toll,
which already has passed the two million mark.

It is in our national interest to help provide such hope to Africa's largest nation,
and especially to the 2.5 million people there who face starvation this year. We cannot
afford to see Khartoum continue to be the "viper's nest of terrorists" that Secretary of
State Albright has described. We should not consign ourselves to merely continuing to
support Sudan's neighbors in their battles against it -- until we exhaust the opportunities
for peace. And we certainly cannot afford to feed Sudan and vast areas of Africa that
Sudan's people could feed without U.S. aid if they were left in peace.

I understand that the Administration is considering an Envoy for Sudan ---
however, it would not be a high-level person who would focus on the peace process, but
instead a Humanitarian Envoy. That would be the wrong way to go, and little more than
a token gesture. Punting now would mire us further in the unsustainable practice of using
humanitarian aid as a cover for lack of political will.

5
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We have a tough policy on Sudan, a policy put in place by one of the finest
African Affairs teams any Administration has ever assembled. It is one that enjoys broad
bi-partisan support in many respects. But in part because of that policy's success.
conditions now have shifted. Now, we need to take another look at the value of our
engagement in that part of the world, especially our role in helping to advance and
accelerate the peace process in Sudan, Both sides are weary. Both sides arc questioning
whether the war is winnable, or whether this stalemate could drag on indefinitely. Now is
the time for the United States to weigh in with all of its considerable diplomatic skills, on
behalf of peace. 2

When the President was in Rwanda, he apologized for not dptIg enough to prevent
mass deaths. It is time that we invest in a just and lasting peace that can stop the cycle of
violence, starvation, and mass displacement that has killed many more Sudanese.

CONCLUSION

I have found that when Americans learn about what is happening in Sudan, they
agree that helping to case suffering there is in keeping with their own 'values. Christians
in particular hear this call to help, because so many of our faith face persecution as pan of
this bitter conflict.

I have appreciated the kind offers of help that have been extended, by our
colleagues, as well as the many concerned Americans who have contacted me. There are
strong, responsible humanitarian organizations working to relieve suffering in Sudan, and
some of the most heroic and dedicated aid workers I have ever met are on the job every
day there.

I look forward to hearing from my colleagues and the distinguished witnesses. My
written statement, which I would ask to have entered into the record, also includes a list
of humanitarian agencies working in Sudan, along with contact information for those
int,:restod in learning more about their good work.

Again, it is a privilege to be here with you, and I thank you for the opportunity to

join you today.

APPENDIX FOLLOWS)
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b, Private Voluntary Organizitions that ar
helping famine victims in Sudan:

Adventist Development and Relief Agency (301) 680-6380
CARE(404) 681-23.52

Catholic Relief Services (800) 235-2772
Christian Reformed World Relief Commituee(800) 552-7297

Church World Service (212 870-3151
Doctors Without Borders(2 I ) 679-6800

Friends of the World Food Programn(212) 963-9550
International Rescue Committee(2 12) 551-3000
Islamic African Relief Agency(:;73) 443-0166

Jesuit Refugee Services(202) 462-0400
Lutheran World Relief (800) 597-5972

Mercy Corps lnterntional(503) 242-1032
Norwegian People's Aid

(/o U.S. Committee for RefugeesX800) 307-4712
Oxfam International (202) 783-8739

Oxfam U.S.A.(718) 728-2409
Save the Children(203) 293.4170

World Concern [velopment Organization (206) 546-7201
World Vision U.S. (888) 511-6565

U.S. Committee for UNICEF(202) 296-4242

For additional information, those interested also can contact Interaction, the American Council
for Voluntary International Action, at 202/667-8227.

/

An independent private 0mnanitarian agency operating separately from Operation Lifeline
Sudan, agid 'eabng people in need regardless of government permission is:

Norwegian People's Aid - South Sudan Program
P.O. Box 39207

Cnr Muthangari & Mageta Road
Nairobi, Kenya

Tel: (254-2) 574063 / 4, 574072 / 3
Fax: (254-2) 574074
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Good afternoon. Mr. Chairmen. I wish to thank the members of the House
Subcommittees on Africa and on International Operations and Human Rights for this
opportunity to address two pressing human rights crises of crious concern for the United
States -the humanitarian cnsis in southern Sudan and the heinous activities of the Lord's
Resistance Army in Uganda and southern Sudan. Although these crises are occurring in
two different counines and differ substantially in scope and character, they share one
thing in common: both result in large pan from the callous and repressive policies of the
Government of Sudan.

SUDAN

Before turning to the humanitarian situati(,ns in southern Sudan and northern Uganda, I
would like to review with you the key elements of our Sudan policy and the events that
have shaped that policy. Traditionally, throughout Sudan's 42 years of independence, the
United States has sought good relations with Africa's largest state. However. when the
National Islamic Front seized power in 1989 by overthrowing the democratically-elected
head of state, our relations deteriorated sharply. Today, Sudan is the only state in sub-
Saharan Africa that poses a direct threat to U.S. national security interests.

During the past nine years, we have been at odds with the Government of Sudan over

four fundamental issues. First. we condemn and strenuously oppose the Sudanese
Government's active sponsorship of international terrorism. The Government has
allowed international terrorists such as Saudi financier Usama bin Ladin and the lamas
organization safe haven in Sudan. has established, raining camps for extremist militants.
and was also involved in the assassination attempt against Egyptian President Hosni

Mubarak. Second. the NIF regime continues to destabilize neighboring states through its

assistance to a range of organizations, including the Lord's Resistance Army in Uganda,
the Eritrean Islamic JIHAD and Oromo Liberation Front in Ethiopia. who have

consistently targeted civilians. Third, the Government of Sudan systematically violates

the human rights of its own citizens. Torture. religious persecution, slavery and forced

imposition of Sharia law on Sudanese throughout the country are pervasive and well-

documentid. Fourth, the Government of Sudan continues to prosecute a vicious war



strategy in the south that is the direct cause of much of the starvation that is now killing
so many in southern Sudom. Quite simply. the policies and practices of the NIF
Government directly put at risk the lives of hundreds of thousands of innocent people -
at home and abroad.

As a result. our policy is to isolate the Governncnt of Sudan and to pressure it to change
fundamentally its behavior. At the same time. %%e seek to contain the threat that it poses
to U.S. interests, to neighboring states, and to the people of Sudan. Towards this end, we
are working on iwo levels: undertaking specific bilateral measures and urging the United
Nations and other concerned countries to act in concert to compel the government to
change its behavior. On a bilateral basis. the United States designated Sudan as a state
sponsor of tenorism in August 1993, and imposed comprehensive economic sanctions in
November 1997. These sanctions froze all Sudanese assets in the United States. barred
the importaion of Sudanese products. and prohibited Amencan companies from selling
goods and services to Sudan. We believe these sanctions ae now effectively denying
Sudan access to American financial institutions and markets.

On a multilateral basis. we supported the 1996 United Nations Security Council
Resolution that imposed diplomatic sanctions on Sudan. In addition, we introduced
resolutions at meetings of the United Nations Human Rights Commission condemning
Suian's flagrant violations of human rights. We have also worked with other countries
to restrict arms sales to Sudat and to try to impose an air flight ban on Sudanese
airplanes. Through our Frontline States Initiative, the United States has provided non-
lethal military assistance to several of the countries bordering Sudan so that they can
defend themselves against NIF-sponsored aggression.

We recognize. however, that security and democracy will come to Sudan only when the
wamng parties opt for a resolution of the fifteen )ear civil war on the basis of a just and
durable peace - a peace that is based on respect for fundamental human rights of all
Sudanese. Thus. the United States is actively supporting, financially and diplomatically,
the ongoing peace process sponsored by the Intergovernmental Authority on
Development (IGAD).

The United States strongly supports IGAD. We have assisted its revitalization efforts and
provided dirett assistance to the Sudan peace process. Our reasons are two. First, the
IGAD pace' process represents a genuine effort by the region to address its own
problems. We want to support this encouraging trend. Second. and unlike any other
negotiation effort. IGAD has successfully defined a framework for resolution which
tackles the central question of religion and state. The Government of Sudan would like a
proliferation of the peace process in order to delay, confuse, undermine the IGAD
process. We must not allow these efforts to succeed. We remain hopeful that additional
progress vill be made when the next round of talks resumes in August.

To promote viable democratic systems in post-war Sudan. wi also have encouraged the
various Sudanese opposition groups to strengthen their cooperation, halt human rights
abuses especially by the SPLA and splinter factions. and to develop democratic
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institutions in ateas under their ontrol Seretarv lbtight met last ear vllh the leaders
of the National )mocratic Alliance tN)A). the umbrella opposition organization, to
encourage them to %ork tu)ether effectively to promote the rights and freedom$ of
Sudanese cilzens I'SAID is po idiimg $4 million in development assistance to areas
administered by these opposition groups in an effort to ctiiance the establishment of
transparent and democratic s% steins that can. over time. ensure that Sudanese citizens
control their own destinies.

Unforunately, Nir. Chairmen. ihe humanitarian situation throughout southern Sudan
remains dire despite rnass.e U.S assistance, Due to three )ears of drought. a dozen-plus
)ears of internal srtie and the decision by the (ovemmrent of Sudan to ban reef flights
for the most severely affected areas in February and March. an estimated 2.6 million
people are facing starvation or malnutrition. Through direct pressure galvanized by the
United States. the international community finally managed to persuade the Government
of Sudan to grant access to relief flights on April I. Without the direct intervention of the
United States (ovemment. I do not believe the flight ban would have been lifted. The
United Nations umbrella agency for NGO operations in Sudan. Operation Lifhine Sudan
(OI.S). provides the bulk of the relief to the most affected areas.

Largely due to svifl U S. support. OLS should be able to provide the 15.000 nerinc tons
of food per month needed by the most desperate people in the south beginning in
August. OLS is using our most recent assistance to lease additional heavy-liif aircraft
and will soon have 13 such aircraft, including C- I 30s. operating out of Lokichoggio,
Kenya. and three newly opened regional bases. The current food delivery program will
be the largest of its kind in history, surpassing the Berlin Airlift.

Members of Congress have urged that the United States also provide assistance to
civilians living in areas that the OLS cannot reach. Let me assure you that we are already
doing that. We feel that support for OLS is critical, both because it can deliver to needy
civilians but also because the operation %%as agreed to. through negotiations. by both
parties to the conflict. We cannot abandon that precedent. either for Sudan or for the
many other hot spots in Africa where conflict has impeded our efforts to assist innocent
civilians. That being said. we recognize that OLS faces serious constraints, and so
continue to provide assistance to Non-Government Organizations working in non-OLS
areas.

The United States has been the largest bilateral donor .- specifically targeting efforts to
alleviate the suffering and end the humanitarian crisis in the south of the country. Since
1989. the United States has provided more than $700 million in humani',.,an assistance
to Sudan. This year alone. 'se have already pledged more than S78 million. The $78
million includes 60.000 metric tons of food -- plus transportation costs - emergency
healthcare and tools and seeds for farming. More is likely to be provided. Already, the
United States accounts for over one-third of the total relief being provided by the
international community. We've also decided to allocate up to 100.000 additional metric
tons of wheat being purchased from U.S. farmers for Sudanese relief efforts.



Today. Roy Williams. the Director of the Office of Foreign l)isaster Assistance at
USAID is in Sudan assessing the magnitude of the current problem and the international
effort being mounted to bnng it under control. After his return, we will pursue
appropriate next steps to expand efforts and capacities.

As we look ahead. %.e mutt vork in concert - the Congres. the Administration and the
international community -- lo end the current cnsis in the south of m. But we must
bear in mind the root cause ol this crisis. Too many Sudanese are going hungry largely
because of indefensible goven mct policies. Thus. we must continue out broader policy
of pressunng the Kharoum regime to change fundamentally its behavior. Indeed. we
must also note that the Sudanese Government's destructive policies are not limited to the
south. In the northeast. for example. the GOS has taken reprisals against growing dissent
from the nomadic Beja peoples %-ho, notably. are deeply religious Muslims. Young men
dependent on temporary labcr in Kassala town have been fired from their jobs as
punishment or rising B .a opposition. Thousands of the Beja people have been
displaced. and are now dependent.

We will continue to support actively the IGAD peace process. which is the only viable
route to ending the civil war. And we will continue to back the British-led initiative to
convince all sides in the southern Sudan conflict to allow open international relief
corridors to end the current crisis in suuth of Sudan and across the entire country.

UGANDA

The situation in Uganda is stark evidence that Sudan's disregard for human rights
extends well beyond its own borders. The Sudan-sponsored "'Lord's Resistance Army"
murders. tortures. rapes. kidnaps and forcibly conscripts the ci ilian population of
northern Uganda Its favorite targets for kidnapping are children. Kidnapped girls are
forced to become sexual slaves to LRA commanders, while the boys are forced to fight.
All can be subject to vicious corporal punishment and murder on the whim of a
commander. Those who escape or are freed carry with them tragic psychological scars.

Although the LRA and its commander. Joseph Kony. have their origins in Uganda's own
history of domestic conflict, it is Sudanese support for the LRA that has given it
resources and the sanctuary necessary to terrorize the populations of the Gulu and
Kitgurn districts in northern Uganda. Sudan provides the LRA with safe-havens deep
within its territory and supplies it with military equipment, food and other materials.
After Sudan's support to the LRA increased significantly in 1994. the atrocities suffered
by the people in northern Uganda rose exponentially. That suffering conunues today.

During the first half of 1998. the number of incidents and the geographic spread of LRA
depredations increased. Abductions appear to be down. but children continue to be
victimized. In our Embassy's assessment. no areas of Gulu or Kitgum Districts can be
considered safe. My colleague from the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance. Valerie
Newsom-Guamieri. here today, can answer questions about the 400.000 people living in
Internally Displaced Persons camps in the north. I want to emphasize. however, that the
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situation m the north is of concern to all of us. Our Ambassador Nancy Powell visited
one of the camps as recently as early July, and Secretary Albright visited Gulu during her
December 1997 trip to Africa. We were all deeply moved by the experience of meeting
the child ictims of LRA atrocities. It left us even more committed to helping Uganda
address this ongoing conflict.

The United States Government is engaged on many levels to promote a resolution to the
conflict in northern Uganda and to meet the immediate needs of the population there.
The Northern Uganda Initiative. announced by the First Lady in Kampala in March. is
now a 110 million, three-year program designed to provide targeted relief and promote
development in the areas most affected by the war in the north. The program will focus
on food security, trauma counseling for children. employment generation. and
reconstruction of the infrastructure, particularly roads, necessary to regenerate economic
activity, Although security is the prerequisite for sustainable growth and development in
northern Uganda. it is our belief that progress can be made even before the conflict there
is ended. Improved economic prospects. moreover. may generate additional support
among the local population for the Government of Uganda's efforts to defeat the LRA
insurgency.

In addition to our relief and development work. we ar promoting other avenues of
conflict prevention and resolution. We are delivenng non-lethlw, defensive military
assistance to the Government of' Uganda to help improve the effectiveness of its military
response to Sudanese-sponsored aggression, in particular that of the LRA. We provided
$3.85 million in equipment in FY 1997, and are considering a similar amount for FY
1998. With Congress' help, we can maintain this if our requested FY 1999 budget is
considered favorable. In addition, a $400,000 International Military Education and
Training (IMET) program is aimed at improving professionalism in the Ugandan Army to
help it better protect the population in the north.

The Ugandan People's Defense Force (UPDF) has improved dramatically in the last ten
years. Still. the UPDF has not been as efficient as it could be in combating the LRA and
protecting civilian populations. Our IMET program and efforts by other like-minded
donors are designed in pan to redress this problem, but ultimately the Government of
Uganda needs to enhance its own efforts in this regard. We recognize the very difficult
challenges associated with fighting an insurgency that operates in a large and remote area
and resorts to such brutal tactics. but this is all the more reason for the Govemment to
make sure its own military has every advantage possible.

The UPDF as well as government-sponsored local defense forces must guard against
human rights abuses. We believe that the Government of Uganda is working to
implement a military campaign that respects the human rights of non-combatants and
deals as humanely as possible with the insurgents, many of them forcibly conscripted by
the LRA. But. the Government must do more and better in this regard. At the same
time. it is critical that we understand the sharp difference between LRA and UPDF
behavior. Abusive tactics are an aberration for the UPDF. For the LRA. they are the
standard operating procedure_.
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At the same time. we are concerned that the Government's military response may not be
enough. To date. it has not succeeded in eliminating the LRA. Thus. we have
encouraged the Government of Uganda to pursue in parallel a political track to resolve
the conflict. It is. frankly. difficult to imagine a negotiated settlement vith a group like
the LRA. Nonetheless. in the interest of arresting the serious costs of this conflicL we
believe the Government of Uganda should consider seriously this option. To some
degree. at leasL %%e understand that communication has been established.

Perhaps more important lor long-term stability in the region, we encourage the
Government of Uganda to enhance its dialogue vith community leaders in northern
Uganda. Members of the principal ethnic group in the area, the Acholi. have been the
principal victims of the LRA and the rebellions that preceded the LRA. At the same
time. the rebellions have been the work primarily of Acholis. For lasting stability to be
achieved. Acholi leaders must recognize the Government in Kampala as a legitimate
partner seeking to protect their interests and they must work with local and national
governments to build the foundation for peace.

Finally, we must return to the question of Sudan. The LRA would be a much less
significant problem were it not for Sudanese support. I have outlined this
Administration's policy that seeks to isolate and deny sustenance to the Khartoum regime
until it changes its behavior on a number of fronts, including its destabilizing activities in
neighboring countries. We continue to draw the attention of friends and allies to the
crimes of the LRA in an effort to create the multilateral approach necessary to pressure
Khartoum most effectively.

The human costs of the LRA insurgency in northern Uganda are immense. Because it
requires the government to sustain high military spending, and because it keeps a large
part of the country outside of the productive economy, the war in the north is also
detracting from what has been one of Africa's strongest economic success stories in
recent years. Sudan s regional aggression. in short, is costing Uganda and many others a
great deal. and we must continue to work to contain it.

Mr. Chairmen. I believe the humanitarian crises in northern Uganda and southern Sudan
threaten the substantial strides Africa has taken over the past decade towards stability,
free market economies and democracy. Today, many Africans can dare hope that their
children and their children's children will actually stud) and work in pea, - and security,
and freely and regularly elect just and accountable leaders. We look forward to working
with both the Africa Subcommittee and the International Operations and Human Rights
Subcommittee to help all Africans enjoy the same opportunities as the continent
approaches the 21 " century. Thank you.
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I'd like to thank Chairmen Royce and Smith for inviting me to appear before you to
speaI about the emergency in the Sudan and also about the situation in Northern Uganda. I very
much appreciate your leadership in bringing these issues before the United States Congress and
the American people.

I also very much appreciate the leadership of Congressmen Tony Hall and Frank Wolf,
both of whom I know have devoted considerable attention to the Sudan for more than a decade.

As you know from recent headlines, southern Sudan is facing its most severe
humanitarian crisis since the 1989 famine that killed an estimated 250,000 people. Today, some
1.2 million people in the south alone are in need of urgent assistance, primarily in the Bahr El
Ghazal region.

The United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) is the lead agency in southern Sudan
coordinating the humanitarian relief effort known as Operation Lifeline Sudan or OLS. For those
of you who are unfamiliar with the relief operation, OLS is a coalition of two UN agencies --
UNICEF and the World Food Program (WFP) - and 38 NGO's. It was set up in 1989 to ensure a
unified international response to people in need on all sides of the conflict in Sudan. Among the
NGO partners working in OLS are World Vision International, CARE, Save the Children,
Doctors Without Borders and Catholic Relief Services.

OLS operates both in the northern part of the country controlled by the Sudanese
government, as well as those pats of southern Sudan which are under the control of the rebel
Sudan People's Liberation Movement (SPLM). WFP is the other UN agency within OLS and is
primarily responsible for the delivery of emergency food supplies. As I speak to you, WFP is
presently in the midst of the largest airdrop in its history.

OLS is the largest humanitarian relief operation now underway anywhere in the world
and, over the last decade, can be credited with saving tens of thousands of lives. Indeed, the fact
that there have been no major outbreaks of cholera, memles or polio in the Sudan in recent years
is a tribute to the work of all the partners in OLS, particularly those working to deliver
vaccinations. Despite its obvious contributions to reducing suffering, however, OLS continues to
be subject to a number of constraints and difficulties. Sudan is the largest country in Africa -
three and a half tumes the size of Texas - and has been embroiled in a protracted civil war since
1983. In addition to the main warring parties - the Government and the SPLM - there are
several other military groups with a political agenda and access to arms and munitions. No small
part of the challenge facing OLS has been the difficulty of running a huge humanitarian effort
that depends on maintaining a working relationship with all the participating factions in this civil
war.

More than one million Sudanese have died as a direct result of the I 5-year-old conflict
and some two million people have been displaced. A long-standing drought has made the present
situation increasingly desperate. Without exaggeration, the social, economic and political
infrastructure in southern Sudan has been devastated.
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As a result of the current temporary cease-fire declared on July 15 by the Khartoum
Government and the SPLM, OLS began expanding the number of its food distribution centers in
the Bahr El Ghazal area to a total of 48. UNICEF is assuming responsibility for ten of these
centers. OLS continues to monitor malnutrition among children. A recent UNICEF survey
indicates that malnutrition among children under five now stands at over 50 per cent.

The current cease-fire was welcomed by international aid agencies as an opportunity to
save thousands of lives through a broadening and expansion of the relief effort. Following the
visit to Sudan by Martin Griffiths, Deputy to the United Nations Under-Secretary General for
Humanitarian Affairs, to assess issues related to an accelerated relief operation, I visited Sudan
from July 21-23. The purpose of my visit was to meet with the leaders of both the government
and SPLM and to see first-hand the magnitude of the crisis. I also wanted my visit to raise
international awareness of conditions in Sudan that have been ignored for too long.

In government-held Wau town, where thousands of people have arved in search of food,
I visited a health center and a reception point where people who have barely survived for months
on a staple of leaves and wild fruit were waiting to be admitted into the relief program. In SPLM-
controlled Panthou, I saw relief workers ministering supplementary and therapeutic foods to
young children. The suffering I witnessed in these famine-stricken areas was homfic.

I met in Kharoum with the Sudanese President, Minister of Foreign Affairs, State
Minister for Social Planning and Assistant to the President, Rick Machar, who has been allied
with the rebel forces but is now part of the Government. Later, in Nairobi, I met with SPLM
leaders.

To all parties, I asiised the temporal and geographic limitations of the cease-fire. The
present agreement applies only to the Bahr El Ghazal region and its duration is only three
months. I also stressed that OLS will do everything possible to respond adequately to the needs
of the Sudanese people. But we must be realistic. In agreeing to a cease-fire, the Government and
the SPLM need to take responsibility for enurin, that non-reguhred parties on both sides of the
conflict observe the agreement. Also the coridors which have bden designated under the cease-
fire agreement to allow OLS to bring in food and essential supplies must remain open and safe
passage for relief workers must be guaranteed. Unfortunately, as the rainy season has now set in,
roads are often not passable. The water corridors for barges are all too often in need of dredging.
And rail lines are often not operational due to past military disruptions; the challenge is
enormous.

Clearly, the humanitarian effort is no substitute for a political settlement that guarantees
the right of Sudanese to live in peace.

Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS), now over 10 years old, is a complicated operation both
in logistical and political terms. It is also expensive due to the constraints I have noted. At times
over the past decade, and as a consequence of th,- lack of political will to resolve the long-
running conflict tha has created the humanitarian emergency, the donor community has
experienced fatigue in terms of continued financial support to OLS. For example, in 1997 the
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donor community contributed only 40 per cent of the total requirements published in the UN
Consolidated Appeal for the Sudan.

In 199despite a slow start, Ilam pleased to report that UNICEF and itsOLS partners
have received a significantly higher level of support from the international community, including
the public, and that the overall level of funding for both northern and southern Sudan combined
is now 62 per cent of the UN Consolidated Appeal for the Sudan. It is also gratifying to note that
the U.S. Government is the largest donor to UNICEF's operations in the Sudan, contributing
over $5 million of almost $25 million received to date. The governments of Sweden, Norway and
Canada, to name a few, have also made major contributions, as have a number of UNICEF's
privately supported national committees.

No doubt, this level of support from both governments and the public is due in large part
to the tragic footage we have all seen in recent months on television and in the newspapers. It is a
humanitarian response to acute suffering on a massive scale. However, it also signals that
governments and individuals continue to care about the people of Sudan and can be rallied to
assist in finding a lasting peace. We must act quickly as the tenuous cease-fire now in effect
could end at any time. UNICEF/OLS are redoubling our efforts to increase the coalition's
delivery capacity during this period and indeed WFP has already expanded its request for food
assistance. Donor governments should seize the moment as well to promote a political solution.

Mr. Chairman, you have asked also about the crisis in northern Uganda which involves
among the world's most disturbing and flagrant abuses of the rights of children - their
abduction, torture, rape and murder at the hands of a rebel faction. I know Congressman Payne is
deeply concerned about this issue. The rebel faction in question, based in northern Uganda and
ironically called the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA), is comprised in large pan of abducted
children - sometimes as young as II years old - who have been tortured and indoctrinated with
brutal initiation rites to engage and kill Ugandan government soldiers.

We estimate that between 6,000 and 10,000 children have been kidnaped and removed
from their communities, schools and homes in Gulu, Kitgum and other districts in northern
Uganda to wage war both in Uganda and against the rebels in southern Sudan. In one case, 139
girls were abducted from a school run by nuns. Amnesty International and Human Right, Watch
have also reported these horrifying allegations, many of which have been made by the scores of
children who have managed to escape. These children have graphically described the brutality
they have suffered as foot soldiers, sexual slaves and porters to LRA members.

UNICEF supports a rehabilitation center in Uganda operated by World Vision that has
provided both physical and psychological health assistance to children who manage to escape the
LRA. In recent months, UNICEF has worked to secure the repatriation to Uganda of
approximately one dozen children who had found refuge in Juba in southern Sudan and had
come to the attention of our local staff. While approximately one-half of all such abducted
children eventually manage to find their way home, they bear irreversible scars, both physical
and psychological.
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Mr. Chairman, the international community must speak loudly and clearly, and with one
voice, on this matter and demand the immediate release of all children held by the LR.A. Your
firm resolve on this issue will make a critically important difference.

I thank you for this opportunity and would be pleased to answer your questions.
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Mr. Chairman. I will focus my reriwks today on Sudan. We will. with your permiulon.

ubvnw additional wnum irfonsaon to the Committee on World Food Program saivitics in

nohen Upna.

Two weeks ago. WPP staff began distributing 230 tors of food air dropped for 30.000 people

in the Western Upper Nik region. We never finished Instead our staff rmbr fled on foot

for 18 hour. first through dense brush and then chest doep in swamps infested with

mosquitoes Arned militias pursued and fircd on them, along with the poor Sudianer

hanies who had gathered to obtain badly needed food Despite the cessefire, there is still

significant danger for the dedicated people in Operation Ufelire Sudan and all the NGOs who

ar working to rc&ch the hungry of Sudan

Ten years au, the World Food Program gave up and pulled out of southern Sudan altogether

after a flee of our trucks was attacked and hijacked -- the final straw in a series of security

incidents. The donor community - including the United Sttcs .- prtesed us to return to the

field and we did just that creating, Operation Lifeline Sudan with our partner UNICEF.

Catholic Relief Services. MSF, Oxfam and World Vision joined the effort.

For nearly a decade. Operation Lifeline Sudan -. UNICEF. the World Food Program and our
NOO partners -- have been delivering tens (f thousands of tons of food to the victims of civil

war In Sudan through Operation Lifcline Sudan. Since 1992 we have delivered more than

360,000 tons of food to 4.7 million victims of war and drought.

It has never been easy. We have. of course, had casuslties. This is increasingly an ugly pain

of our daily work -- all told. in Sudan, Uganda. Angola u other trouble spots, WFP has losi

14 staff in a little more thin a year and a half. A staff member was murdered just last week

in Burundi. Mr. Chairman. I would be grateful if we could enter into th Record the nam

of all these dedicated ildivIduals who have sacrlh'ked teir lives.

WFP has not been not al(ie in this sacrifice -. the United Nations announced on Monday that

more civilians than soldiers had been killed in UN missions around the world.
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The dangers of providing hunanitarian aid continue to grow.

How We Reached the Crisis Stage

As we meet. 50 pcoplc a day are dying in and around Wau in southern Sudan. Other feedin S

centers are reporting an Alarmng rise in deaths as people xtruggle on foot from the

countryside, many already to weak to save. The strong arrived earlier. Today we are seeing

the walking do;ad. The death toll so far in the region is at least in the tens of thousands. We

can turn on our television sots and watch almost live coverage of this horrible pain. Families

short of fooxd have stopped fcedirig the old. the infirm, and the weaker of their children.

WFP and the Food and Agriculture Organization prcdted a major food emergency as far

back as last September. though not of the scope that intensified fighting and drought has now

brought us today. Other agencies and NGOs were also founding the alarm.

In 1994 aid agencies faced a similar crisis and we managed to reach victims sooner and more

effectively. We had more access to areas then so we could predict the extent of the damage

being done by a deadly mix of war and dboughL. This ycar dta was not the ease. Widespread

fighting and the ban on relief flighu in February and March hurt us very badly both on

deliveries and on information about the nutritional state of the people. Without access, we

could nol pinpoint or asss nerds as well as in 1994.

Once we had access, we sound ed the alarm again -- only more strongly, Our Special Alert in

May told donors. Intensified civil conflict since January. particularly in Bahr El Ghazal, has

resulted In fresh waves of polulation displacemen..,. with starvation-rclated deaths. In Bahr

El Ghazal alone 350.000 people are at risk of starvation...'. We have since raised our

estimate of needs from roughly 92.250ton% to 129,000 tons Our total target population has

increased Is now 2 6 million, including 1 .2 million in rebel held areas. Most of the tonnage

increase is in nevding to provide larger rations since crops have failed from drought and tha

will have a devam.tating impact during the hunger gap that will last through October. The
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prospects for the current harvest wen made far worse when so many farnn were unable to

tend to their fields earlier in the year because of the fighting.

The Harsh Reality of Sudan

Ilow have we dealt with the unfolding crisis this summer? Before describing some of our

efforts to ,ou. it is important to highlight a few basic facts that will give the Committee some

perspective on the realities of Sudan.

-- in all of southern Sudan there are 6 kilometers of good paved roads. six kilometers -- less

than the distance from this hearing room to Arlington. Virginia

-- on the other hand, hundreds of kilometers of unpaved roads are littered with pot holes and

mines pianted by both sides in the conflict. Airstrips and rail lines have suffered a similar

fate.

- the unpaved ruads flood badly in the rainy season - nudslides, broken bridges and washed

out roads lock or severcly delay transport. Airstrips flood and our relief pilots leaving from

Lokichoggio are never sure they can land food until they are over the airstrips oemselves.

-- barges are sitting ducks for militias on both sides and other armed groups, like the Popular

Defevse Force who operate as bands of armed thugs. The current drought has made several

rivers useless for barge transport.

- repairs tn rail lines, roads and bridges either support one warring party or another, and they

are quickly undone. We repair agam. they bomb again.

All of our rail. barge and air operations ar subject to approval by the warring panics -.- -e

Government of Sudan and the SPLA. For surface transport we have the added burden of

armed splinter groups who raid shipmentu. Somewmes we ar not even aware of their

existence until .we have tred to move food. Clearance delays because of fiuhlng have had a
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devastaung impact It took almost two months to clear a barge "ht left Juba last week

carrying 2100 metric tons . more than a fifth of the monthly neds in the south.

In previous crises in southern Sudan. WFP relied heavily on a network of relatively la/e

logistics bAses They contianod living quarters for ground staff and food monitors, tractors

and trailers. other vehicles, communications. All of these bases have been looted and

destroyed in the last four years This forces WFP to fly in personnel and equipment each

tIme an intervention is planned and to leave imiinedimly after it is executed -- and that adds

Immeasurably to the cost, logistical complexity and security risk of our operations.

A Lack of Resources

Despite the obstacles and the danger. the humarutartan agencies in Operation Lifeline Sudan --

UNICEF and the World Food Program -- and the N0s in Sudan have stuck to the task.

And they have done a far better job of feeding the vicutln of this war than the politicians have

done in resolving it. NGOs have worked very hard on the nutritional and medical disaster

crewed by this war -- Catholic Relief Services. Norwegian People's Aid. MSF. OxfAr

World Vision. the Irish NOOs Goal and Concern and the Lutheran World Federation

But all of us must struggle with more than just the danger and the physical environment of

Sudan. We desperately need more resources - money, food, medicine. Today .. despite the

horrible images in the media -- we have only 41 percent of our target.

The re pnse we have had from some donors - especially the Unked States -. is encouraging.

But we urgently need corn soya blend, fortified dried skim milk, and high protein biscuits.

We have been assured that the Administration will address these needs on a priority basis and

I would like to take this opportunity to thank them. We have pressing needs for the cunen

Emergency Operation and our Spotial Operations for Logistics. All told, we are asking

donors for Sl$6 million to cover food and transport and logistical impmvements until next

April. The cost of our operation in this peak period is actually about one million dollars a

day.



What wt ar sting now in our newspapers and on our televisions will not fade away easily;

we us worried about food supplies for a significant time to come and we are likely to have to

keep up deliveries at current rates for more than a year.

With the lack of alternatives to air supply of food, this will be a very expensive proposition

until we can ship more by road, rail and barge. Each C130 airdrop of food costs an average

of $5,500 and delivers 16 metric tons of food -- enough to feed 40,000 people for a day. An

llyushin can drop twice the amount -- 30 tons for 80,000 people - at a cost of $29.700.

We hoMpe hat a portion of the recently announced donation of 2.5 million meic tons of U.S.

wheat will bc given to WFP to help u, wpe with this massive need. We applaud the United

States for this act of generosity which can make so much of a difference in coping with food

crises, not only in Sudan, but all over the globe.

The Issue of Ascess

The issue of access has always been the hear of the problem for Operation Lifeline Sudan and

the NGOs. Could we have done more to pressure the Government in Khartoum for greater

acceu? There have been dozens of press releases, media briefings, letters of appeal,

meetings and written and oral complaints made by WFP. UNICEF and the NGOs.,-

Would it have been better to turn up the heat earlier, pressing Governments to take a course

of direct confrontation? That's not clear and it is not a decision that we de humanitarian

agencies are charged to make. The situation in southern Sudan was never any secret. And I

know that pressure has already been applied by a few Governments, including the United

States, on all panics in the conflict. Clearly the pressure has not been enough.

Are Governments prepared to go beyond what they have done so far? If we fly outside the

OLS agreement. will the donors insure us? No one else would. Would they violate Sudanese

sovereignty and provide military aircraft Is the international community prepared to
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interveto militarily to land fMod or sftcre hundtarian corridors? There have been no offers

thsfar. The experience in the Great Lake crisis two years ago would not hold out much

suwl"on of military aid.

Where We are Today

Picking villains here will n feed anyone Today we have more cooperation from the

Government and the SPLA on access. We necd to make the most of it to end this parade of

near dead converging on the feeding camps.

The patc of air food deliveries has already skyrocketed. In January at the height of the

fighting we had permission to fly only one aircratl, and we were barely able to deliver 150

metric tons by air out of Lokichoggio. Begirming in April. the Sudanese Government

progressively granted WFP approval to operate more large aircraft in the south. By the end

of April we were delivering 2,300 ions a month, i May nearly 4.000t ons, in Jun 6,400

and in July we will reach 10,000 tons. In August we should reach our target pace of 15,000

m, a month to war affected zones throughout Sudan - 10000 to the south and 5000 to the

north -. to feed 2.6 million people.

We are now delivering ai a rate six times greater than in 1997 when we delivered roughly

32.000 ions for the year. This Monday we delivered 400 tons. Thirteen cargo aircraft will

fly to 89 locations and OLS will double the number of feeding centers to thirty eight and the

number of food monitors to 100. In August, we will deliver more than 12,000 tons by air

from Lokichoggio. Nairobi. Khutoum and El Obeid. In addition, we will move 2,000 tons

by bage. 2.000 by truck from the north and 1,200 from the south. We cannot now deliver

by rail due to the condition of the tracks in many locations. Deliveries should reach 17.200

tons for the month.

Working with our partners in UNICEF and Save the Children, MSF. the Red Crescem and

other NGOs we are speeding up the admission of children to special centers and beginnieg

wet feeding for adults who have arrived at camps too weak to cook the food on hand.
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Additional medicines, theapeutic &M supplementary foods, and pumps for water ae coming

in to the region.

II*he*vefire creates some opportunities We applaud it. but it is far from a cure all. While

we are naturally leery o investing in road, bridge and ra"l repairs given past experience, that

is pan of our new Special Operations appeal for $11.3 million and assistance in kind. This

appeal would also cover a fleet of 40 trucks, allowing us to insure a consistent supply of

vehicles.

The appeal would also cover two additional aircraft giving us added cApacity in casc the

xasefirc does not hoid or there are other obstacles to more barge and land transport. All this

should help reduce some of the exorbitant costs we are facing and cut insurance rAtcs.

Even after food is delivered, we are having a hard time controlling it Put simply, a man with

gun is always well fed -- women and children, the ill and the elderly do not fa as well.

Our monitors &mtually watch the food diuibuion. but once it takes place we lose control and

we are negotiating now with the SPI.A to put an end to the forced taxation In food they have

exerted from beneficiaries. Wt ire doubling the number of food monitors as we continue to

expand distribution, but we need the cooperation of the SPLA to end this abuse. To be fair,

given the number of splinter groups and weak cental authority among the rebels, it is not

clear just how much control they can deliver in r"ponse to our complaints.

Where Will We be Tomorrow?

Mr. Chalmian. this famine is the creation of politics. The solution to it must be political.

So many yer$ after the state of this bloodshed, we all know there will be no quick fixes or

easy solutions. but it is time that the international community began to give the pain of

southern Sudan the priority it so deeply deserves. Without strong commiumnt by all parties,

there will never be a lating solution to this crisis. Fifteen years of fighung have

demonstrated that and made cynics out of all who work tn the harsh reality of Sudan.

8



As a first itwp. %v need this ceasefirs to last more than three months and to cover all of

southern Sudan The Government of Sudan should fulfil its promise to th Sercaury-Ckicral

on access to the SPLA held areas in the Nuba Mountains and complete and partial

investigation of the murders of WFP and Red Crescent staff there Tht SPLA must act to end

the so-called tax on food given to the needy anti other forces must end the pillaging. We are

not in the business of feeding soldiers who are already well fed

Political commitment can end this war. Righteous indignation will not. We need the

continued support of the United States. and the generosity of the Annerican people who have

always hecn first in coming to out aid. We welcome the initiauvcs already being discussed

here in tihe Congress to uke a more active role in brokering peace.

Famines are avoidable. I can remember testifying in the Congress in 1992 about an impending

drought in southern Africa that threatened the hies of 15 million people. Congressmen Hall

and Emerson called a hearing early to draw anentlon to what could have been the largest

famine in history. With the help of USAID, USDA. and other donors the World Food

Progrdmme ,obilized food quickly in a relief operation that is still the largest in UN history.

And at (he same time we helped forge the first cooperative links between South Africa and its

neighbors. Ironically. after wh3t was a clear tnurph, tLere was only one article in any

newspaper of note -- the Christian Science Monitor. We beat a famine and no one seemed to

know about.

We can beat this famine too. But ending this famui means ending this war - and that is the

work of politicians. I urge the Congress and the Administration to do all they can - no( to

find villains or heroes, but to help broker a lasting peace.

A hungry Sudanese mother too weak to nurse her dying hahy does not care who is at fault.

She just wants it all to end.
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Mr. Chairun. please I tme express my grawude to you for hoLding this bearing and to all

those who are here to testify to the uagcdy that has unfolded in southem Sudan.
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RE Resourcing Update as of 28 July 1998
Project Title: Emergency Operation

'Emergency Food Assistance to War and
Drought-Affected Populations'

Project Number: 582601
Recipient country: SUDAN

Project Life: 12 months From. 1/5/98 To- 30/4/99

Number of Beneficiaries: 2.6 Million

Confirmed Contributions EMOP Requirements
()Value (MT) Tonnae

Donors $ 164,542,862 1% of requirements 97,166 % of requlrments

Australia $ 440.402 0.3% 292 0.3%
Belgium $ 899.3 9 0.5% 858 0.7%
Canada $ 3,291.632 "2.1% 1,754 1.8%
Denmark $ 481,324 .... 0.3% 307 0.3%
Germany $ 1,272,139 0.8% 876 0.9%
Ireland $ 5.2...6,_2,, , 0.4% ... .. 387 0.4%
Italy $ 411,529 0.3% 127 0.1%
Japan-Private $ 38.334 .. 0.02% n/a ____ _

Netherlands $ 3,928,241 2.5% 2.764 2.8%
Norway $ 664,242 0.4% n/a .......

Rlssho Kosei-Kai (Japanese-NGO) $ 21,127 0.01% n/a
Sweden $ 519,480.. .0.3% 344 0.4%
Switzerland $ 3.078,887 2.0% 1,134 1.2%
U.K. $ 23,500.000 15.2% 14.398 14.8%
U.S.A. $ 25.548.500 16.5% 18603 17.1%
Total $ 6,45,694 41.7% 3,6z 40.8%
Shorthdl $ 90,087,268 58.3% 57,524 59.2%

Prepre by: Janne Suvwto,RE
Exaension 2567

7/28/9



CONTRIBUTIONS TO SUDAN THROUGH WFP
From May 1998 to Date
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WPP Quartery Food Deliveries (19% - 1998)
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"Crises I Sudan and Northers t gauda"
Testimony of Jemera Rome, Human RIgbs Watch

Before the House Subcommittee on Iuternatiola Operatons
and Human Rights and the Subcommittee on Africa

July 29, 1991

INTRODUCTION

Thiank you for holding this important heanng on the cnses in Sudan and northern
Uganda today and for inviting Human Rights Watch to testify. My name is Jernea Rone and I
have been the Sudan researcher for five years at Human Rights Watch, and counsel since 1985,
specializing in international humanitanan law or the rules of war. I most recently visited rebel
areas of Southern Sudan and the Nub& MounLams twice in the last year, and Uganc once. My
March 1998 application for a visa to visit govermrnt-cobtuolled areas of Sudan. including the
capital Khartoum, was not granted despite the Sudan government's representations that it is
.open" to all human rights monitors. My last visit to Khartnoum was in 1995.

The wars in Sudan and Uganda overlap. Both states back and fund the other's rebels. It is
fair to say that this region is convulsed in war and its spin-offs, icluding famine and disease.
ie situation of human nghts in the two countries is different, however. My remarks will focus

on some ways in which the two conflicts intersect, and on some human nghts abuses that are
endemic to the conflicts.

The biggest cmsis in the area nght now is undoubtedly the famine in southern Sudan to
which the Ugandan govemment contributes indirectly through its support of the rebel Sudan
People's Liberation Movemmt/Army (SPLM/A). All parties to the southern conflict, however,
have contributed to the famine. With regard to the famine-producsig human rights abuses set
forth in this tesumony. Human Rights Watch recommends the following steps for donor
governments, including thu U.S.:

insist on full international monitoring of relief efforts, with unrestricted access for food
monitors and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) not aligned with any party,
possibly in "poll-watching" tams including the relevant authorities;

support the recently-created Technical WorkingrCnoup and Taskforce (composed of
U.N. and SPLA representatives) to find solutions for relief issues in the rebel areas.
including diversion and mismanagementL Donors should require that a similar effort be
undertaken regarding relief going into government-controlled areas of Sudan;

8tUSsILS HONG KONG LONDON LOS ANGILIS MOSCOW NEW YONaKai Cl 0IANEItO WASNINGTON
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0 rcfuc to supply. spare prth t-r the [abanusa3.Wau train or to use it 14, dhllct rchel. thi, trtin has
tccn ucd for .Cars ,u.l tagn military resupply and to commit human righti, abuswc Pc-mit
instead a train under th'. I .N fi.g dedicated solely to relief. s%%ith ii.cmat '"al monitor. to ride
tn thi, traintto guaranics, ii proper use and to daert SPLA attacks.

insist that those vho -.au-m'd the lamine help detray its cost the Sudan gmiemment can zontributc
grain from a good hrrs c t in %%sicem Sud3n. and the SPLA might contribute the labor of lits
..Oldicr lot humanitarian purposes during the three-month ceasetfrc in .minc-affected areas.

require the gosemment. withoutt further ado. to live up to its promise on May 20. 1998 to permit

a U N. assessment team (and relief if needed) into the rebel-controlled areas of the Nuba
Mountains, , here the government has never allosied any kind of relief -A hatsoever at any time
during the war;

require the panics to the conflict to cease all targeted and indiscnminatc tacks on civilians and
civilian objects:

require the panics to end looting and punish the looters, and those siho buy and sell looted
goods

require the parties to respect freedom of movement so that anyone may move to and from rural
areas to cultivate, require the parties, particulaly the government of Sudan. to end arbitrary
detentions of persons fleeing the famine, and protect the safety of the displaced. and

fully support and fund the establishment of full-time in-country U.N. human nghts officers to
operate throughout Sudan. to promptly inform the world community of human nghts abuses.
particularly those that lead to famine.

Another senous crisis in the region is the large-scale abduction of Ugandan Acholi children by
the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA), a Ugandan rebel group supported by the govemment of Sudan. The
Sudan government's support for the LR.A appears to be in retaliation for Uganda's support of the SPLA
However, the activities of the LRA are so dominated by the abduction of children that the Sudan
government must find another way to approach Uganda on this topic, one that does not sacnfice the
children of northern Uganda Human Rights Watch recommends that donors pressure the Sudan
govern ment to:

cease all military aid and other support to the Lod' sResistance Army, ,,nul it complies with the
requirements of international humanittanan law (i.e., until the LRA stops abducting children.

stops killing children, stops torturng children, stops sexually abusing children, releases all the
children in its captivity, and generally respects the human nghts of civilians in the areas of
conflict): and

use Sudanese influence over the Lord's Resistance Army to stop LRA abduction, klling, torture.

and sexual abuse of children, to ensure that all LRA captives are treated humanely, and to bnng
about the immediate release of children held by the LRA.

The U.S. and other governments should find ways to pressure the LRA directly on the issue of abuse of

children.
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BACKGROIIND To THE WAR IN SUDAN

The war in Sudan. now in its fifteenth year. has man) caubi, racial. religious, regional,
rcsourccs (the. Nile '%,cr and oil). and cultural Sudan is a highly divcr'-country; numbers in this very
poor country, Africa's largest in land mass. arc elusive, but sonri. 40-50 perccn of the 27 million
population claims Arab descent and 60-50 percent is African; 60 per,:ent are ?.uslims and the rest
Christian and practitioners of traditional A frican religions: nineteen major languages (and some 600
dialects) are spoken. Since decolonization in 1956 Sudan has been ruled by a Khartoum elite which
identifies with Arabic and Islamic culture.

The current government came to power via a military coup that ovenrtew an elected
government. This government is now run unofficially by the National Islamic Front (NIF--now re-
formed as the only legal political party, the National Congress). It declared Sudan an Islamic state and is
attempting to impose its version of Islam and Arabism on the rest of Sudan. tUnder its shana laws, for
instance, apostasy or a Muslim changing his religion warrants a death sentence. Mekki Kuku, a Nub&
schoolteacher living in the north who converted from Islam to Christianity is to be tried for apostasy and
faces the death penalty, according to a report.

Peace negotiations drag on but the central issues of federalism versus the current centralized
state versus a referendum for self determination remain unresolved. The most recent government peace
proposal is for a vote for self-determination. kut it would include only the south within its 1956
boundaries, and exclude the Nuba Mountains (where the SPLA has had a front since 1989), the eastem
Ingessana Hills (where the Beja Congress has been in armed rebellion allied with the SPLA since 1995).
and the traditional Dinka area around Abyei, gerrymandered out of the south under the Bntish. It would
also exclude northern political forces, both modem and traditional, who have taken up arms against the
government in 1995 under the rebel umbrella group the National Democratic Alliance (which includes
the SPLA).

The Sudan government appears keen to maintain power and regain international credibility, even
if it means succession of the south as the price of consolidating an Islamic state in the north. It is
assumed, however, that the government of Sudan will not permit the oil-rich Western Upper Nile area
(Al Wihda state) of the south to secede. The northern opposition parties and those in SPLA liberated
areas of the north probably fear anything that would legit,,ize the government, entrench its religious
extremism and intolerance, and enable it to redeploy all its forces to the central and eastern fronts.

.- Sudan has a.history of multiparty politics but under the current government parties are banned
and elections have for the most part been boycotted by the opposition. Civil and political nghts are
sharply curtailed, except for government supporters. Lack of free expression, free association and
peaceable assembly rights make a mockery of elections. For a few months before March 1998, it
appeared that the government was going to take a real step toward political pluralism and respect for
international human rights and, in its new constitution, permit the reestablishment of political parties.
These changes would have sgnaled a new hope for settlement of the war. This reform movement was
squelched by the Islamist hArd-liners, however, who will certainly not retain their control if the system
opens up. During the 1986-89 period of democracy, the NIF did not win more than 20 percent of the vote
and was consistently out polled by two northern political parties that are banned today.

There is a feisty group of attorneys who defend political cases. They continue their activities
despite being frequently detained. Most recently they are defending prominent political activists accused
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ofsabotagc, and the Muslim cleric' who protested these arrests, who are now facing jail sentences. Ihe
lawyers play an important role in preventing the government from railroading political detainees in death
,entcncc cascs, but are unable to ,tT t rture and deaths in detention or prolonged arbitrary detention of
Iu4Xpcicd political activists,

The war in Sudan has lasted through four government and predated any assistance from Uganda
to the SPLA: the NIF government took power in part to prevent the finalhzaton of a peace agreement
%%ith the SPLA by the elected goemment The bar then spread from the southern region and the central
Nuba Mountains in 1989 to the east in 1995.

The Museveni government in Uganda has supported the largest Sudanese rebel force, the
SPLMA. with varying levels of commitment for several years. Entree and Ethiopia. Sudan's neighbors
to the east, have given support to the SPLA and v) the National Democratic Alliance (NDA), the
umbrella group for all opposition, armed and unarmed, in exile. A separate hearing would be needed to
understand the abuses committed by the Entrean and Ethiopian governments against their own citizens
and the abuses committed by rebel groups which the Sudan government supports against both states, not
to mention the recent war between Entrea and Ethiopia. Both states seem to agree, however, that the root
cause of their problems with the Sudan government is its "ideology of intolerance," exemplified by its
policy "of trying to homogenize Sudanese society around what are perceived to be the principles of
Islam." according to Ethiopia's president.

The SPLA. which has been fighting since 1983, has its own human nghts prohlerms. It has not
developed internal democracy nor the rule of law. Therefore there is no real system by which
commanders or soldiers can be held accountable for abuses committed against the civilian population
and there is little military discipline actually taken against abusive commanders and soldiers.
The result is that relations between the SPLA and the civilian population in the vast areas the SPLA
controls in the south turn on the personality of the local commander; there are a number of commanders
who are respectful of the civilian population. The SPLA at the highest levels, however, has refused to
respond to inquines by Human Rights Watch and others about cases of summary execution and
disappearances of SPLA detainees, which leads to the inference that these were sanctioned by the SPLA.

The most common SPLA abuses include summary executions, rape, taking local girls as bndes
without their consent or the consent of the families (or payment of dowry), indiscrimniate attacks,
looting or taking food by force (and manipulating relief), forced recruitment, and recruitment of boys
under age eighteen. The last two abuses have diminished in recent years, thanks in part to international
pressure, which must now address the other abuses.

The SPLA's practice of forcibly taking food, including relief food, from the civilians for "taxes"
has come under fire recently, although Human Rights Watch denounced the practice in 1990 and
thereafter as a violation of the rules of war. Aid agencies straining to prevent a growing number of
civilian deaths by starvation and disease have denounced the SPLA for "taxing" food away from the very
needy during the 1998 famine. A Technical Working Group on these and other relief issues already has
been set up (composed of U.N. organizations and the SPLA), with a Taskforce to assist it, to investigate
why those in need may not be receiving adequate food, and in August to propose practical remedies. This
is a welcome development.

A ceasefire for three months from July 15 has been agreed to by the government and the SPLA.
It is limited to famine-affected areas.
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BACKGROUND TO THE WAR IN UGANDA

The ethnic composition of Uganda, a land-lock4:d state onl) a fraction the size of Sudan with a
population of axut 20.6 million, is quite different from Sudan Most Ugandans are Africans who are
Protestants or Catholics. and political and regional differences have often paralleled these religious
divisions. Muslims arc only about 10 percent of the population, and they are not Arabs but a religious
minority that has suffered discrimination. The notorious dictator Idi Amin expelled Uganda's substantial
Asian population in 1971.

The Museveni government took power in 1986 through the armed rebel group the National
Resistance Army (NRA) His go eminent followed a series of brutal military dictatorships and is
credited by son governments and relief agencies with bringing stability to Uganda. Uganda, like Sudan,
is a "no-party" state, but elections nevertheless produced some antigovernent parliamentanans.
particularly in northern Uganda.

The movement or "no-party" political system which the National Resistance Movement (NRM)
is trying to implement in Uganda places severe restrictions on political and civil rights, however,
allowing political parties to exist only in name but not allowing them to hold public rallies, sponsor
candidates for elections, or hold delegate conferences. In the past month, a nongovernnment organization,
the Foundation for African Development, suspended operations after the security services dispersed three
seminars held by the group on the topic of "Human Rights and Democracy," on the grounds that the
seminars had a political content. The National Resistance Movement of President Museveni has also
transformed itself intc, a state-funded body, headed by President Museveni and administered by a
National Political Commissar responsible for the political education of the population. It would be
hypocritical to cnticiz;e violations of political rights elsewhere on the continent, such as Sudan, but to
ignore similar abuses in Uganda. A Human Rights Watch report on civil and political rights in Uganda is
forthcoming.

There has always been armed internal resistance to the Museveni government, and there are rebel
groups operating in the west and north of Uganda today. Northern soldiers were dominant in the Amn
and Obote armies which preceded Museveni's NRM, and when he won, many northern soldiers fled to
Sudan, partly in fear of retaliation by the NRA. Much of the population of the northern districts of
Kitgum and (ulu, which are most affected by the LRA, is AcholL a tribe that straddles the
Sudan/Uganda border.

In Sudan these northern soldiers formed the Uganda People's Democratic Army (UPDA) which
soon took on a millenanan dimension as the Holy Spirit Movement under the leadership of Alice
Lakwena. This ultimately developed into the Lord's Resistance Army led by Joseph Kony. The LRA
and the Ugandan government came close to a negotiated peace in 1994 but in that year the Sudan
government stepped up its support for the LRA, providing sanctuary and bases inside government-
controlled south Sudan and effectively reigniting the conflict. This seems an obvious tit-for-tat for
Museveni's support for the SPLA.

What the LRA is best known for is its abduction of thousands of Acholi Ugandan children to
serve as involuntary soldiers and, in the case of girls, -wives" or concubines for the LRA officers.
Extreme brutality is used to keep the children in line, including torture and forcing children to participate
in the killing of other children who try to escape. Whenever there is a successful escape (of the 10,000
estimated to have been abducted, some 2,000 may have escaped), those who remain behind are punished.
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It is in this brutal treatment of children that the IRA has distinguished itself among all the abusive rebel
armies of the world.

THE FAMINE IN SUDAN, AND THE IlUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES THAT CAUSED IT

The 1988 famine in Bahr El Ghazal cost an estimated 250.000 lives. It was caused primanly by
looting, raiding. displacement. killing, and abduction of Dinka by muraheleen, a militia formed by the
Arabized Baggara (cattle owners) tribes Th international community took little action to aid the
starving in the 1988 famine but as a result Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS) was formed by the U.N. to
prevent another famine in Sudan. OLS operates across borders into Sudan, serving civilians on both sides
of the lines with the consent of the parties to the conflict.

Ten years later, however, Bahr El Ghazal again faces famine. The 1998 famine in Bahr El
Ghazal and other parts of the south, which affects 1.2 million people in rebel-controlled areas of southern
Sudan, 1.2 million people in government-controlled areas of southern Sudan, and 200,000 people in
northern Sudan, according to U.N. estimates, is the result of one natural disaster (drought caused by El
Nino) and a long series of human rights abuses, one of which is the Same mursheleen raiding.

The scorched earth tactics of raiding, looting and ournig by all parties prior to 1998 caused
forced displacement of hundreds of thousands of civiians and led to a progressive erosion of the
three-point means of their livelihood, whereby entitlement and/or access to crops, herds and wild food
(mainly fish) have all been reduced. By the same token kinship networks and local ties of reciprocal
obligation were weakened. This has been cumulative and unrcming: year by year every cnsis is harder
to cope with. The amount of food aid getting to Bahr El Ghazal over the last few years from the
international community has not been enough to significantly improve nutritional status. What makes the
drought intolerable are the constraints on survival strategies caused by the war and the illega! way the
war is waged.

The raiding laying the groundwork for the 1998 famine is also the fault of a southern warlord,
Kerubino Kuanyin Bol. Kerubino, a Dinka from Bahr El Ghazal, helped found the SPLA and switched to
the government after the SPLA held him five years in incommunicado arbitrary detention for plotting a
coup (he was there during the 1988 famine). While on the government's side he conducted a scorched
earth campaign against his own people in Bahr El Ghazal for four years, but in January 1998 switched
back to the SPLA after falling out with the government, or "Arbs," as soutt'Mrr rs refer to all Sudanese
governments.

The SPLA also has played a role in the famine. Its policy of putting garrison towns under siege
has led to the successful interdiction of almost all overland and river transport, through land mines and
ambushes. This means that most relief goods must be delivered by air, which makes this a very costly
operation, although there are other reasons the air bridge has been resorted to, such as the. absence of all-
weather roads. The SPLA has been responsible for looting and diversion of relief food from cvlians, as
mentioned, although the government has been guilty of this as well. For instance, in the garison town of
Wau, Bahr El Ghazal, assorted government forces looted the property of the Dinka who had fled for their
lives in January 1998, and of the U.N. and NGOs who evacuated the town jt*,e the SPLA attack on it.

The government has done its best to encourage south-south fighting, by arming any southern
group that will fight against the SPLA as in the case of Kerubino. Southerners are not absolved from all
blame, however. There are divisions among them because the SPLA has treated some ethnic groups
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roughly. forcibly conscripting their youth. raping women, and stealing food.

Northcm Bahr 11I (hazal is primarily inhabited by th i)inka, a black African people practicing
their traditional r .igion or Chrisijnity. and speaking Dnka They live in other areas of the south and
many have migrated (thc sole railway in the south) into the north looking for work where there is no %,ar
The Dinka are the most numerous tribe in Sudan though they comprised some 11, Spercent of the
population in 19N3. according to the Encyclopedia Bntannica (ll such numbers arc estimates).

'he murahelcen was armed begifnng in 1985 by the gocnrment to attack their inks
neighbors. This is a formotLcountcnnsurgency on the cheap. The Dinka are regarded as the civilian base
of the SPLA. and the Baggara (and soldiers) are rewarded with total impunity and war booty: cattle.
grain and slaves. Now government soldiers conduct joint operations with the murahelecn, so the raids are
larger and more devastating.

In October 1997 the U N. forecast that because of drought and continual raiding, about 250.000
people would be at nsk of hunger in Bahr El Ghazal in 1998. In January 1998 tens of thousands more
people were preipitously added to this needy population, they were urban Dinka displaced after the
failure of Kerubino's "Trojan Horse" operation in Wau (the second largest town in the south, with
population estimated between 100-150,000,) and two nearby gamson towns, Aweil and Gognal

The SPLA, in league with Kerubino. had faked a mass "surrender" of several thousand of its
forces a few weeks earlier in late 1997. The "surrendered" SPLA men moved into Wau with their guns.
The two forces might have captured WVau because they outnumbered the government troops, but when
they stopped their offensive to loot, the government regrouped and routed them with its artillery. We
regard this looting as a human rights N iolation that led to the loss of Wau that led to the unexpected
displacement of tens of thousands of civilians, with no food, clothes or shelter, into the famine area

Almost the entire Duika population of Wau, Awed and GogIal fled, fearing retaliation by the

government; there has been a history of ethnic conflict inside Wau. In 1987 the local Fert militia, with
the army's cooperation, killed hundreds of Dinka inside Wau, until the Dinka police, who comprised 70-

80 percent of the police force, intervened. In 1998, the Dinka police protected the civilians as they fled
Wau, and then joined them in the famine zone.

Many Dinka (and Jut, a smaller group related to the Dinka) were shot and killed by government

troops and militia as they fled Wau across the Jut River to the east. There were later reports that vengeful

government troops and militia, in the ten days after the fighting, massacred hundreds of Dinka who
stayed behind in Wau, including hospital patients and government employees. A few Dinka who stayed

behind, including government employees, fled in the next few months because they observed that, even

after the killing spree ended" many educated Dinka were being "disappeared."

The government contributed heavily to the famine because on February 4, 1998 it suspended all

relief flights into Bahr El Ghazal immediately after the World Food Programme (WFP) announced that it
was airdropping food to th,: Wau, Aweil and Gognal displaced, whom it estimated as 150,000 destitute

people. Because most relief goods were delivered by air, banning flights effectively stopped relief

delivenes. We regard this as a human nghts cause of the famine because the government acted with full

knowledge of the U.N.'s projections and wide publicity about the growing fanune. The flight ban was

imposed on a very large area aid was unrelated to any immediate or legitimate military need. The

civilian population far outnumbered SPLA combatants in the famine zone. The relief flight ban was a
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classic ciattplc of u,,ing star ation of civilians a,, a method of combat. a violation of the rules of , ar.

The flight hin continued for almost two months, until high-level U.N. pressure. pres., coverage
of the famine. ind tht. immediacy of peace talk, led the government to lift the flight ban on March .1 In
addition. the govcrnmcnt finally granted permi~on for the relief operation to add extra largc-capai¢ity C-
130 planes to airdrop 1.6(X0 pounds of food per flight But fot many vulnerable persons (children. ihe
clderl.. the infrTn), the pipeline %%as reopened too slowly, and too late, and the death toll rosc

The famine continued to deepen in northern Bahr El Ghazal, where the muraheleen stepped up
their raiding and slave-taking in April through June. There are at least two causes for this: Kerubino.
once he switched sides back to the SPLA. at least stopped raiding the Dinka. But he then turned his guns
on the muraheleen. their civilians. .and cattle. which he claimed to be taking back because it had been
looted from the Dinka. Looting and killing civilians is a violation of human nghts, no matter who the
target.

The murahelcen, on horseback and as part of a large army operation with troops on vehicles.
struck back at civilian rural Dinka in northern Bahr El Ghazal, the area of coveted grazing lands and
water sources needed for Baggara cattle. It was a scorched earth operation, killing civilians and
abducting thousands of women and children, and looting tens of thousands heads of cattle. Many Dinka
allege that such operations, that killed so many and drove the survivors away, were intended to clear
Dinkas from their land so "the Arabs" could settle it. These displaced people were already suffenng from
the famine, and the impact of new attacks on them was devastating.

The relief operation. which is now the largest WFP airlift in its history, could not keep up v.ith
the cascading number of newly displaced and foodless civilians. The famine spun out of control. Now.
with httle rain, it is obvious that the harvest expected for September and October 1998 will be poor. and
that the famine %hill therefore last for more than one year-until the next harvest, in September or
October 1999. Little rain also means that the other food supplies of the Dinka-fish and wild foods-will
be scarce. The cattle the Dinka depend on for milk as an important component of their diet have been
looted by the tens of thousands. Where Dinka still have cattle, they too suffer from the drought and from
constantly being moved to avoid raids.

The famine is so bad-affecting probably 700,000 people in the rebel-held areas of Bahr El
Ghazal-fthat the Dinka have begun to go into the lion's den in order to find food. Thousands who fled
the garrison towns of Wau, Awed and Gognal have actually gone back, and some rural Dinka have
joined them, despite the widespread belief that hundreds of Ddua in Wau were massacred there in the
ten days following the failed January 1998 Kerubino/SPLA attack on Wau. These desperate people are
looking for food, and in some cases, searching for their children who have been abducted and taken back
to the garrison towns before they are transported further north as slaves. These recently displaced and
malnourished Dinka are reported to number some 47,000 in Wau, and 9,000 in Aweil. These are
estimates, like most other population numbers in Sudan, and they change almost daily.

In Wau, the army and security set up five checkpoints to screen Dinka coming in to town. It
appears that they detain all the men, and allow the women and children to proceed. We fear that the men
are being arbitrarily arrested, solely on the basis of their ethnic origin, and that they may be tortured in
order to elicit military information the suspect may or may not have.
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This a i would h a shack in termsof recovery from the famine, If the men are detained and",ir
disab'd or killviLd they annot plant oren ae in other work to u n their families. if all Dinka. tw
they enter a gaiu,,m twn, arc prrevcntcd IOt leaving (as waswthe caw during the 19$$' amnme). then
they cannot plant

flahr 1A1 (haial Dinka typic ally migrated north to look tor work. even in non. (amine times.
tx'ause the ngiulh railway in the south runs north from Wait. Noi sonw are driven by the famine north
into the Western Kordofan totns of Metram and Abyci. two towns in which they died in shocking
numbers during the 198 8 ammin because they were not allowed access to international relief intended for
them. There are estimated to be 9.000 newly famene-disptaed Dinka in the two t'wns. There are also
reports that they have been attacked on ethnic pounds and are not receiving the phywal protecuon they
need from the authorities.

THE TRAN. RELIEF FOR THE DISPLACED IN GARRISON TOWNS, ANt SLAVERY IN SLTDAN

One of the most dramatic abuses of human rights in Sudan, the resurgence of slavm. is a by-
product of the war: children and women are abducted in mlitay-like raids on civilian Links villages.

The muraheleen descend on civilian villages on horseback, armed with the government's
automatic weapons. The raids are conducted where there is no SPLA presence; the objective is not to kill
enemy troops but to enslave "'enemy" civilians and weaken the Dinka, economically and socially. The
Dinka are outgunned and horseless: they cannot protect their women, children, or cattle. Those who
resist are killed.

These raids now are often conducted by the murheleen accompanying the tran from the north
to Wau, the southernmost terminal of the line. This tran has been used for solely military purposes for
years. taking troops and military supplies to Wae and Awed and other military posse elonl the route. The
train transports muraheleen horses, which they use to raid and loot Dinka villages along the way. taking
women and children captive. On the way north, they take the looted cattle they could not sell in the Wa
market on the tmrn, and sometimes they take the abducted women and children. although usually the
abducts are forced to walk, hands tyn them to each other, behind the horse.

Now the government offers to use the train to transort relief food to the government gaison
towns where the Dinka, fleeing muraheleen and government army raids, are now stai mg. The
government, however, has had ample opportunity to transport relief food on this train but ha not done so
for )maen, The current motivation appears economic, or sanctions-busting: the government wants U.S.
economic sanctions on Sudan lifted so that it can acquire the spare parts needed for the train, which ar
said to be riaufactured in Dayton. Ohio.

The government may be hoping that the U.S. government is ignorant of the history of the 1988
famine in Sudan. when the government promised to deliver relief on this train and complied with about
tive percent of its promise (using most of the train's capacity for military supplies and troops, and the
rest for merchants' goods). It also may hope that the U.S. government is ignorant of the temble role the
train plays in human rights abuses in Sudan in 1998. including as an important means of transportation
for slave-raiders.
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THE L(OOMING IAMINE IN THE NUBA MOUNTAINS. CENTRAL SUDAN

Ih" Nuba Mountains are special. They are in the center of Sudan and not contiguous to SPIA
territory Because of goscrnment blockade these mountains remain one of the most isolated places on

earth Tv, Nubi are Africans. half Christian and hall Mushm. They speak some fifty different dialects
Their lingua frinca is Arabic.

The Nuba Mountains remain isolated and marginalized politically, economically and socially:

there "as no secondary school in the Nuba Mountains until the 1970s The Nuba were raided for their
cattle by the Baggara (%%ho live to the west) and ,ere under land pressure by Arabs. The mountains are
actually hills, but they provided protection from many raiders over the decades, as the Nuba sought to
preserve their unique and tolerant culture.

The NIF wages a war of attrition by star.'ation and displacement of the Nuba. Having failed to

defeat the SPLA milit.nly. in 1992 the NIF declared jihad or holy war on oppositon Nuba, even the
Mushms-and Nuba commander and governor Yousif Kuv,a is a Muslim (although his children are

Christians. which he has never opposed, this tolerance is typical of the Nuba in SPLA temtory).

In 1992 the government set up "peace camps"r nnging garnson towns and forced rural Nuba it

captured to live there, under guard lest they escape to then homes. In the camps. women and girls are

subjected to sexual abuse by PDF and soldiers. All family members are punished if one manages to
escape.

International relief is pro% ided in the Nuba Mountains, but onl> on one side: the government

side. Some food, usually an inadequate amount, goes to peace camps. The government has refused and

delayed all UN. efforts to conduct even a needs assessment in SPLA areas, despite the most recent

pledge (May 1998) to U N. Secretary Kori Annan that such a mission could proceed. After a compromise
was reached regarding the composition of the assessment team and their point of departure, the

government denied permission for the team to proceed, and the vsit has now been postponed
indefinitely. This time the government uses the pretext of an ambush killing three relief workers that

must be investigated before anything else happens; responsibility for the ambush is not clear. Many see

the U.N.'s failure to push for equal access to the rebel areas of the north as colluding in the government's
attempts to starve the Nuba into submission.

At the same time as it delays food relief for the needy in SPLA areas of the Nuba Mountains, the

government is engaging in scorched earth tactics against this civilian population, looting animals and

crops, and burning what abductees cannot carry. It also displaces those living in fertile valleys into the

higher and less fertile land. Now hunger is driving Nubas to the gamson towns and peace camps. in

search of food and clothes. Because the Nuba Mountains are isolated from any international border or

SPLA area, the government has successfully cut off most ordinary commerce to the area, so basic items

such as used clothes, salt and sugar are rarely available, at any price.

These tactics, coupled with the drought, have resulted in a food cnsis in the SPLA areas of the

Nuba Mountains in 1998. A food assessment done by an NGO in April estmated 20,000 were at risk and

later estimates have climbed to 100,000: the population in SPLA areas of the Nuba Mountains may be

300-500,000. Urgent international pressure must be brought on the Sudan government to prevent a food

crisis from developing into a famine in the Nuba Mountains.
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THE FAMINE IN % STERN I;PPER NIl.E, GOV'EkN.%ENT-CONTROI.LED SOUTHERN SUDAN

There ar about I 2 million people in gocrnment-controlled arcas of southern Sudan said to be
at risk of famine 'tse pe',pl include those It% ing in the gamson town% of Wau. Awed and Gogtnal
mentioned abous, and people Io. ing in Western Upper Nile, who are mostly Nuer. the second-largest
tribe in southern Sudan and distant cousins of the Dinka.

Those in Western Upper Nile are at risk of famine because of fighting berusen iwo government-
supported forces, both of them Nuer: the Southern Sudan defensee Forces (SSDF) forces led by Rick
Machar, chairman of the Southern Sudan Coordinating Council (a body set up pursuant to a 1997 peace
agreement between the government and Machar and other former SPLA Icaders), an the forces of
Paulino Matiep, a Nuer leader %k ho was never in the SPLA but always with the government, and who
joined Machar's forces in the mid- 1990s Pauhno's forces, now seceded from Maches SSDF, are called
the South Sudan Unity Army (SSUA). The two forces are drawn from differenk sections or subtnbes of
the Nuer.

"hey have engaged in scorched-earth campaigns in the temtory of the other, looting cattle and
grain, burning homes and facilities such as clinics and feeding centers, and killing civilians. Many U N.
and NGO staff have had to flee or be evacuated because of these rapid stnkes, disrupting efforts to
contain the food cnsis

The dispute is ostensibly over the 'election" in December 1997 of a governor for Unity (Al
Wihda) State in Western Upper Nile where nch oil resources ae located. and where thousands of
Chinese laborers are now building a pipeline to take the oil to northern refineries, a sore point with the
south even before the civil war started. The candidate backed by Rick Machar won the gubernatorial race
and Paulino, unsatisfied with the result, took military action. The electorate was composed of less than
forty electors, all local government officials, mostly selected by the central government.

Many believe that part of the conflict is attbutable to the Sudan government's recent provision
of military supplies to Paulino, so he could serve as a counterbalance to Rick's forces. Prior to
Kerubino's defection from the government side back to the SPLA in January 1998, Kerubino had
apparently served as the military and political counterbalance to Rick.

The government now has declared that the two sides in the fighting have agreed to a truce, but
the damage to civilian goods and infrastructure, and the delay in planting, cannot be reversed. Several
hundred thousand Nuer civilians are at risk of famine as a result. Many have been displaced and fled
north to the Nuba Mountains and Western Kordofan.

NORTHERN UGANDA AND SUDAN'S SUPPORT FOR THE LORD'S RESISTANCE ARMY

The Sudan government is responsible for ternble abuses of Ugandan children through its support
for the LRA, which kidnaps Ugandan children and takes them to its base camps inside government-
controlled Sudan.

Human Rights Watch's 1997 report, The Scars of Death: Children Abducted by the Lord's
Resistance Army in Uganda, documents the abduction, enslavement, rape, torture and killing of an
estimated six to ten thousand Ugandan children by the LRA. In addition to being forced to serve as rebel
soldiers and to participate in acts of extreme violence, as the boys do, girls are given as wives to rebel
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soldiers and live as sexual slaves. For all abducted children, their labor, their bodies, and their lives are
at their commanders' complete disposal.

According to independent sources, between 1.200 and 1,500 abductions were reported in Kilgum
district between August 1997 and February 1998 alone. They also report that the LRA has begun
abducting very young girls in the belief that such young girls will be free of the HIV virus and will thus
be more suitable Ior (forced) sexual relations with LRA commanders once they reach puberty.

Testimonies of LRA abuse of children abound. Charles. age thirteen, was abducted by the LRA
on Christmas day. 1996 and escaped in early 1998. A few hours after being abducted, the rebels told
Charles to lay down and said they would kill him because he was too slow. "They told me to lay down
and said they would kill me because I was too slow. I laid down and expected to die. They started
laughing, saying they just wanted to scare me."

A few days later, Charles was forced to participate in the killing of a boy who tred to escape, an
experience which became a regular part of his young life.

"If the rebels caught the escapees, they would send us to kill them. They would tie the hands and
they would make us kill. Sometimes they would give us parigas (machetes] and make us cut
them to pieces. I felt a lot of pain and started seeing images of those people visiting me. I would
start feeling dizzy and the)', would scare me saying that if I behaved that way, they would kill me.
We were forced to kill in a group. The boys we had to kill would cry and tell us we were killing
them for nothing. It was very bad. There are many times wen I think about those kids and my
conscience tells me that I was too young, that I was forced to do the killing."

Finally, he was sent back to Uganda to fight in Kitgum district: *Kony told us to kill and abduct people.
He instructed us that we were coming to take over, that he would folow as President." Just before
Charles managed to escape, he was instructed to kill an older boy by himself, with a bayonet.

The story of Charles is told a hundred fold in the testimonies gathered by Human Rights Watch.
When one mother pleaded with the LRA not to take her child, she was given the choice between losing
her child or having her hand cut off. One girl told us how she was "given" to a rebel commander as a
"wife," and beaten with a machete which was put in a fire when se refused to have sex with the older
man. She also received daily beatings from the commander.

The abuses by the LRA are not limited to abductions of children. Many civilians described
incidents of abuse by the LRA, including mutilations and amputtions. One man described the condition
of his brother's body which he found after an LRA attack: "He vas killed using an axe, his bead was cut
open. they removed all his teeth and he was cut all over the boy." Human Rights Watch met a four year
old girl whose whole family was put in a hut and burned to derth. Out of twelve people put in the hut,
eight died. The girl was pulled out, but the rebels put her hands back in the fire and burned off the hands.
She was one and a half years old at the time. One woman descnbed how the rebels cut her lips off
because they suspected that her husband was a soldier.

A man in a "protected camp" said they were not allowed by the Ugandan authonues to go work
on our farms. "But it is the rebels who make our life difficult. We cannot go home even if the army lets
us because of Kony. Kony should come back for peace talks because the fighting is killing many
civilians. The insurgency has now gone on for eleven years and there have been no changes and no

12
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winners."

Other IRA abuses include. disruption ol humanitanan relief work in the nordi This work
addresses three separate populatiiin% the Sudane.se refugees in Uganda (.n estimated 170,000 wvho are
fleeing government or SPLA abuses, or both); 'ganda civilians forced into or hillingly in "protected
camps" created by the Ugandan army, the Uganda People's Defense Force (UPDF); and the OLS cross-
border relief operation, which us.s Ugandan roads to deliver relief into southern Sudan for the internally
displaced Sudanese there. All three programs ha% e been jeopardized by LRA ambushes and land mines.
another area in v,hch the mo countries' conflicts, osrlap.

In 1994 life began to be difficult for these relief efforts and for ordinary people living in northern
Uganda. The two districts most affected by the LRA are Gulu (population 338.427) and Kitgum
(population 357,184). The LRA placed land mines in the roads, looted relief trucks. and attacked
ordinary Ugandan civilians.

The LRA recently informed NGOs in northern Uganda that they %ould be considered legitimate
military targets; it accuses them of materially supporting the Museveri government (aiding the internally
displaced in protected camps created by the UPDF). This legal conclusion is erroneous; the activities
described do not make NGOs legitimate military, targets under international law.

On several occasions, the LRA has physically threatened the lives of NGO workers in the north.
and most NGOs have withdrawn from the Kitgum district dunng April to July, 1998 out of concern for
the safety of their workers. Minimal teams of humanitarian workers have now returned to Kitgum. but
thetr activities arc confined to Kitgum town because of continuing instability. Several attacks on
humanitarian food convoys by suspected LRA rebels have taken place in recent months, some causing a
loss of life. There are also increasing reports of the use of anti-personnel and anti-tank land mines in
Kitgum district, further complicating the work of humanitarian organizations and endangering civilians.

The suspension of many humanitarian operations in the north, because of LRA attacks and
threats, aggravated an already severe situation, as most people living in the "protected camps" created by
the government in 1996 and 1997 are highly dependent on humanitaan relief for nutntion and other
basic requirements. In Gulu district, the majority of the civilian population is living in the fifteen
"protected camps" created by the UPDF, according to a 1997 U.N. assessment mission.

According to UPDF spokespersons, the camps were created to protect the civilian population
from further LRA abuses, although many believe that another reason for the camps was to isolate the
LRA and deny them civilian support, a familiar counterinsurgency tactic. A significant number of
civilians moved to the camps on their own initiative, but those who chose to remain behind were ordered
to move to the camps by UPDF officers, and in some cases were beaten if they refused to move. A
number of witnesses claimed that the UPDF shelled new reluctant villages in order to create fear and
force the civilians to move.

Under the Geneva Conventions, a government which displaces civilian populations must take all
possible measures to ensure that the displaced population is received under satisfactory conditions of
shelter, hygiene, health, safety and nutrition. (Article 14, Protocol II) However, UPDF officials admitted
that little had been done to prepare the infrastructure of the "protected camps." Living conditions in the
camps are harsh, with insufficient access to clean water, insufficient food, non-existent educational
facilities, and significant leels of diseases associated with overcrowding and malnutrition. Residents of
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the camps complained ol inadequate security against LRA attacks .k-veral witncsses complained about
cases of indiscriminate shooting by L1PDF or local defense units during LRA attacks, sometimes
rc.ulting in civilian casualties.

Apart Irom the situation in the protected camps. the abuses by the UPDF fall into two categories.
namely abuses against civilians. mostly committed by off-duty soldiers, and abuses against suspected
rebel sympathizers by on-duty soldiers. Human Rights Watch documented a number of cases of rape.
beating and looting of ci ilians by L'PDF troops -Ahich seemingly went unpunished

Some suspected rebel sympathizers have been detained and tortured by the UPDF. Such cases
occur in the west and north, and Human Rights Watch found such suspects who had been subjected to
severe canings, various forms of physical torture, and mock executions and bunals. Such brutal tactics
are often used to extract confessions or identify other rebel suspects. More than one thousand persons are
currently in Ugandan prisons on remand for treason charges often based on such coerced evidence. They
usually often remain in jail without tral for a mandatory one-year penod, after which bail is available.
Many are detained for years on treason charges without trial, in violation of the constitutional limits on
pre-tnal detention.

Sudan's support for the LRA is a pnncipal source of external support for the LRA. The evidence
gathered by Human Rights Watch and other independent sources clearly establishes the extent of
Sudanese support for and collaboration with the LRA. The Sudanese government's denial that it
supports and has long supported the LRA is simply not credible in light of consistent evidence to the
contrary.

A number of LRA abductees who escaped told about the names, locations, and infrastructure of
the LRA camps in Sudan The interviews clearly establish that the camps are located in territory
controlled by the Sudan authonties, near Sudanese army outposts, and that the Sudan government
actively provides support for the LR.A by supplying the camps with weapons and food. According to the
testimonies of the former abductees. the LRA conducts joint operations against the SPLA together with
the Sudanese army.

The current LRA camps in Sudan include Jebellin, Kit II and Musito. Jebellin is located at
kilometer 38 near Juba. According to one thirteen-year-old former abductee who spent two years in
LRA captivity at Jebellin (sometimes spelled Jabalayn or Jebelen), approximately thirty miles south of
Juba:

In the camps, we were together with the Arabs (Sudan government army). The Sudan
government gave food to the commanders, but we had to fund our own food. I saw
Sudanese Arab soldiers deliver weapons to the commanders of the LRA. The guns were
brought to the LRA camp by airplane, and the soldiers unloading the guns were Arabs.
They were big guns, machine guns. Other times, the guns were brought by lorries. The
camp was called Jebellin. near Juba. [LRA leader Joseph] Kony was stationed there.

The LRA also operates other camps inside Sudan, similarly placed in close proximity to
Sudanese garnsons. These camps include Kit II, located near a prominent bridge on one of the
tributaries of Kit river between Pageri and Juba, and a camp called Musito (Nisito]. Both camps were
described by a thirty-four-year-old former abducted:
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We %4cnt to Kit II. near Juba It is about twenty-five kilometers north of Zabular. There
scrc aN)ut four brigades jof lRA] there, about 6.500 people The %.amp was very large,
and some were taken to Niito, v, hcre the sick were kept Those are the I.RA camps I
knii Kit II and Nisito Ih1 main supplies always came from Juba hut the main base is
Kit II Kony was staying at Kit II %,hen I %%as there. The Arabs had a camp about two
kilh.m..ecrb av,ay. The Arab,, brought unilorms and ammunition, which they exchanged
for marijuana I stayed at Kit II for eight months. We of older age werc just used to dig
in the gardens like slave, We wcre not used as soldiers.
At first %%hen %e arvcd at Kit !i, the Arabs would bnng us sorghum. But after they saA
that Kony had dug (planted food crops]. they brought sorghum without grinding,
Sometimes we would go rob food from the Dinkas. then we would hase to fight the
SPLA. We built a big house for Kony at Nisito. with three rooms. Kony had ten wives
at Nisito. but others , ere in Juba

A seventeen-year-old girl who had spent two years in LRA captivity gave a similar picture of the
Biroka camp in which she stayed. which has since been attacked and dispersed by the SPLA and Uganda
People's Defense Force:

In Sudan. we went to a place called Biroka, which was an LRA camp. It is near a place
called Pageo. but the rebels are no longer there. The UPDF fought against the rebels
together with the Dinka (SPLA] at the end of October 1995 and closed the Biroka camp.
From Biroka, we went to a camp called Pajok, which is near the junction of the road to
Juba and Tort. There werc very many people at Pajok, probably 6,000 with all the
children. The Sudanese army camp is just nearby, less than one hundred yards away.
We did everything together with the Arabs. We drank the same water. We fought
together and went on mission together. There were about 300 Arab soldiers. The Arabs
give food and weapons to the LRA. I saw the Arabs bringing durra (sorghum), sugar,
cow peas, beans, and other foods. The weapons were brought tn by big lormes: land
mines, SMGs (submachinc guns), RPGs (rocket-propelled grenade launchers), silencer
guns. They would just empty the lomes and bring more guns. It happened three times.
Whenever groups went back to Uganda, the Arabs would first bring guns.

Another camp, located approximately forty-seven miles south of Juba. was called Aru, but was
disbanded by a combined UPDFiSPLA attack on April 9-10, 1997. Again, former abductes described
the proximity of the Aru camp to a Sudanese gamson:

In Sudan, we went to Aru. Aru was next to the main road and there are many bees and
grasses. There are many hills in the distance, and one nearby. It is on a slope, and the
camp is on a very large area. The children were uncountable. The Arabs were less than
a mile away, and there were about ten Arab defense positions near the camp. In April,
we were attacked by the NRA [sic, refemng to the UPDFJ. They scattered the whole
camp, even the Arabs. The rebels at first pushed back the NRA, but then they came with
big bombs and we were forced to run away. Many people died and we were scattered all
over, but Kony communicated by radio and gathered us together. From there, we walked
for two days to Jebellin. We were divided in two, some in Jebellin and others to Nisito.

One of the main activities of the LRA was to fight against the SPLA, suggesting that one reason
for Sudanese support for the LRA is to use the LRA to fight the SPLA. One young former abducted said:
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After the training, wc verc given guns and right away went to fight the SPLA. We
fought many times against the SPLA. especially laying ambushes for the SPLA. We
would wait along thl road for the SPLA to collect the food which was brought from
Uganda and then attack thcm. Kony told us that the Ugandan government is assisting
the SPLA We often fought the SPLA and UPDF together.

This was confirmed by other abductees, including a thirteen.year-old:

We fought many times against the SPLA We would go for raids and fight the SPLA. If
you remain behind, you do not get food. Many times, when we went to raid the SPLA
would fight us. The SPLA has mambas (armored personnel camern. We would get
defeated most of the time because the SPLA is very tough. Sometimes, we would lay
ambushes for them.

According to the testimonies of former abductees, the UPDF repeatedly entered Sudanese
tentory to attack LRA camps inside Sudan. For example, former abductoes told Human Rights Watch
that the UPDF had attacked the LRA camp at Palaudu, on the east bank of the White Nile south of Juba,
in late 1996 or earl), 1997, dispersing the population of the camp and causing many casualties anong the
children.

Sudan's own actions betray its support for the LRA. After the mass abductions from St. Mary's
School for girls in Aboke, Uganda, the Sudanese government permitted a Ugandan delegation which
included the deputy headmistress of St. Mary's School and a representative of the Concerned Parents
Association of Abake to visit three LRA camps (which it said were refugee camps) in June 1997.
According to an abductees who had been at one of the camps during the delegaton's visit:

When Sister Rachele (of St. Mary's School) came, we were told to go hide in the bush.
Some of those who tried to talk to her were later killed. I remember one gui who was
p it in front of a firing squad for talking to the nun.

This confirms earlier reports that two captive girls who had spoken to members of the visiting delegation
were killed soon thereafter.

The circumstances surrounding the March 30, 1998 repatriation of fourteen children and three
adults from Sudan to Uganda. which was facilitated by UNICEF, further show the exstence of the LRA
camps in Sudan and the Sudan government's cooperation with the LRA. All seventeen were abducted by
the LRA in Uganda and managed to escape LRA captivity in Sudan and fuid refuge at the UNICEF
offices in Juba. They were repatriated to Uganda through Khartoum. Human Rights Watch interviewed
two of the repatriated children. One said he escaped from Jebellin camp but was caught and imprisoned
in a Sudanese jail by government soldiers in Juba, from where he was later escorted by a prison guard
directly back to the LRA camp. The boy managed to escape again and this time made it to the UNICEF
office in Juba. The other LRA escapees in jail with him may remain in captivity in Sudanese prisons.

The Sudan government handed over an additional three abducted Ugandan children to the U.N.
Secretary General's Special Representative for Children in Armed Conflict, Olara Otunnu, during his
visit to Khamoum in June 1998. The government has pledged to assist wiLt going efforts to obtain the
release of children abducted by the LRA. Its efforts so far are negligible. Several thousand abducted
Ugandan children are still in LRA captivity, however, most of them inside Sudan.
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Without the active support of Sudan. it would be much more difficult for the LRA to continue its

abusive campaign. Sudan not only grajtits sanctuary to the LRA: it actively supports and collaborates

with the LRA by providing them with weapons and food, basing military detachments near i.RA camps.

working with the LRA in military maneuvers, and even returning escaped capties to LRA camps. These

abuses of Ugandan ::hildrcn cannot be justified by the fact that Uganda supports the SPLA; if it wants to

engage in tit-for-tat, e Sudan government must find a 3way to do so that does not trample the rights of
children.
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I am Daniel Eiffe, Liaison Officer of an international non governmental
organization (NGO), Norwegian People's Aid (NPA). I have been working in southern
Sudan for eleven years, and I thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Norwegian People's Aid was founded in the late 40's by the trade union
movement in Norway, at the time to combat fascism. It is a value-based organization that
works with groups who have been denied their basic human rights, with people who
struggle for their freedom, for human dignity and for justice. While we work in areas of
humanitarian emergency, providing relief and other forms of developmental assistance,
our primary concerns are with the establishment of democracy by supporting the
empowerment of marginalised groups. NPA's mandate goes beyond neutrality and is
expressed as one of solidarity with the vulnerable, the poor, and the oppressed.

In the case of southern Sudanese, we believe that theirs is a genuine struggle for
survival against successive political regimes in northern Sudan. We therefore have
combined humanitarian assistance (being the largest NGO in southern Sudan), with
human rights and political advocacy.

NPA is also unique in that we operate independently of the United
Nations/Operation Lifeline Sudan (UN/OLS), which requires prior permission from the
government of Sudan to function in each ioality.

This independence from UN/OLS has allowed my organization to assist needy
civilians within the rebel sector throughout the crisis in Sudan. We have stayed with the
people despite heavy government aerial bombings on our four hospitals, our convoys and
our compounds. We have never evacuated the field in the face of extreme danger and
have been able to serve people in areas outside those to which the government of Sudan
permits UN/OLS access (usually the most needy areas).

While NPA therefore operates in south Sudan in defiance of the National Islamic
Front (NIF) regime, our organization is based on the internationally agreed humanitarian
principle of wars: that all civilians in such situations have a right to humanitarian
assistance and protection. The government of Sudan's control of OLS food as a weapon
of war in south Sudan has resulted in large scale starvation and death. NPA's
independence enables us to adhere to internationally accepted humanitarian principles
despite the dictates of the "sovereign government" in Khartoum.

NPA receives considerable support from USALD for its operations We are
currcntly working to develop civil society structures for an emerging new Sudan. This is
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the biggest challenge facing the Sudan as the war has destroyed all elements of law and
of civil administration in the south. NPA held workshops with the liberation movement,
(the Sudan Peoples' Liberation Movement/Army - SPLM/A). The key priorities of these
sessions were to identify the main challenges facing the society besides relief

" The empowerment of civil society,
" Consolidation of local government structures as a basis for good governance,

and
" Roles and functions of humanitarian affairs.

Currently NPA has proposals pending with USAID covering certain aspects of
this project. We believe that, to empower civil society structures, to curtail abuses of
law and order, the priority is to develop a system of justice by establishing a legal system
and also to develop the judiciary by training legal and paralegal personnel. Many of
these structures are already in place, but the enormous brain drain in Sudan has created a
great lack of human resources to run these institutions. This is the single largest problem
facing the areas liberated by the SPLM/A

Mr. Chairman, in the eleven years I have served in Sudan I have witnessed
terrible, terrible things I have seen hundreds of thousands of civilians flee in the face of
government offensives. I have been in the conflict zone through thick and thin in order to
save the lives of the civilians who have been the soft target of the Sudan government in
this conflict. You can't work in Sudan for long in the face of great personal risk and not
have very strong feelings about the war.

Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased that you have included both northern Uganda
and Sudan in this hearing. My organization works along the Sudan/Ugandan border, and
we have depots in northern Uganda through which we take our relief assistance Three of
our four hospitals are only a few miles from the Ugandan border in southern Sudan.

For years, I have been traveling from Gulu and Kitgum in Uganda into Sudan I
have seen the havoc and brutality in Uganda that the Sudan governmenit-sponsored
Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) has wreaked on the population on the east bank of the
Nile; witnessed similar government-sponsored terror on the west bank of the Nile, carried
out by the West Nile Bank Front (WNBF), which had its headquarters inside Sudan in
Morobo. The WNBF was overrun by the SPLA in March 1997, with the capture of more
than 1,000 WNBF rebels, along with Sudan government troops.

I have first-hand experience with these groups because our medical team treated
them and cared for them; I frequently visited them when they were prisoners of war to
ensure they were properly cared for The SPLMJA has subsequently released more than
2,000 prisoners of war back to various locations inside Uganda and Sudan

I witnessed the release of 400 of these in May in Yei town These prisoners.
both senior Sudan government officers and leaders of the Ugandan WNBF, made clear
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that they were working together. In fact they were all together when captured by the
SPLA.

On the east bank of the Nile, the Lord's Resistance Army has their main bases
close to Juba and Torit inside Sudan They launch their attacks into Uganda from these
bases. The LRA have been attacking our Lubone and Mugali centers where the Sudanese
displaced civilians are, and where the LRA enter Uganda from Sudan. The SPLA
frequently engage the LRA in Sudan Establishing peace in south Sudan is an absolute
prerequisite for peace inside Uganda. They have become one and the same war

The SPLA/M Movement

I have seen the worst and the best of the SPLM. During the Cold War it aligned
itself with the Mengistu regime in Ethiopia Its rhetoric then was one of militarism and
Marxism, with little political development,

Since 1991, the SPLA/M has gone through a radical transformation and
renaissance. It has developed its political structures and opened up to its critics Since
1994, in particular with the convening of a civil society conference and the opening up of
political debate, it is emerging as a responsible administration Many of its top leaders
today were its critics and adversaries in 1991. There is still a long way to go, but the
process to establish good governance is underway. The SPLM has become a people's
movement with overwhelming support in the south for it today.

Sudan, and the south in particular, has suffered from the worst underdevelopment
in Africa. Because the SPLM is the poorest liberation movement in the world, the
government of Sudan is able to lure people away from it with pay offs. This in part
explains why the SPLM/A has had and likely will continue to have such internal
problems. That southerners have resisted and fought for so long and have re-emerged
since 1994, when they seemed finished, should testify to the genuineness of their cause

Mr. Chairman, my concern is not as much with the war as with the future scenario
in the south, given the serious lack of political development or experience in governance
there. It is a very welcome development that USAID has recently made a grant, the first
of its kind, to respond to the challenge of developing good governance practices. Each
year, probably up to $200 million is spent on relief supplies. Yet at the end of each year,
there is absolutely nothing to be seen on the ground. To date, not a single dollar has been
given to develop local civil governance structures or to improve the internal human rights
capacity Yet many observers are ready to blame when leaders in the south make
mistakes. They stand in judgment without understanding the nature of the society and the
lack of resources required to change it.

The SPLM is trying to set up an administration, collect taxes, restore schools,
create a judicial system, train a police force, and generally establish the function of a
nation state in the areas it controls. Though their ideas are good. lack of resources
financial and human make progress slow. The SPLM is making efforts to exploit its own
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resources, particularly of gold and timber, to gain some revenue in order to support the
civil administration.

Current Political and Military Situation

Peace talks between the warring factions have been used to buy time and to
confuse foreign opinion- President Beshir and the National Islamic Front leader Dr
Hasan al Turabi are creating confusion and prolonging the war rather than working
toward a speedy and peaceful end to the long standing conflict

Unlike the previous peace accord of 1972, which led to the Addis Ababa
agreement of 1972, the so-called Inter Peace accord, or Peace Within, has no popular
backing and no legitimacy either at home or among the exiled Sudanese leaders. To date
no comprehensive round table conference has been held in which both northern and
southern political opinions could be expressed in this "internal" peace initiative. The
Peace Within, signed by principally Dr. Rick Machar and Mr. Kerubino Kuanyin Bol,
was designed to mislead international opinion, further divide the south, intensify the war
and develop the "warlords" fiefdoms within the south, similar to those existing in
Somalia today.

The Sudan government's objective in recruiting defectors from the SPLM/A was
clearly to mobilize an army of southerners to fight southerners. These defectors were
then urged to recruit from among their tribesmen, who in turn were heavily armed by the
NF.

Consequently, the single major cause of famine in Upper Nile and Bahr El Gazal
has been the war for the past three to four years, in which Dr. Machar and Mr. Kenibino
spearheaded the conflict on behalf of the NIF in their home provinces. The norther 1-
supported Arab militia (Murahadeen) systematically destroyed homes, looted cattle,
raped women, forcibly conscripted young boys, looted all properties and abducted
thousands of Dinka as slaves. A trail of terror and destruction was waged against
civilians, particularly in northern Bahr El Gazal area. Many fled to survive without their
cattle, with no possibility to cultivate this rich and fertile land.

Periodic drought and sometimes late and heavy rains occur in these areas, and a
three-month hunger gap is not unusual. However, the population has had coping
mechanisms on which to fall back, such as access to wild fruits, trading their cattle for
cereals, while they await the next harvest.

I found one woman in a field sifting grass for wild seeds, she had lost 40 cattle,
and her two teenager children had been abducted When I asked her what she would do,
she replied she was simply waiting to die.

I have been working in these areas during the past months while these armed
militia, wearing government of Sudan uniforms, come south, killing people, looting
cattle, and abducting women and children. We aid workers have had to flee, and the
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Anger currently does not allow us to reside in the center of Twic county (Turalei) It is
not the ceasefire that will protect the people - no one including myself has any trust in
that It is the rains that protect the people because the horses and armored cars are now
unable to move

In previous ceasefires we were being heavily bombed, such as in 1994, when the
government of Sudan forces tried to capture Nimule on the Ugandan border Ceasefires
in Sudan provide the government of Sudan a breathing space, buying them time to
forcibly recruit young men, university students, etc and to prepare their logistics until the
ncx't phase of the war

In the past, the government of the Sudan has agreed to ceasefires only when its
back was to the wall Never have they had their back to the wall as they do now

Currently the SPLM/A control more than 801 of southern Sudan The
government of Sudan is limited to a few garrison towns, which are under heavy siege
right now, The significant change in this war is that it has shifted from being an internal
conflict to a regional one.

Dr. John Garang believes that this shift is the only lasting solution to the
problems of Sudan, and so do the leaders of the political panics that represent the vast
majority of northern Sudanese The very important Declaration of Asmara is proof of
this

On June 6, 1995, the political leaders of the political parties that represented more
than 70% of the northern Sudanese in the last free election in Sudan all signed the
Declaration of Asmara along with the SPLM

This important historical document commits the leaders of the majority political
movements and panics in both the south and the north to a common political agenda
based on the right of the south to choose unity or independence and a democratic, secular
constitution that guarantees equal rights for each citizen of Sudan and envisions a
decentralized form of government for the Sudan. This is the common political vision
solemnly declared in a written declaration that unites all the members of the opposition
National Democratic Alliince - the NDA - an opposition organization that contains the
leaders of the majority in both the south and the north. This unity cannot be too heavily
emphasized.

When analyzing the Sudan, too many people forget the fundamentalist
government of Sudan represents only a tiny minority of northern Sudanese. Before the
fundamentalists illegally seized power in a military coup, they were never received more
than about 15% in national elections The only way this unpopular, illegitimate minority
government can stay in power is to terrorize its own population with "Ghost Houses"
where Iranian-trained Sudanese secret police interrogate, torture, and kill political
opponents
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Yet many people are urging Dr. John Gurang to seriously negotiate a long-term
solution to the problems of Sudan with this NIP government, which represents only a
small minority of northerners and must use terror to stay in power These observers
believe that somehow an agreement with such a government will solve the problem of
famine and war in the Sudan. I submit to you that this is fantasy thinking

The real solution to the problem of Sudan is contained in the heart of the NDA's
Declaration of Asmara That solution is a democratic secular constitution, which
guarantees the equal rights of each Sudanese citizen - regardless of religion or race or
place of birth - and which envisions a decentralized form of government acceptable to
the people of southern Sudan This vision has been signed and endorsed by the leaders of
the majority parties and political movements in both the South and the North Being the
vision of the representatives of the majority, it is the only possible lasting solution to the
problem of war and famine in Sudan. I urge those who desire a genuine lasting solution
to support the political vision of the SPLM and the NDA as contained in the Declaration
of Asmara This is the real answer.
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IT 1525 Mar South Sudan province faces hunger crisis -agencies
By Matthew BioQ

NAIROBI, March 25 (Reuters) - Hundreds of thousands of people in a vast province in southern Sudar I

face a major food shortage after they were displaced from their homes by civil war, aid agencies said on
Wednesday

But aid workers 5 on the gravity of the situation in the Bahr el-Ghazal region of southwest Suca,
Around 350.000 people race the early stages of famine and children in Pakor. Thiet Thou and other fee'

centres are already starving. according to United Nations and non- overnmental agencies
Ilal is a very difficult situation and a lot of people are affected, but to talk about famine and starvation de*
isa I.- e premature." Gllian Wilcox. spokeswoman for the U N's Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS). told
Ruers

LS groups United Nations and other aid agenciesThe feeling is that we have imminent problems. though I don't know whether we are going to go over 9t"( e." U N World Food Programme spokeswoman Brenda Barton told Reuters. adding that it was a 'preane 
situation".

Hunger was compounded by a decision by the Khartoum government to limit aid agency landing rghts t(
eight strips an Bahr el-Ghazal out of a possible 21, Barton said.

Greater access to landing stnps would make it easier to fly emergency food to parts of the remote provir
before the arrival of rains that could start as early as April, aid workers said

"When the rains hit. large pans of Bahr el-Ghazal will be completely unnavigable." said Philip Maher of
World Vision Canada

Sudan's civil war pits the National.Islamic Front government in Khartoum against rebels fro% the Sudan
People's Liberation Army (SPLA).

The rebels demand self-determination for south Sudan and more freedom of religious expression in a
:cunlry deeply divided along religious, cultural and political lines.

Around 100.000 people fled the provincial capital Wau and the towns oi Gognal and Aweil in January
oecause of fighting between the government and Kerubino Kuanyin Bol. a regional leader who switched
s des to the rebel cause

Those who fled the fighting joined around 250,000 people displaced from their homes and fields by
skirmishes involving Kerubino in the years leading up to his defection in January.

Other aid workers said the situation was comparable to the early stages of other African famines in
Ethiopia in 1984 and Somalia in 1992

"The situation is really desperate It is the worst scene ever in Bahr el-Ghazal and it is compounded by
government bombing of civilians." said Dan Eiffe. a senior aid worker at Norwegian People's A!d, which is
outside the OLS umbrella

Government planes bombed civilians who fled the fighting in January and on March 5 bombed a hoscital
rei. Western Equatona province, killing seven people*

At Pakor. a feeding centre about 50 km (32 miles) north of Gocnal. 15 out of 60 children were skeletal aft
,,,alking for days to receive food. World Vision said

'From all the indications and all the conversations we have had. we think that there are people like this in
)ther villages.' said Maher-

Some adults were similarly thin. a sign that starvation was beginning to bite. he said.
The modem phase of Sudan's civil war began in lg l3 with the birth of the SPLA under John Garang and

;Ince then an estimated 1 3 million people have died in war and famine. South Sudan suffered widesread
amine in 1992 and 1993
((Nairobi newsroom. +254 2 330261/2 fax +254 2 338860. nairobi newsroom@reuters corn))

or related news. double click on one of the following codes
AFNJ (G] (MO (C) (GROJ (M1TLJ (SOF] (SD] (KE] POLIOI [DIP] [VOI (LOC] (EMRG] (AFE] [NEWS] fFO]
GRAJ (DIS] (LEN)

Vednesday, 25 March 1998 15 15 3,
:NDS (nFLLW3F2441

51-M7 98-5 BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Ladies and Gentlemen:

Please allow me to express my most s;ncere sympathy for the events that
took place last Fnday, and the tragic losses that you and the Capital community
have suffered. My prayers are with the two brave police officers who were slain
and their families.

I am very grateful for your kind invitation. My purpose for being here is of
utmost Importance and I thank God, and you, for this opportunity. I am here to
testify before this Subcommittee.

My name is Sister Mary Rose Atuu and I am a member of the community
of nuns of the Little Sisters of Mary Immaculate. What follows is a brief summary
of a terrible situation that has existed for over twelve years in my homeland.
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The Children are Killing and. Dying: The Unspeakable Situation in
Northern Uganda

During the military rule of Idi Amin Dada in the 1970s, many Americans
were familiar with the east African country of Uganda. Since his ouster in 1979,
little has been reported about my country. Since this time there hMs been
numerous ruling parties and governments in Uganda. The current leader,
President Yoweri Musevenl, took over the Ugandan government militarily in
1986. Around this time an armed conflict In Northern Uganda began as a
politically motivated rebellion against the government's army. Although some
rebel factions were eventually defeated, the Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) was
not, and this group has kept wreaking havoc, particularly in the Gulu and Kitgum
districts. Since January 1986, thousands of children and civilians have been
abducted and enslaved in northern Uganda by the LRA, which blindly follow the
orders given by their leader, Joseph Kony. The government has been unable to
stop the LRA due to corruption and an unwillingness to explore alternative
solutions to fighting. Iam here today to bear witness to these atrocities and ask
that the United States takes a more active role In bringing peace to Northern
Uganda.

At first Kony tried to abduct adults, but he soon found that children are
more easily brainwashed to believe that killing and dying for the rebel cause is
honorable. During the first two weeks after abduction, children are given guns
and are forced to kill anyone who disagrees with these ideas -- including their
parents, siblings, neighbors and friends. Furthermore, these children are used
as combat shields on the front lines In fighting between the rebels and the
government soldiers.

If any of the children try to escape and are caught, the rebels make
examples of them to discourage and prevent further escape attempts. These
examples include the mutilation of ears, noses, arms, legs and even lips, or
brutal killings while their peers are forced to watch. Worse still, the rebels even
force the onlookers to participate In killing those who have tried to escape. Girls
are sexually abused and enslaved by their abductors and are forced intn
servitude. Refusal to cooperate results In brutal beatings, torture, and death.

rlie children that are not abducted are barely better off. Because of the
war, the upbringing and education of the children Is extremely difficult because
of poverty and the Lack of structured families. Numerous schools have been
destroyed by the rebels. Many children are afraid to go to the few remaining
schools clue to fear of being abducted.

Hundreds of thousands peoples are displaced from their homes and
forced to live In camps or protected villages. There Is abj.-t poverty, famine,
hunger, and malnourishment. The displacements have led to overcrowding,
resulting In serious health conseqjences, with the ADS epidemic and other
diseases spreading at an alarming rate. Rape and other forms of sexual
violence and torture have led to various physical complications, emotional
stress, psychological disorders, and the breakdown of families. What is
particularly distresing is that the LRA has destroyed the Innocent minds and
the conscience of the next generation of Northern grand.
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1 want to tell you my personal witness of the abduction of 44 girls at
Sacred Heart Senior Secondary School in Gulu. where I was a teacher. In the
early morning of July 19. 1992, a group of rebels broke into the girls dormitory. I
was in the convent next to the dormitory. We soon heard chopping sounds at
our door with the rebels screaming, "OPEN!, OPEN!* They broke through the
first door and tned to chop down the second door, but because we had an iron
bolt, they were not successful.

At dawn, we went out to see it the rebels had gone. To our
disappointment and sorrow, we found out that 44 of our girls were abducted and
that the others had run away. Immediately we reported this to the military who
were less than a mile away. When we found the six policemen, who were hired
to guard our school at night, they said that they had not heard anything. None
of these men who were supposed to protect us were ever reprimanded. In the
following months, groups of our girls escaped from the rebels and returned to us
badly beaten with sore feet. They were all admitted into the hospital for
treatment. They described to us their experiences and explained how two of
our girls were killed.

Jane had been killed for planning to escape. She was a transfer student
from Kitgum High School, and had been abducted by the rebels once before.
The rebels knew ahead of time that Jane was going to try to escape, so they
summoned hundreds of the children into an open area. They put Jane in the
middle and said, "We want you to know that if you try to escape we will do this."

Jane knelt down and pleaded for a long time for her life. She said, of
want you to forgive me. I will try to do all that you want me to do If you can only
spare my life." Then, in front of all of the children, they pierced her body sixteen
times with a bayonet. The rebels left her lifeless body there on display as a
reminder to the remaining children of the punishment for trying to escape.

A few days later, we heard that one of our girls was killed. Immediately
we summoned the military, but they said that we could not go because security
was tight. Some of us searched for her anyway. One month later, we found the
body of Jane wearing cur uniform: a pink skirt. We collected her remains and
took the body home to her parents.

The LRA remains mobile by forcing the children to carry supplies they
have looted. Alice, our second girl who was killed, was given to a man who
beat her every day because she could not endure the long walks carrying so
many supplies. Two months later, when Alice could no longer walk, he shot
her.

We know of Jane and Alice today only because we were very persistent.
There are many other children that have been abducted, and nobody knows
whether they are still alive or dead. And, tragically, many more children wil be
abducted In the future unless an end to this unspeakable situation Is found. I
am here as a voice of the innocent children who have died, of those who are
still suffering, and of all future victims.

The people of Northern Uganda are tom between the rebels who burn
their houses, abduct, mutilate, and kill them, and the government which does
not protect them. Nearly halt a million displaced people are forced to live in
supposedly "protected villages" in crowded, inhumane conditions. The villages
are actually frequent targets for rebel attacks and abductions because they are
built around military barracks as shields.
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Atttiugh tho United States is already supporting Uganda oconomcall ,
it has not yet effectively addressed these violations of human rights. U..
donations are indirectly funding a corrupt military which cares more about its
reputation and iess about protecting innocent civilians and children.

The problems of the southern Sudan and the Northern Uganda must
each be given individual attention separately. Therefore, I kindly request that
the Unted States, at this crucial moment for Northern Uganda, appoint a special
envoy specifically to look seriously Into the situation ot the Northern Uganda
wrth the toi;owing goals:

* to stop Joseph Kony from abducting and attacking children and civilians

* find ways to protect the people from abduction and attack from the rebels

to advise the Ugandan government to explore alternative solutions to
end this war

provide funding for shelter, clothing, etc., for those people that are
suffering, particular those that live In the so-called protected villages

funding to assist the education and rehabilitation of many children Is
greatly needed

Any monetary aid provided for the people of Northem Uganda must be
strictly specified and monitored. It to very Important that it goes to protect the
people and for rehabilitation of Northern Uganda. The Ugandan government
has spent too much money and lost of many lIves on the war with Kony over the
last twelve years without any auccess

I beg you to help stop this war being waged against Innocent children
and civilians In Northern Uganda. We ask that pressure be put on the
government of Uganda and on the rebPls so that this senseless war can be
stopped through a peaceful settlement.

In closing, I thank you in advance for helping me get this message known
in the United States, and I pray that God wiil bless us both for doing His work on
earth.

God Bless You

I iii iiii ll IMEN=u
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Introduction
lam I c Wintd. irector o(the U.S. Committee for Rfugs. Thank you for

conucin sheating on 'Crisos in Sudan and Nonthan Uganda." We ask that this
written testimony be lDCludod In the otflckl cord of today ewing.

MMe US. conmiue forReugs is a nonprfit. nongo1.uMI organization thaelarIymonionW and aua the Pugbtotr zw see and pXP 4 peo around the
worid, We hava defe dtherighu of refuees. displaced, an waratected people (cr40
years. To do tdt seroudy, we regulaly go on site in the midst of wa anrd convict
situsatin to document condItions, anayze ft politIcal environment, and offer informed
Policy m-uminedto"

USCR Involvement In Sudan LIM

As direc=or of the U.S. ComnmuiTe for Refuga (USCR), I have been a claw
oberrand often an eyewtnes o(events In Sudan for 17 years. I frut traveled to Sudan
in 1981 and have conducted muld l visits to Sudan annually on behalf of USCR since
1988.

As ap acipant in nine envious ngaoaearings on Sudan, dating beck to
1989. USCR has oslteay dc ed d massive human toll imposed by civil war,
human rights arociies., harh Sudanee govewent policies. blockages of humanitarian
relief effdrs, huge population disp aoctnent and man-made fanines. A review of
previous Congreuinal bearings offes a sobering d rvealing lis of heaingtitles:

"envoiisr and Sudan" in May 1997. "Warwad A a- C@No Relier" in1" 1991..
"War and Famine In the Sudan" in May 1991."War andFamine in Sudan" in Novmber
1990; "War and Famine in Sudan" in October 1990; and "War and Famine in Sudan" in
early 1990.

In addition to Congreeulonal tastirony. USCR has punished r ports an ths Sudan
conflict. A USCR report, Su.m 991W-992: FoodAi4 fame, and allwv, published in
May 1993.urAed the Sudan government's political nwnipulation of relief programs.
USCR'sreport, A Working"Documeat mOm a Gnocide in the Southern Sudan 1983-
1993, public ed in late 19MO, was a groundbrooikng study of dhe death toll in southwn
Sudan. It concluded that at am 1.3 milln poope had died due to war-relatd causes.
"he death roll has rien dramsadcally in the four yer since the report was published.

USC staff have conduct thnv site visits to Sudan in the past thro- months.
USCR has osted & series of briefan on the current Sudan cris and has published
sev=Wa policy rooommendations am sya n recent weeks. Copies can-eotid
through our offeoo hee in Washington.

USCR also has xtensiive experience in Iigania, which is another focus of today's
eaing. USCR's most recm.site visit to U andaow r4 las . yea. I have

ti-aveled to Upxnda regularly since the varlp We planto Undertake our net visit to
northern Uganda later this year.
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Scope of Testimony

This testimony corssts of five main section:
F amir arand e in sudal
Humanitarian Repon Reom dations
Political and Military Sttzut in Sudan

• Political hi Rcmn-dom
SNorthern Uganda

Famine and Displacement

The current famine in Sudan has belatedly catured the world's attention and is the
stimulus for today's heaing. A mnbor famine in souther Sudan In 1989 clamed a quarter-
million lives, many of whom could have been sav"o. The immediate question is whether
the international conmnity will respond quickly and effectively to this newea (amine,
unUlke nine years ago.

Based on USCR's own site visits to the famine zome, we are convinced that, at a
minimum, thousands of severely malnouishod southern Sudanese have already perished or
soon will. It 13too law to save their weakened bodies. But it is not too late to save
hundreds of thousands of other malnoushcd southerm Sudanese whose physical condition
would improve rapidly if adequate food is delivered to them.

People At Risk
Sonm 2.6 million people throughout Sudan am at risk of sious foodshortages and

famine, according to United Nations tiats. ThI total Includes 1.2 million pcrsona in
rebel-held areas of southern Sudan; 1t million person in govmanr-t-c enrolled areas of
southem and central Sudan; and 200,000 people in northern Sudan. T heart of the
famine its in southern Sudan's m st heavily populated area, Bahrel-Ghazal pro since.
where an astmae 700,000 people arc affected by famine.

Estimate of the numbe of people at risk might Increase In coming weeks as relief
workers complete additional assessments. Southern Sudan's annual "hunger season"
tradltionafly peaks tn August when even miore rniral famies tnd to exhaust their remaining
food stocks while awaiting the annual Spt r-October crop harvem. Remcnt report
indicate chat thousands of displaced peopl, in a last desperate search for food, are
remuing to goveniment-controlled towns in the wort famine area. Despite recently
declar dceasb-fires in the worst famine area, persistent aWc ks by government-supported
militia and bandits might oanbnue to burn crops, push people from thir farms, ad steal
cartle---oonaequwes that potentially would make even moe families dependent on
international food relief fo survival.

Intsrudty of Risk
Although 2.6 milm Sudane re aa ris of serious fooa shortasg n famin, It is

inaccurate to asm e that all 2-6 million people ar on the brink of death.

Of the 1.2 million people at-risk in rehW-0eld areas of southern Sudan. about
180,000 of them-about" 15percnt--avc va'W#iy no wes to food and are total
dependent on food relief, soordie8 to estimu # y the UN World Food Program(FM).
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Aaother 60A060 peop6--SS pere C(tthe Isk P,, on in rebel-held a res-have
acces to at)St m animal amounts of local fooda nd omrequi moderate rao o(
food r f. The re;tnainmg O6,000 people at risk requirerelatively small amounts o( food
relief to maintaintheirheft for the nes two mons, until ftop harvest oSeptember-
Octobe allows d to reain a dere of self.sufficiency.

Massive aorn: of food aid aw needed. to be sum. Bu the e wt a:es above iodicue
tht lare numbers of afff d ppla can surive the current emergency and can eve .il*)y
feed themW ws if the iwnrioal oomunity rapkily coffwA to their &id dunng ds current
food shornfAu.

Durtkon at Fowl*.
F&mns do not matzia i e instananeously. nor do they disapr overnigbL

Although the currnt ptis of the famine might tempxrriy ease in O obec atter the
halves, food will continue for at [ast 14 monthh, through October 1999. Laerak anwV.$1 p. oa.laton disrploeffsae ensure dwth O Ctober 1998 hwrvcstwiU i bc

poor. leaving many famiIn jeopardy and 1ewridee on food rMWe for another year. until
the harvm tInOctober 1999.

As result of these ftcwrs Sudan rers an exuamnary aid efWort now to save
li ve , as well as £ sustained aid effortuntil aU 1999. Itris virtually cuuin that "phase two"
of this famine will hit southern Sudanese extriely hard next year ding March to
Oc4obar, necssitaing Sawher round of massive food deliverim It is imporint t t
member of Congrss and other policy madwe understand this fact now, in advan, and
plan aooringly.

Death Tol
The famine death Wl is unknown. Relief wxiLen have been unable to conduct

comprehenrsive surveys so far. due to the remote locations, impassable roads due to rains.
and ongoing security concern.

Based on mortaity rates at emewy feeding centers and word-of-mouth reports,
aid work on the ground believe the dAfh toll ia already in the thousands and could grow
into the ta of thousand in coming week depending on relictefforts, violence, and
other factors.

USCR's si visits t theffamine one indicatmt hat a surprising number of fine
victims are adults. During two days in one small town in Bahr l-GA&zal village of

Tie trodeusand a&id work reported to USCR that at le t 14 people diod of causes
related to ma nurition-Ancludrag eigh adult deaths.At she eplcenter of the famtinbe20on,
in fte Bahr cl..Ohazal reo town of Ajiep, aid workers lsm werk tepomtd that 20
chll am dying weely In f local few l clinic, and an average of &ix aduts are
perishItng each day. IndaftpowmmN-AWmon of Wmnaid wixev ns rport (hmvp so
pep per day ae dyingdisasesMWW&AWA.

Dospw th lack of scientific mortality ,in#,c it is clear to aid wore rsand journalists
In sout n a Ma s famie s ll nuners ofliUves. Unforwiatly, tre
is no rearma to believe the death toll has
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Malautrftlon Rates
Malnutrition rales vary consider"bly according to kxation to soutbarn Sudan. A

recent survey at 12 locations in the famine zone found that 50 perfect of the children are
malnourished. according to UNICEF. As many as six of evewy ten children are
malnourished at sonc places, UNICEF reports. Bad roads, dispersed populations, and
secunty problema continue to hamper health workers' efforts to conduct bmade; nutritional
studies.

Feeding Centers
Relief agencies operate about 20 special emergency feeding centers in southern Sudan

as a last-ditch Wfon to feed the wort malnourished children aw adults. Nrliy ludf of the
feeding clinics hav opened only In the pe two month. Aid aWcles hope to sablish
ancnhier IS to 20 feeding centers if funding and security permiL

Feeding centers provide five daily servings of fortified milk. (ooked enriched grain
paste, and high-wenry crackers to patients who typically weigh Iea than 70 percent of
normal body weight. Mom exisun4 feeding centers have beLt,-me irnmedlately ovetrowded
to two or three tires beyond capacity. Sonic feeding clinics we forced to turn away

severely malnourished children and adults due to lack of space. As a result. USCR's
recent site visits documented numerous cases of people who literally died at the front gete
of feeding centers while waiting to gain entrance.

Although more flooding centers arm needed and should be established, they do tend to
cause unfortunate side effects. The clnic. tend to cree greater population displacement by
drawing hungryy families from surrourding are",. Parents who spend weeks at e feeding
center hoping to save a child ae often unable to tend their farms. which loads to reduced
harvests and renewed food shornages months later. This troubling pattern is evident in
southern Sudan. Despite these disadvantages, additional feeding centers ae clearly
necessary.

Food Aid Required-Short-Term
In the short-term through October 1998, Sudanese nationwide need 15000 tons of

food aid per month. according to WFP and the UN Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS). The
1.2 million people at-risk in rebel-h .ld areas of the south--where locations arc most remote
and deliveries are rnct difficult--rquire 10.000 tons of food per month through Octobr.

This is a massive amount of food Telief. To put it in perspective, the OLS program
operating primarily from Kenya must deliver more food during July to October-40,000
ton--than it delivered during three previous calendar years combinod--32,O00 tom.

Currently the United States and Great Britain are providing most of the dona"ed food.
WFP figures indicate. however. that the food pipeline is sufficient to meet demands only
through August or c~arly Soptembar. AddiConal food donations ame required to addros tho
current peak of the famrine..

Food Aid Requlred-Long-Term
Although the current phase of famine, will subside slightly after October, serious food

chores will persist until October 1999, foo4 experts say. In fact, "phase two" Of he
famine with probably strike with a vengtAwc 14 early 1999.

The reasons were evident during our rett site visits to southern Sudan. USCR
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talirad with mnany malworise (firtwAi Who wse unable to (aUn this Y'ear for a Variy of
reason: srn have beum fored to flee from te farms. ote a&W their seed reservee to
survive ad therefr have virtally no reainins seeds to plant; some emnaciated adults said
they we simply too wa* so *%gap in thei MXUltrl cbmre.

SuJdabc~c rmiuire Domie 54A000 yons of relic food thriv~p the end of i998;~ an
estimated 74(0K0 cons amre nedod during the 1 0-msonth pavio from July 199S to April
I999. Tens of t and of additonal tons will be nveedeid after next April. whente
(IaWinwl prelditably Peak again.

food Aid Deivere
RAWe programs 4eiveawd sonu 33AXJ ions of food into souther Swdan during the

firvt six nths of 199t--m average of about 3.5WX tons Pet month. Delivery towas for
July arm not yet avaiable, but arm expeictaid to xuwpss 7.000 tons for the month

OLS anid its partnw r tilt pni hawe dclivutrr about BS pCrocet Of the tWWa food
tonnage. Non-OlN Acies, ledby Norwegian People s AiK del ivered about 15 percent
of the food reaching d ah

The emphasis on tota food remWig Is Iportant but should not be allowed to obscure
proles n hedeliv.uy systm. Aid worked conplan that siomre don"te "ras-flowrt

into Sudan at tranendous exPena-r poo quality wad at fims are so, spotted as to be
virtualy Insedibe evenm by A ; Wis WwokonOwgon(ewa
comernf to USCR thtfuiv2 distrbutioas are oocumng without proper reg.stgatoo of
boneflizif and odwer oo.-u' cntrols.

Wod, of Food Delvery
About 90 paicct of relief food is curretly delivered by plane due to inmasabl

roads. rmote location and secuity conems. W'P characei=e its Sudan operaion
MRu larst aidrop in dhe agency's hiwosy.

Plaus deliver food using two rmmhoda. R&latvely amaller planes with capacities of
eight toot or less typically land an dirt airstri to off-load food. As the current rainy
season intensifies, however, fewer din ausulj are suitable for landing This will incose
reliance on audrsr. in wiuch planes wit capacaties of up to 32 tons dro food 6=om 700-
foot altitudes, or lower.

01 delivers food to 89 locamos thought SwUn, including 37 locations in B.ahr
el-Oharal. Relief workers o0 the ground then gathe the sacks of grain and ansport the
food to hundreds of local disttlkn sits (or disuftlon to local residents.

Airplan Capacfty

to delIver 152 toms of food ~ lgtroislo po flialt Per aircraft. equal'
equals oneo rotation). Tnnth = OLS ,lne at4her Iyushin, has arrivedIo oied is
etpvctod to becom operatIona ths WOOL~

More afrcrs a e neo Tbed M Suan zwwunem! " p en OLSePMIAi
Its fleea to 13 ilauma The 13 Plm wulanescAib (I CAPWeiy of D2 tons of
food per flio rotation. OLS is in tpe m contracting and pmearng the additonal
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planes and crews, but Me proceu has been painfly slow at a time when Sudans are
dying of starvation each day.

lss week the Washintom Past reportw that the U.S. Petaon has a surplus of
well -mainriaind C- 130 cargo planes that it is retiring ahead of schdulc. A rrpon by
U.S. GeelrAccounting Offc cxic-ludd that,"some C-1 30 arcral have bo rttimd
with substantial service e remaining ard/or shortly after the aircraft had been modifid."
The Washineson Port art cle. published July 23. states that "'the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
the Air Forte...det rnned there were 30 more (C-I3sj in the inventory tha needed."
Congrsns and the Adme station should consider loaning them. ouplus planes to the OLS
airlift for several weeks or mond to bolsw food deliveries into southem Sudan during
thii cltical period.

Population Dlapltafment
A major f or cunibuting to the fanune is the tent of populaon ,hs*laoemnt in

southem Sudan. More udane" are internally disptuoed from their homes than any
population o, e4arth--up to 4 million are uprooted within the country due to 13 years of
civil war, human rights &b ca by combatants. govcrnxnnt policc2 of amhnic cansing,
and the current fanine. An eaistuited 350,0) DSudaese arefuSes in neighboring
countries.

New population dlspiacrnenta continue W occur. More than 50,000 people
ronedlylave fled their homes in the pat two month to es apeoSovernmnent-supp1 _td

nua and other factonal violence arMx ombatant. Urchou cdW s isda or tem of
thousands are on the move in search of tfod. Jn recent days, thousands of southerners
who fled in terror weve n month, acp rrom g oernment-controlled towns are now metumnin
to those towns. Their despeaon for food has driven tharn bu into the hands of thesame
government officials and soldiers who have killed and persecutad them.

This is a sadersomenoa that has occurred previously in souftrn Sudan:
government offlwil secod-and the imposed lack of food-to ",nnxx populations and

en "S he~IX" locats canin Iot' gvmmas political admltr hlg. .As
the poace talks on Suda-spnsre by neighborin statesune the unt1&l ofth
Inrvernmmntal Authoi on Deeopment (lI .- ineviably begin to focus in thle
nar ftre on I stneagsd to t bowadarias of southern Sudan and a litica solution to
Sudan's trauma. Including a uthern refemnwn on possible InXW d forced
population displacement and ei ceianing" wI coAnue to be a weapon of choie,
particuarly by offlics of Sudan's metnitM govenen.

Recommendatons for Humalldtarlan RupoWO

There is nuch to critics& bouthe initial slow reaspone of the U.S. government
the emerging humunitarian dbactr in Sudan. Once U.S. official became focused,
however, the responseof the U.S. govwemmot to Sudan's famine Its been sueror to all
other naons. Only ai Britain has rivALl4 The s Aim o the U.S. government a food
donations. A stronger espoos Is needed, h wover, as the desperate eds on thesground
continue to outsip the cocity of exlul l el efforts. The U.S. should continue to play
a leading role.
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1 * Comnk to amstasomd rutef Propwm.
MasW oand bhmmnddiue n i t~s Noeeed dto MW ft am " an"sVe WU sOf

thounda of lives in south=n Sudan. Even if donse .id eftaam SUwxewfu. tIwr.a
Poor bauM UMthis ym is Isamost=%An and = Owp~utDC5that wvuu food
= =,w~. ll ciUu WKII Spwcmnoor QcekcrI Tteforc Congms And fte

Admnitraio m~stbeprepated 1o .apWr erwiy sild prvrstneon a e.masMW
be" suntUIsmlaI M9.

2 * 1mWaOd~at9y increaft the ruMWdCapty aNo Polkial m at boOLS.
chmarm nL4.line 806Man weas Unkque, roa4A-brekAf Ofn ~oWbwu i

em 09.7e oliticaIand opmuionai l nnumgfor CO..S chartKhwverw. wf
fte Current sudan pcernam cCattleto power. lbe Sudan govenrr*W PersimduY

i~m LSo mtw-ad o- icl wpoeaL

respti ts Impqocdcmg, bowevame, OL$ should received MW financWal"nddiPIacnak
support fttondonrs. Ig pxvwidCaft ecoardbuwat&Mn and ttcal .peim noato
respod to cbks fatniaeu. OL.SMOMuiemmxcu*%AA unifood, and pLWAcies ow*ver. It

aaorqutrsa~esa~. clpioudc rwiudnmby"tUnbrdSg ~ ~mdn
nmuon wbangiidm -,.Mm aresurktlons on OLS Operations. Now Is the limeto

pwurgminstitutions cbmgwthinO0"to &aet such abuse in the futur.

Conps s honid ure heAdminAIMIUiaL ntormufnow with otherMn)odnr
-- er"W to rovim e bS 012 dm sto eaim chat OLS cm PWO with the

Wcait utanamaty Am O lvty originaly er%'amso&

3 *rvid miplam USiU-L WM 7 Omtg Pkam90theM rpinq 01.
A u dicussd eaiin *Aiths wriwstkUgmany. " openagon reportdlyhoe. upto 50

suroas C-I130 cW m& iue.pentagonoffibIaserarewnn "hepkajaearliy 12amume he
plane. usWO m ccra toa July 2.3 nauss 00ut
Accoung Ofr fice C = "mad arltims"matter ma n sroinofficials
to Use ftwo &pWns.to ie i..alfood to soucern g udan.

4 * Btmaesm OLSA J~Odd--.II.111Aiamsbot

sudam byurmz ftaa~ ftummtko(OLS. 7eeb nisesetal oaein
o&anK esSuudanoW. Them 6ioOL r Glffosu=s19ldW'

strengthned bluoasetkh re W m8 Ousion AP ncpoOteCN new obmaom o On L8 by
the SAudhn Sftndingso eanS noo-(XJI a - I I es uh as Narwesism,

to bW ags 0.5by msbgaW m aid efforts mglrunzmto o otk~ons by do 3Sudan
ganUrInCiL

S W =wesd wp Vmq ftedif es
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/ a. feeden# ca ce an M quir d to aid thde most severely
rdw Thed nx ='= y 20 feeding c ntrs hat nly opMatte are nadeguaie

an overcrowded. Doom and relef agencies should atempt to double the number 6Z
feeding centers.

6 * Providis tundin for mae, WIP a4 NGO food rmacltors.
WFP has doubled its staff of food assessroent spemialists and food distribution

monitors to 44 in wutbhm Sudan. More are t ad, however, to conduct ongoing
asasm"m of food n4ds mad ditributio r o the ground.

Additional food motors can help identify problems of food diversions and gaps In
the distribution system, and can help c€rr m Ow" problems.

7 * Plan now to supply oees for farming In tims for next year.
hIntmrwiaonal donor should ma ortuluamimta now, nce Iatr, to dalivri .rp accda

for distnbutan to Sudanee farmm in early 1999. Timely seed distributions will give
Sudanmse an oppo.rituy to e tcpe h famne by regaining food salf-suMciency. One
thousand tors of sweds for an equals 60,O tons of food

Seeds sent to Sudan sod be suitable to the local cUmate and sil1 conditions. This
reportedly has been a problem with some previous seed donations.

8 # Fwnd a ra'able truck fWt for 01 and i -01A agencies.
ondzjngres& %Ad ft administration slrould respond positively to the recent appeal for

fun by the WFP to establish Its own tiwn fliet for food deliveries. Establidnen t of
a WFP fleet would reduce trucking expenses, increase the size and reliability of deliveries,
and would enable OLS to continue aid deliveai despite flight bans routinely imposed by
the Sudan government.

Improving the trck fleets of Pon-OLS agencies would have similar benefits, and
would enable relie operation to evade fumm rtctions by Sudan officials.

9 a Fund road Improvements in southern Sudan am in border areas of
Kenya and Ulalnda. Provide U.S. military enginera and equipment for
road Improvemsetg.

Less than 20 nes of paved rods exist in southern Sudsa an area nearly the sizn a
Te""s. Poor roads hamper truck deliveries of food, particularly during the current rainy
sason when roads deteriorate into iqeauble mud.

Main highways linking southeastern Sudan with Kenya, southern Sudan with
Uganda, an southern Sudan's border areas with Rahu el-OhLa should revive prioty
attention. Funding to Improve key highways in Kenya and northern Uganda is also
deasrab4e to faillttac food stipmerts to stagn areas. Inprovem&nts such as bridge repir.
drainage ditches, and bem reading and elevating am critical to enmre an effective
humanitarim remspon in the fu-r.

Improvements in major roads would diminish reliance on expensive airdrops and
would enable relief agencies to continue aid dolbveries even during flight bans regularly
Imposed by t Sudan government. MlAiveres by road would reduce expenses while
ireng delivery size. Road irn vemn wqzld also enable local trdwers to transfer
food from crop vurpluts are (WUh a Wetern :boria) to food deficit areas, eventually
lessening dependence on relief food. 71
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10 9 Eftaxsae tocwltowdprodwston ipsur"PlUMsaw.
SmOwten Sudan has hepoeoust o f"e itself a&W swrowxi~iz counune. Counus

and the Adznlnisram gux pi now to enkbana. southern Sudan s saricultural
production by iocre"aasng u= 2 for apriculmnl aW programs in =cro upus areas of
soutbcm Sudn-.ucti as Westem Eq&uastcia plvvlm-" w ae relatively safe from
couflimi Dooms biould soek to duplicase reLatively small agricuhural awplua, aid propams
tha currently exist in Weswen Bquarcwia

11 * Assist re4w%1ng Ne~dasee. retagaee.
Coo an &d the Adminiszratkin shouW encourage the UN High Commissitooer for

Rofue.. INCR)to s.mak app uiuntmto sohanos ha ralwasaan program n In reiwvely
sueaesof southern Sudan, where more tha 50,00D) Sudanese rpTuea have

repatriated wiftWot asssance in the peat year. The Adrninlstukould give UNHCR
funds to I I-i -nile "quikkimpact prcoecs" in safe rec e as for thouewho have

12 Improve peeradmLnatratho by souther. Sudan's relief oficals.
Th udan Keiet WnRehsibiltlon Association (SP.RA). the ,.llW arm of the

rebels' SudanPeopes Llieration Movement (SPIM) and the Sudan Peoples Lberation
Ann (SP1.A), haa Itelf been saved of resorcs a&d is thus an ioconsistet and

un~lale ad dlivery pwiner in many areas of southern Sudan. Congress and other U.S.
policy makers should see& to improve SRRA's skils snd capacity.

SRRA should take . iteral mse to a we t equality of its adnumwsve end

humaritarian work. As a M~rs: smep., "_~"prmpy compile accurate registation
lists of food berafleiaries.

Political and Military Situa~tion

Based om my ftnqusot al. visit to Sudan armd corimart . iftting of the political and
military situation there&un the Past 17 years I believe thw several fundamental findings
should guldeurun1dusuland ngaid pmlkwmaing on Sudam. Would Ukotonmwlti
few of =hs findings brihjl, o lay thmn out as maricers for deciswonmakcrs ari other
interested parties.

More civilians ave a" naseesarIntosudan than AllU sheasawlle ot
thi decade's conficts in osea., Sona, a.and Couga/Zaire combined.
About 1.3 million Sudanese have died ot war-mlistd cam us crnng the pea t13 years The
suffeing of souther Sudanese people is. by any masuvrnimtfthen"s under-repated
ragedy of our limne.

9 More than 4 million Sudanese have been uprooted from th"r ban*& An
Independent, productive way of life baa bee.nstolen from theM.

sudanese governm military and their miliia. continue to targt uprooted
=opuions for additional violence, in an appeent campaign of ethnic cleansng. Moe

goan vernment tnds to vwcirizm in sqM 4 as vautoatc eemiestLo be killed.
frmed from tir homes. or starved Into xu~~~gn oter uaes eealyhv
the status of fourth-class citizens in th*i w bty

51-667 98-6
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The atinalLulmic ros (NT) es t of 80dsM Is an isappula
wnslaority regim purmla an exlrmw& 6&haty tbal Is oppesed by Wo groat
Majority at sdanow. Msaw owd t;-u2lisAM

R~nZw~U-o~ucwft orrt~npowe fth I* uap of iztau
Z tp 0= &ohrftinW semo weor Sudawee. Mms iztaty. theirpo

tiNasiost Dursocrode Aillmw (NDA) inapoa tk &0e ft P qvMnM ftit do.
paws two ).ars is a cnicA chveaopst "h :=rmris=~~ " NP meim

7be NDA is aoonissb -We alllwie a( NW emonima iwldObing riiOS
putks sd fte &sdan Peoples Ubwdo Movpmwc. (SPLM). t =w n 4t
ecMdwu reba. hIis u" to weUr m this tb Ht)A ps is y Cciteao Miallm

1gad~oos anmaZny ofe wc~oa aid viny cwan riwve Jetainh eads
which doim diahties of much of SU(W a Mulim popuadm. The stisnph and

pop~lity of ftNAdisproves die NIFPr be~l th is doe victim ot n arnl-Muim
aftack by samwm and fth Wet.

&mw nriwn NDA merubu havW d havja{iwd te 8MA hIpnag
arnlatgyfrot n eii Stan las~t'. Ths, 1nltma isFUt bas t

yosufto si nKu as vkalj p apllOad corridor w to di& =e An drtay
clciclpoe.NDA fas bev, bW w YWidtvemd pea two yea.

*The NWF bae metiwY wised to 40413 mlbeem szti I
relgi.I

While wamin war ineida Sudan., fte hasgn activey engae in Undeainin
Wad Wowe b - die Hcwn cAims. p"Mt~iwMi so la &ttree. I~~pand UganD:.
Several iWAMzr t afflicting don oaun~rla hav, a guiding hied Wutn ~t i
NIP moegt' In Icbarhxum.

7b"s is evidence tha doe Suda EvaANNIb a tem ism two Rbitam r"be

based Bsiussw Buld p a p is believed mosila for oa s sof bujdmdin

The NIP rqgrhs u 'ojda4e s tp several aMpl ODelhl graps,
according to sownma in skis momb Mwe Bovam W6Sd#6 prid finuxoiod

MMsMWWia annn to doe la c hislamift . for

b blpIn Bibila in 1996 mid is tr h ffn"dmslgx of a hig&

in UaNSMd skn ~g~U 1Wee o receive wan ad tb

-x dscmaam of do. OWit in sow" ~

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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* Themai r*W esirop, the Soan Peoli'. Uiberato. Army (SPLA), has
r~beu*dsd frwau i W sdd t four ywina" and Nua gealy Improved its
=Wltary pohfl-ein A Ibepast cupeyea.

Splts within the SPI.A. expoteby the S~bdan govcnirmnt. ced the n"be
movemrea tso'pin 1 e 99 1. saxmf Awcskan.i militarily. This enaledISudanees

govemr~'t(wtt so ~c~w vi ll uLAcUtownsW eM VilIIin the Otus
pusahing SPLA troops to he adam bodeiween 1991 wa 1 944.

lnft~hingconintes o pagu boithern Su~dwom factionss, but the SPI-A/M has
Y vo~vestheoretio ofa fled Uvig cv'l

Cvenmesw tori"cinj to a harsdftl of towr~ ns d illeam i n themAnuh, while the SPLA
holds most southern rural woos as wel) as a growing number of towns

6 Coobbalats toSudan's ulvi war are unikely to achleve full military
vicor. Utiatey nlya umpoktlcal wttesnatt Will end the contlkLt

711t14y. AJD pane. pcom .Is theproem men ltky to produce a

Midgiovewram tiMtmVI)er of KIAD (Inirgo nMnWW Autiozfton
Development). particular the leaden of Kenya. Uganda. EIaCPM iaad Bu iowbauced a

p~m thogotiowif prooen in 199M to sek an end to Sudan's civil war. It is important to
wukwertandthait Ois soc aIlAD pmtw is by no mmean srf wiidWal p-e
ncgouiaon imposed an Sudan a=W ;% cigbon by Olwin ii aia conmmun * On the
contrary. kisLa a gicxally agested p r P,- aA Incues, dfrmca ori idlwty, a1. important
poliica) parties in Sudan as waglan- omwms of neighboring froadim Coumtrie& All

in Ipa the clnOAD tistihma have a dirt. vita stake in the future of Sudan andl its

The lOAD pros. has moved slowly but has road progress. _PM*A-paw nts dot
IlAD negotiations have *vsed aniim- Pcio rciples"AM CoudeatMuy Proda&

forw~ btrdpwo. As pent a( he ee-ti ftcNIP hs Faid its domestic
oppononts have ersd in priaciploan the raljahan of relirnm#d Sovenn2. in
Sudaes Xe cey, and have agreed on the gh to souther= bain to be decid
by oulr eferenduze. The rie~dzaWould allow soewamrss to Volse for unity or

Many aenau detaissmain in dispute, inc~udlng the referawdum process, the
mtloelal clefluttlon of the ac suct torafmaum mon ad eafomxem atany awe.

agremelE hes isusarm on meJAl anda for next month.

Political Policy Recontmudationh
I poitaspeialUS. Peadatll aey on Sudan with a well.
danged a"Wlte to mazindla the effect~veness of the U.S. humniutarian

respos to te & Suan fane, a to emargine the IGAD pec procem.
71e position, however, should inch&&e several esseatial componenmt. to be
useful.

In the aftemat of Presdidet Clintori's ,ecert visit to Aft"caft Is ime to put mom of
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e.. kite ki Isma anMd WAP an doe up* to allviais safiming ia Udwm
ad seek lasing pae thow

no~ A llWs6W ~1 shulcl OW aPMWsid W DOn "nvo POSinm jutW~oa
*vWs-a InVWU"a Inaden OSesata for etfa vcs. if t Position (MIS to nhd
*004 *&utW 'he pju - would Wfall M mid war could become

Firsty. t ew Specia Presdmca Envoy should be an ndivYAa with
Inktemsatonally mosaind MUaf-wumwn Wmb anuw SecuMY of Sta JaAN

B&W orw U.S. se"sism aa or former Sewm3ophl~*U h a
mrdlaftd dw now pe.iam in ?4nhmu U*Uft&4 A spoc~VMOY*WIho h *WIWOIW"
known and " cewn sinlw Sudmoman and regioumeltrondne statsm jumm io*nf
Sudan is a Mh U1.S . pnancy. An invIai o *(mum would also be bette abl
owmand ane actention and MMMnu oftchi Sum DepsUDai.

Secondly. te new PROSWWdin v~ oy &xould psma sumSo and weli-defind
nnw. 7%D =Anas aboWlk4ud- *an puw uc .vis* arwase fm w mwshii

roW d qme " of helong so rwve i wengdamtbo OLS and tau" Rts abiltY to
widtud W n n rammip1lmio; and th us up of hosiag so failtis OhW

IGAD poem do Mudan a-NdM psaawty to t reston.

It i imponaai tos &-haia dWuetaUS. pieldentw alEvoy abould ruc beean
a --iatve to thes WAD poa-he SPOal Env"y s~ud sre- KLAD and h~
irsjuvmmew s csum Th KIGA ocs e wn 1,114 "; vdWkct 5
Sudan's long war. ILOAD bur a fruanswod, irsai 4k Iotcty a hro epe-fatsall Sudanee pates invove ncuiorfg toadtiu a b thave a stron stak in a

Suhn III e. ani has dalty wepdca*U&Mn in Sudan reach vagrants an several

the ob A 'ee anudrsldwApd-ue envoy afts

2 * ProvWd treuulas and raeore tW hep * atU " e k" diMRtA---V00 at lj..t.. heath e4.t"6s a"6 d"0169000a in rebe-heM aW
of south.,. &oA"&

Congreas an esured LJSAID to the psa two yams to fund prolwa in SPLM4-bel
topeaue growth and Civil~nd
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relauvely safe fTrm th war and am e anrptng to achicyc some arn~Wcis of niiriilife&

Northern Uganda

I1is useful that the sOope of today's being also mks to focus -ttnhon on (ho
eirnrgency in nordiern Uglaoa. Tw sitaioa in north Ugada is dare-ous, and
hratms to undermniethe otherwise impresve progress Ugandans have made to brins

peace to their cotmry In the past decade.

The NIP reipmein Kh4afuun continues to support Insurgcnt groups In U'ga. hL,
resulting in severe destabiization in rdlicn ard wsern areas at tht county. The
violence and vicious to,:rist tactics prpetritted by the NF-becked insurgent group have
fomed an ctimatd 300.000 o ntore Uubdanw to flee their homes, including atleas
200,000 people displaced in nordthen gnFda. The Unted States government has
appropriately declared rthm Uganda a "diaaaer zone."

Uprooted families in northern Uganda have congmrpted in schools and churches in
main towns, cspeCilly~ at nigbL Momct hide each night in cavs, buthea, anid uridgound
dugouts before returnini to work tr famsd during 4aylhgh hours ,Some rural am of
northem Uganda have reportedly become deacrtod. The imcurnty has forced th ee-
qunrr of the schools and health clinics to shut down in the harde-hit arta of the north.
Government ofcial, have attempted to move families into so-called protected villae*-
,atu*Sy that many familiWs have s &Many of the wouac Wavilge s am
overcrowded and lack adequate shelter, food. waiw, and social sorvie.

The most dangerous Insur t group operaing in other UndaCalk itself the
Lord's Resivamce Army (LRA). is a bizarre, self-proclauied "* ristian" p p that
ope tes out of southem Sudan with arms aining, ad other uppi nswied by the
Sudan govern mnmi.7 U L has tuiacd innooe cviLians in Ugand a northen
for several years, LA orzb itra ty cut off victims' lip&,, and other body
pans to hehen t senms of t r "un ls)ocal o-hpulaIon. s LA ha a-bducied
thousands of children, forming many of them into combat, forod labor, or to serve as
concubines. More than 100 Sudarnes refugees skIng shter In nonbern Ugndan
refuge camps have been killed by Ugandan insurgents, primarily believed to be LRA.
Frequent highway ambushes by LRA combat ts impede relief convoys trying to deliver
aid to displaced Ugandans, Sudanese refuges, and to famine-stricken populations inside
Sudan.

Tbe Sudan ,overmarit has also backed the West Nile Bank Prom, an armed group
opening along the Ugarda-CongolZaim border to destablize Uand. A third Ugandan
rebel outfit, a shadowy proup known as the Allied Dernocratc Foos also operates from
Congo/Zaie snd has raded southwest Uganda during the ps year. Some analysts
have ae that this third nsurg t group has received support ftm Sudan's NI
goveMme.nL

Too oftm, outsiders ard even remb-s of Congress fall into the trap of assuming
that instability and violence in this region of Africa are endemic, as if bloodshed is an
intractable pio o the natural di oder. In fact, many of the inues in Uganda
pectlaps all of them-appear to have a guiding hand struching a to the W regime in
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SSISIERS OF NIAI,' 4 |UNIACiA'I OF" GL U
(;'NEIA!. V11, OFFICE,
P.O.It()X9'2X, CUIt.I . CANDA

[.I: GLt'~ 3:I(

16 Ju,. 1998

M1. AND MRS. RONALD I;IIER
1023 TENBY ROAD
BERIWYN, PA 19312, USA.

Introduction:

'R]e general situation in the Northern region of Uganda particularly in Giilu and Kitgum Dls7,ricts
(Gulu Diocese) is very bad, since 1986, the people ii Gult Diocese have kion only rni~eV

r The armed conflict in Northern Uganda started as a politically mcti.ited rebelhon agailn the
NAtional Resisiance Anmy (NRM) which .ook over power in 1986 The insurgeicy however, oon

I took different trend of indiscriminate killings in vhich the ciV1*hai, bios the brz,t of hc pro!" iged
wor (1986-1998). Although some rebels factions were e'e. tually dJ.a'ed a,d tjle Uganda pc. pies

* Democratic Army (UPDA), concluded successful Peace Negotiations widh the National Resis, since
Movement (NRM) Government in 1986, the Lord Resistance Anny (LRA) of Josepih KonN has
kept wrecking havoc in some areas of the North, particular Gin iu a:J Kitguni distic:s ,aith
untold sutTerings to the inhabitants of the areas People are caught up bween the fighting fc ces,
suffering he looting, brutality and scorched earth policies of both sides

Youth in and out of School have been abducted by reb Is and deployed back to kill. nilim,
multilate, abduct, loot and destroy homes and properties Innocent civilians hae been
dehumanised, disabled, lost relatives and are traumatized, Hundreds of thousand people are
displaced from their homes and live in camps or protected N ill 3ges There is abject poerly, fa.aine
and mulnourishment. The displacements have led to overcrowding, resulting in serious balth
consequences, with AIDS pandemic and other diseases spreading at alanning rata. Rape and (ther
forms of sexual violence or torture have led to various physical complications, emotional s, ess,
Psychological problems and breakage in families.

Children who are most vulnerable are not spared of the brunt of the war. The effect of the co.flict
on them is that, very many children and youths are out of School, orphaned, dchumar.:sed,
traumatized and lack proper shelter. The up bringing and education of the children is extre.iely
difficu because of abject poverty.

It is within this situation and with / for this people that the Little Sisters of Mary Ii macula" . of
Gulu are working. They therefore need assistance in order to all-viate the sufleini, of intc,.-et
children to some extend.
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!lie Activitics of (lie Sistrs

The Congregation of the Little Sisters of Mary Immaculate of Gulu (LSMIG) is a religious order
of women, founded by Bishop Angelo Negri and Mother Angioletta Dogiiui in 1942

Today the Congregation is present intend dioceses in Uganda, Kenya and Italy. We plan aho to
send sisters in Southern Sudan to work with the refugees In total we have 325 professed sisers of
which 280 are perpetual consecrated to God Wherever we are working, we minister in the areas of
Education, Health, Charity work, Social activities, Spiritual and Pastoral work.

Because of great need arising from the prolonged insurgency in Northem Uganda particularly in
Gulu and Kitgum districts, we have about 230 of our members ministering in the N, them iLgion
and about 60% of this are working in Gulu and Kitgum districts alone The LSMIG CanT)' o: the
following activities-

I Education

a) Educating children and youths of various ages and levels like nursery kids, Primary School
children, Secondary School students and youths in Post Secondary Institutions.
Giving basic skills to both Primary and Secondary Sd" >ol drop outs due to war with particular
attention to girls. We train them in areas like: -

" tailoring,
" management
" Basic health care,
" craft work
* needle work
* bakery and cookery

b) giving literacy education to adults especially women We teach them reading and writing, and
basic health care.

c) Educating the disabled children (the dumb, blind, deaf and crippled children.
d) Training youths on charity works.
e) Teaching the Word of God and basic Christian principles both in Schools and to people in

villages.

2. Health

a) Working with the sick in hospitals, dispensaries, health clinic protected camps and in villages.
b) Giving counselling services to Aids patients and educating people on how to relate and car. for

aids patients. Due to rape, sexual violations and buse., Aids infection is rampart.
c) Treating and counselling the Returnees (victim of abductions) and the traumatized.
d) Giving basic health education in Schcols and villages.

3. C'harit work

a) Helping the poor and weak who have been deprived of all properties, orphans, and needy by
giving assistance like: Food, clothes, acconnodations, Blankets, cooking and eating utissils
and medical services.
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b) Help to educate sonie orphans and poor children by provi dng for theni School fees) Uniforms
and other School requirenunts. We assist very limited number of children due to fina icial
constraints from our part,

c) We provide education and other basic needs like feed ig ,clothing etc to disabled child by
the help of some charity organisations

d) We also distribute food and donate .gricuhtural land for the people in camps and ptotcted
villages to ensure food security.

4. oiA!lWork

a) The : wers work with ard animate various women groups and youths organisation Be.,ides
tead ng then moral and cultural values, we initiate mainly Agricuhural, brick laying. qt.arry
projects etc. To help them to be self reliance.

b) We organis Seminars and workshops for different groups on issues like.- Good moral and
Cultural values, Peace, Reconciliation and Forgiveness etc.

c) We visit camps and protected villages where people .re displaced We pray with them and
Counsel them.
We provide Spiritual and Psychological rehabilitation by providing guidance and Counsdliig
to:

SReturnees, (Victims of abduction)
=' Traumatised children and adults
=o People who have been maimed and /or multilated,
= Victims of rape, Sexual violations and abuses, etc.

d) We work with the group."Acholi For Peace and Reconciliation" working for peace through
non-violence means. We orgaaise peace prayers. teach Peace, Forgiveness and Reconciliation.

e) We are also working in various established institutions as secretaries, account ints,
administrators, caterers and matrons.

* The above mentioned are some of the activities we are carrying out in the regic i Ho, .ver,
due to goss financial constraints, we are not able to do enough for the people.

RSPONSE TO OUESTIONS SET

Regarding current or Urgent needs

1.0 PoDUlatiOn

.1. The number of people in the protected camps is approximately 300.000. There are 30 car-ps
in all,20 camps in Gulu and 10 in Kitgum.

C
1.2. Numerous School going age children live in both protected camps and vi' iges arond tons,
Convents, missions, hospital, dispenaries nd learning institution.

They generally lack all the basic requirement for good living e g. food, proper shelwr, closing.
education and health facilities.

1.3. A great number of children are traumatised either due to their abductions, lost of parts or
other related brutality witnesed. They all need countselling services
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1.4. The number of the needy adult and dildren dhe isters arc providing food, clothes and
counselluig services for, are relatively small due to lac of fund jud requied facilities. For
example, in the Mother House Convent the sisters feed daily 50 adults and children In all the
other 22 convents the sisters feed on the average 10 people each

2.0 FEEDING PAN

2.1. The sisters plan to provide at least lunch to all displaced children and orphans around wha are
unable to have at least a meal a day. We lack the food or fund for buying dhe basic foodstuff

2.2. The most needed foodstuff are beans, maize, cooking oil, salt.

3.0 HEALTH FACILITIES

3. 1. There are urgent needs for health care services among the affected people. Such services can
assist grely those who can't affYd to ga treatments from hospitals, clinics or dispensaries
because of Lack of fund for hospital bills.

3.2. The avaltability of the required drugs would facilitate the activities of the sisters.

3.3. There is need to train more medical personnel for the health services eg nurses, midv.es,
primary health educators and counsellors.

4.0 CLOTHING NEEDS

4.1. We need clothe for the displaced, both adults and children roughly numbering as fo-ow-..-
men. - 2.000, women - 5.000, children ete (5 - 14) - 10.000.

4.2. T a type of clothes suitable for these groups are trousers, shirs, dresses, sweaters and
child' wear.

5.0 OThER BASIC NEEDS

5.1. We need bedding especially blankus and sleepily mats. Beds and mattresses art. too
expensive to afford.

5.2. Ther is Deed for cookin eating utnils like saucspans, plates, cups, bowls, basins and
jericans fo canyins water.

5.3. CleaninS facilities especially washingsoap is esseial.

6GAM EAND SQRTS

6.1. Oames and sports acivkies would keep the dilden active, heahy and joyful.

6.2. We need kits for ganvs I" footbaU, ntball, volley ball. tauiis, cards, scrani U and .dt
relev2 amesow r ( dkran,
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Play ground can easily be inipiovised in the Convent premises

7.0 PURCIIASE OF ITENIS

AP' the needed items can be purchased in Uganda to, avoid taxation on imported goods ant' for
faster services.

8,0 EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

8. 1 It has ever been our desire to provide educational services to, the displaced and traunu.:ised
children of primary going age, but up to now we have not realhsed the dream becau! - of fina icial
co.'straints.

8.2. We wish to open a simple primary School on the Convent ground to take about 1.000 (one
thousand) children from primary one to primary seven

8 3. Our target group are children who are not able to meet basic requirements like clothing and
other charges in the public Schools

a) Temporary Structures for 14 classrooms, office of two rooms, pit latrines, and temporary
kitchen for preparing lunch for the children. Materials needed are:- Poles, mats (puparus),
touplines, timbers of various sizes, nails and ropes.

b) A good source of drinking water e.g. hand pump bore hole.
c) Scholastic materials: textbooks for various subjects, exercise books, pen: pencils, rubber,

mathematical sets, chalks, manila cards and portable blackboards.
d) Stationeries: Duplicating papers, ink and machine, typing papers, and a type writer, and oher

relevant materials for office use.
e) Transportation: 3 motorcycles, 20 bicycles and wheelbarrows.
0 Personnel: Since it will be private initiative the government may not provide personnel an will

not cater for their resmeration. Therefore, there is need to pay salaries for 16 teachers, 4
support staff (secretary, caterer, bursar, nurse)and 10 group employees (cooks and clear.ers).
While we apply for secondment of teachers by the government.

9. 0 SHELTERS FROM INSECURITY

9.1 Walling around structures lke insutions of learning, Convent, hospitals etc. offer some
security from abduction fvmly few ciklren. Moreover it is very expensive to construct. Mf
more children in the villages remain defenceless and unprotected from the violence of abduction.

9.2. All possible measures towards peace negotiations could bring abduction of children and ,*her
rated brutalities towards human beings and their properties to and end.

9.3. For the emergency need we require simple fence around the temporary structures for fc.ding
and education to avoid trespassing'
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10.0 BANK ACCOUNT

30.1. An account has been opened with the name 'Lktle Sisters of Mary Inmmaculate of (ulu
Funds for the Needy"

10.2. This money is always giw tothe desperate peopl- who ar ia need of cash or kind We
suggest that any fund for the needy be directed to this account.

LONGER PLAN

L Of the 30 protected camps in the diocese, only very few have some land for culti%vtin Of
recent, about $0 ,%cms have been allocated for cultivation in the diocese for the inten ally
displaced people.
Near one of the campi, the Little Sisters of Mary Immaculate omiis land of 2000 ;Iwo
thous nd) acres, of whichI 110 (one hundred and ten) acres has already been allocatod t. the
disph -ed for cultivation in an effort to address the loner term food requirement of the
benef :iaries.

.Since the displaced do not have fcodstuff, they receive a ratio of foodstuffs while they work to
produce their own foodstuff.

.To ensure food security for more displaced people, we need Farm implements in order to
expand the farm activities,

" It is safe to build a Prinmary School and a Social Centre where counselling, leadership training,
Seminars, workshops, skill training and retreats can be or~niscd for the youths, children ad
adults.

-For cultivation of the land we need:-
g) Farm implemnt like tractors, tractor ploughs, hand hoes, panga knives, axes and power saw

for f51i trees.
I Personnel: Skilled laborers.
g) Food items e.g. Cereal, pulses and vegetable oil to distribute to people as they work os. the

farm.
4. There is need for professionals who have to be trained e.g.
Child psychologists, therapists, pastoral healing teams, engineers, agricukurists, tead ers,
doctors, nurses and skill labourers. Volunteers workers from within and overseas are neded
for technical advice.
S. Sisters very much need additional training and resources.
A) Trains:
Sisters need to be trained in the areas of -

G Guidance and Cowuelling.
STherapy."

* Pastoral bealin..

* Medicinemid n
*Ekc.
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B) Resources
Sisters need resources wvhicl can facilitate their works in tie areas of -

I. Education: Infrastructuics like classroom, administration bock, latrines, etc.
* Scholastic materials,
" stationeries,
* transportation,
" personnel,

funds,
* sport facilities etc.
II In the area of Health -ve need
* drugs,
" Transportation e g. bicycles, motorcycles,
* personnel etc.
III Pastoral, Social and Chari.-, works we need
* Infrastructure like putting up a social centre,
" Transportation hke cycles, motorcycles and vehicles,
* Communication system e g Fax; E-mail; phone,
* Hand-held radios,
• computer etc.
* Personnel. Funds,
* Water source e g. Hand pump bore hole-
IV. In farming we need:
" Farm implements.
• Trained personnel.
" Funds.
" Transportation e g tractor trailers, pilk-ups and lorry trucks.
" Storage facilities e.g. Pallets, weighing scales etc.
* Field Pest control: items like Pesticides, Protective wears, spray pumps etc

6. (A) Departments run by the LSMIG include the following:

• Schc ,Is:- Nurseries, Primary, Secondary, Tertiary and Disabled Schools.
* Heal i services:- dispensaries, health centres, matemity centres and drug stores.
" Agri..ulture:- Crop production and animal farming.
* Pastoral, Social and Charity work.

(B) Some of the physical needs of the facilities run by the sisters are indicated in 5 b; I-iv above.

Our hopes and dreams for our ministry in the region includes the following: -

a) To see an end to the armed conflict in the region through peace negotiation 6ther than fight ng.
b) To build a Primary School which can cater for the Primary School going children betweeii the

ages of 6-14 year in order to give to them some basic education. Our target is on children who
are out of School due to abject poverty.

c) To build a Social centre comprising of:
I. Multipurpose hall.
If. Hostel
Ill. Training rooms.
IV. Kitchen.
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Y. Dinnut haU.
VI. Aminition office.

Ilie plan for having the Social centre has bean conceived o it of the currant war prevailing situa tion
in the region. The centre will benefit the following:-

* Traummiaed victims who will be offered guidance and counseling.
" Rural women and youths who will be given swinars, workshops. courses and various traiu'.ng
* Primary and Secondary School children who have dropped out of School as a consequence of

the war. They will be trained in Basic skills and. or giv seminars. workshops. courses etc.

D To ensure food security for a good number of people in the areas by improving and expanding
op our farm activities.

Briefly, this is the information we can sent you at the moment.

In conclusion, we hope to hear from your group. In case you need detail information on certain
areas, we shall make suie you get all the information you need.

Sincerely,

Sr. Viola Akulu

Councillor - LSMIG

c.c. Sr. Rose Mary Auu
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DONALD M. PAYNE
10TH DISTRICT. 1 EW JERSEY

COMDiTT1E Oi 0O#tCATION
ANO T)* e.VOACJIO0c

&J*C ~Tt 4 f A V OA| O

MLWMF T O4 INtARNATONAL
PALLATtONS

SonarteS of tIe Mniteb Atatet
)ouDe of ]KEprUtntatitf

Wtsltngton. IBC 20515-3010
29 July 1998

WA SNBGYON OFFICE
2244 Ava,,.. W'kjaam~ ibu.ci .

WA #0TOk.. DC 2MIS1-3010
(2m~ U220

OISTRICT OFFICES
MAArw# Lurba Fj~, Jot

FoctA. bukoo
A'.O Cu ousc

10 WA. ., StIACT
Ikou toie,

kw*A&. NJ 01102

23)No SL%,o SYma,
ELaAw,, NJ 07208

(9=1 US-0222

The Honorable William Cohen
Secretary of Defense
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C 20301

Dear Secretary Cohen:

An entire generation of southern Sudanese are dying in one of the world's most
neglected civil wars More than 1.5 million southern Sudanese have died over the past
decade as a result of war, famine and disease. Millions have been forced into exile and
many others have been displaced internally. The people of southern Sudan have
become invisible and their suffering ignored.

The urgency of the humanitarian crisis in Sudan cannot be overstated. An
estimated 350,000 million people are currently at risk of starvation. Relief operations
are seriously threatened because of the Government s policy of starvation. The
National Islamic Front government is primarily responsible for the escalation of the
current humanitarian tragedy. Moreover, civilians continue to suffer needlessly, in part
because of the indifference of the international community.

I would like to request that the C-130 airplanes that the government has in
reserve be used to help facilitate airdrops in thE- most critical areas in Southerr Sudan.
In response to the deteriorating humanitarian situation in south Sudan and increasing
food aid needs, both parties involved in the civil war have committed to a cease-fire.
Although some air operations have been extended by other relief organizations, it is still
not enough.

Thank you very much. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not
hesitate to call me or my foreign affairs advisor, Charisse Glassman on (202) 225-3436.

Sincerely,

Donald M. Payne
Member of Congress
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RECENT DEATHS IN THE LINE OF DUTY OF
WFP STAFF MEMBERS

RICCIARDI, Renato, Finance Officer, Burundi -

murdered on 23/7/98.

h, KAWUKI Abby, Driver, Uganda -
died in a work-related truck accident in Rwanda on 18.7.98;

, BASHARYAR Mohammed Hashim, casual worker, Afghanistan -
kidnapped on 13.7.98. His body was found on 18.7.98;

k, ASIKU William, Driver, Uganda -
murdered in an ambush on 08.7.98;

SUMAIN Samson Ohiri, Driver, Sudan -
murdered in an ambush on 09.6.98;

El HAG Ali, Field Off*-er, Sudan -
murdered in an ambush on 09.6.98;

ACELLAM Ben, Food Aid Monitor, Uganda -
murdered in an ambush 06.3.98;

BARYAMUJURA Naboth, Driver, Uganda -
murdered in an ambush in Rwanda on 20.10.97.

GIORGIS Kidane Tekle, Driver, Ethiopia -
murdered on 19.9.97;

AMASIAS Abraham Michael, Programme Assistant, Ethiopia -
murdered on 19.9.97;

MURWANASHYAKA Jean de Dieu, casual worker, Rwanda -
murdered sometime before 17.6.97 in unclear circumstances;

NKEZABERA Didace, Field Assistant, Rwanda -
murdered on 14/6/97. Murdered with family;

.\ KANEZA Sylvere, Tally Clerk,; Rwanda -
died in a work-related truck accident on 15.01.97

LEITAO Jorge, Head of WFP Sub-Office in N'Dalatando, Angola
murdered in an ambush on 11.12.%.
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BUDGET REVISION FOR EMOP No 5826.01 "EMERGENCY FOOD
ASSISTANCE TO WAR AND DROUGHT AFFECTED POPULATIONS" In the
SUDAN.

Introduction

I. EMOP 5826.01, "Emergency food assistance to War and Drought Affected
Populations" in the Sudan and the fifth in a series of emergency operations since 1992.
was approved on 29 April 1998. The one year operation -from May 1998 through

April 1999- had been designed to provide emergency food assistance to 2.48 million
beneficiaries at a total cost of US $ 65.8 million. Total quantities estimated at the time

amounted to about 82,500 MTs of which 32,000 MTs were carried over in stocks and

pledges, resulting in a net requirement under EMOP 5826.01 of some 50,500 MTs.

2. At the time the related document was processed, it had become clear that the situation

continued to deteriorate in the war affected areas of southern Sudan, and particularly in

the province of Bahr el Ghazal. In January and February 1998, WFP was targeting its

food assistance to 525,000 people affected by war, insecurity and erratic rainfall in the

southern sector (i.e. the non Government held areas of southern Sudan). Escalation of

conflict in northern Bahr el Ghazal and western Upper Nile in late February resulted in

additional displacement of civilian people. Prolonged displacement and continued

attacks by armed militias in several areas of the affected region resulted in further

increases in the numbers of people in need of food assistance. In April 1998, the

caseload in the southern sector had increased to 713,000 beneficiaries. At the time the

EMOP was signed, this number had been raised to 978,000 people in the southern

sector. The caseload for the northern sector, including almost 200,000 drought

affected people in North Darfur and the Red Sea Hills, stood at 1.5 million.

3. As time went on, more data came in confirming the seriousness of the situation. On 15

May 1998, the FAO issued a special alert pointing out the grave food supply situation

in the southern sector, while WFP stepped up its number of field monitors from 23 to

40, following the relatively easier access to previously inaccessible unsafe areas. This

resulted in an increased number of field assessments. Newly available nutritional data,

collected by NGOs and UNICEF revealed global malnutrition rates in certain locations

and among food aid beneficiaries of up to 60 percent, and the numbers of children

qualifying for supplementary feeding started to outgrow the capacity of NGO-

managed feeding centres. New evidence of an alarming situation continues to reach

the outside world on an almost daily basis.
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4 As was already stated in the EMOP document of 29 April. the requirements were
conservative. The need for a budget revision was already expected as soon as more
field assessment work was completed to justify WFP demand for donor contributions,
not only in terms of the quantities of food needed, but also in terms of food aid
delivery by air. the latter being the most feasible way to reach the people in need. On
25 June, WFP organised a donor briefing in Rome on the Sudan emergency operation,
and an update was provided. This budget revision is based on information available
mid July. The duration of this revised EMOP remains the period from May 1998
through April 1999. and the text will highlight the changes relative to the basic
document of 29 April 1998. As things stand now it is estimated that the gross
requirements for emergency operation 5826.01 amount to about 129,000 metric tons
against the original estimate of April 1998 of about 82,500 metric tons. Since a total
of about 32,000 MTs had been carried forward, the net requirements have been revised
from 50,623 metric tos to 97,166 metric tons. This represents an increase of about
46,500 metric tons. The earlier estimated requirements were calculated on the
assumption that most beneficiaries would receive a partial ration only. The proposed
revised requirements will enable WFP to provide larger rations to a greater number of
beneficiaries than originally planned, as explained in paragraph 7 below.

General

5. Although EMOP 5826.01 is treated as one operation, it has been historically divided
into the southern and northern sector,and was managed from Nairobi/Lokichokio and
Khartoum respectively (with the exception of the barge operation managed by WFP
Office in Khartoum), under general direction from the Regional Bureau for Africa at
liqs. The targeted food aid beneficiaries covered by the southern sector were supplied
from the WFP Office in Kenya and the food aid beneficiaries in the nothem sector
from Khartoum. This situation is changing with the deployment of additional aircraft
stationed in Khartoum and El Obeid which will mainly serve the people in the
southern sector. For the purposes of definition, the northern sector comprises the
people in Government-held areas (many of them in Southem Sudan), while aid to the
people in the non-Government controlled areas are counted as southern sector. Often
however, populations are on the move and seek refuge moving from one area into
another as is the case in Wau at this moment where the town of Wau (Government
held) continues to receive large numbers of refugees (of about 50,000 people as of
mid-July 1998) from the hinterland (non-Government controlled).
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Numbrs of beneficiares

6. In the revised EMOP the number ofbeneficiaries has gone up from 2.48 million
people to over 2.6 million people. While the numbers in tde north have decreased
somewhat, total numbers have increased as a result of the increase of people in need in
the southern sector, from 978,000 to 1,226,000 beneficiaries, including 701,000 in
Bahrel Ghazal intead of the 595,000 originaly foresee

Northern sector: 1,376.000 southern sector: 1,226.000
(as per following details): (as per following details):
580,000 displaced in urban areas 701,000 Bak el Ghazal
602,000 various IDP camps 182,000 Equatoria
194.000 north DarfudRod Sea hills 181,000 Jonglei

162.000 Upper Nile

7. Food rations, as well as the duration of assistance, continue to depend on the
vulnerability of the region as well as on the food economy of the various socio-
economic groups. The food economy methodology has bon developed by SCF/UK
The actual quantity of food aid per beneficiary depends on other sources of income
(e.g. milk/livestock) and coping mechanisms (e.g. wild fruits). People who are
absolutely destitute will receive a fuid ration, while at the other end of the scale, e.g.
people who would be hosting displaced persons would receive 25 percent rations.
While the overall number of beneficiaries has not changed much, total requirements
have increased with 46,500 metric tons. As the crisis intensifies, beneficiaries are now
scheduled to receive bigger rations especially in the southern sector than was
originally the case.

8. Standard full rations originally would provide about 1830 Kcadoriesbased on 400g of
cereals, 60 g of pulses, 15 g of oil and 5 g of salt. This earlier ration was based on the
assumption that it was rare to have people who were completely destitute. This
situation has changed and rations are now going up to 2.100 Kcal to those without any
access to food. To facilitate this and to provide immediate assistance, the revised
EMOP includes the provision of high protein biscuits in such cases, and food
requirements now include 500 MTs of biscuits, 200 MTs for the northern and 300
MTs for the southern sector. Larger amounts of CSB, DSM, oil and sugar are included
in view of the increased need for supplementary and therapeutic feeding, given the
continuous increase in the number of (very) malnourished children. These
commodities are distributed via NGO managed feeding centres and are in addition to
the quantities the NGOs themselves are able to fund.
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Volumes and transport costs

9. Food aid requirements have increased substantially as a result of the crisis in southern
Sudan. While the original gross food aid requirements under EMOP 5826.01
amounted to about 82,500 MTs, they have been revised upwards to about 129,000
MTs, an increase of 46,500 MTs. The revised requirement is based on distribution
plans which take into account different ration levels for reasons given in paragraph 7
above. This requirement would meet only part of the food consumption needs of the
affected population, which will continue to depend on local resources except for the
most destitute amongst them who will receive a full ration.

10. The increase of 46,500 MTs is reflected in the substantial increase in 1ISH. Average
ITSH costs per MT have increased somewhat, because the percentage of the food that
needs to be flown in has increased. The needs arc highest during the hunger gap of
July-October when roads are impassable because of the rain. Moreover, under the
EMOP 5826.01 it was not foreseen to airlift food to Wau, which is now necessitated
by the influx of people from the surrounding rural areas.

11. All in all, 90% of the food requirements in the southern sector during the next few
months will have to be flown in, with the emergency requirements for Wau mostly
flown in by commercial aircraft from El Obeid. It is realised that these high transport
costs in the longer run are not sustainable. However, modes of transport basically
depend on security. WFP is seeking to contribute towards rehabilitation of barges and
railways in the northern sector, and will be launching, separate from this EMOP, a
Special Operation in order to improve road transport, repair/build roads and bridges
and constitute a trucking fleet in the southern sector.

Direct support costs

12. Direct support costs have increased in line with the increase in food requirements.
The number of field monitors in the southern sector have been increased to one
hundred for a period of six months in order to facilitate airdrops, food distribution and
monitoring of post-food distribution. Since taking field staff in and out of southern
Sudan is only possible by air (Caravan aircraft), travel costs have increased steeply
relative to the April EMOP. For the northern sector, the budget includes 27 additional
field monitors. Other staff positions have also increased. However, in relative terms,
i.e. the amount of US dollars needed for DSC per metric ton of food has actually
decreased from USS 255 originally budgeted to US$ 222 in the present budget
revision.
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13. The budget revision for EMOP 5826.01 is hereby recommended to meet urgent
humrtnitaian assistance needs in Sudan. The revised budget will permit the provision
of assistance to about 2.6 million people for the period up to April 1999. with the
highest requirements being in July-October 1998, at a total cost of USS 154.5 million
instead of US$ 65.8 millon originally foreseen as per details given in the attached
annexes. It is further recommended that the food situation in Sudan be kept under
review and that FAO/WFP crop assessment mission visit Sudan in October/November
1998 to further assess the food situation and make appropriate recommendations.

14. Approved by

.. ...... I.. ...,,,. . o.,. .. ....,..Catherine Bertini

Executive Director, WFP

Date: ..... U.. ..

44 .~ 4'
J. Diouf
Director-Geneal, FAQ

Date: V fLl Yd7
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EMOP 5828 Direct Support Costs

EMOP 5826/1

Southern Sector Osdto ELisling Revised
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EMOP "6- Direct Support Costs
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........,,.fLr ~I/btUK I11ALL S OR TIlE SUDAN OPERATION
FROM 01 MAY 198 TO 30 APRIL 1999

kII 1K. C% %I I A..k v".X
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a. t.d At (LL.3 tV It I tL.N ,UIKLKN SECTOR OPERATION
FROM 01 MAY 1998 TO 30 APRIL M99

WM fc% %if A..%%" I t.
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REVISED REQUIRMENTS/SHORTFALLS FOR THE NORTHERN SECTOR OPERATION
FROM 01 MAY 1998 TO 30 APRIL 19
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